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CITY OF LINCOLN/LANCASTER COUNTY, NEBRASKA 

CONTRACT TERMS 
 
  
 
 THIS CONTRACT, made and entered into by and between Hamilton Equipment Co., 8801 
Highway 6, Lincoln, NE 68507, hereinafter called “Contractor”, and the City of Lincoln, Nebraska, a 
municipal corporation, and the County of Lancaster, Nebraska, a political subdivision of the State of 
Nebraska, hereinafter called the “Owners”. 
 
 WHEREAS, the Owner has caused to be prepared, in accordance with law, Specifications, 
Plans, and other Contract Documents for the Work herein described, and has approved and adopted 
said documents and has caused to be published an advertisement for and in connection with said 
Work, to-wit:        
  

 Skid Steer Loader Rentals, Bid No. 19-088      
and, 
 
 WHEREAS, the Contractor, in response to such advertisement, has submitted to the Owners, in 
the manner and at the time specified, a sealed Proposal/Supplier Response in accordance with the 
terms of said advertisement; and, 
 
 WHEREAS, the Owners, in the manner prescribed by law has publicly opened, read aloud, 
examined, and canvassed the Proposals/Supplier Responses submitted in response to such 
advertisement, and as a result of such canvass has determined and declared the Contractor to be the 
lowest responsible bidder for the said Work for the sum or sums named in the Contractor's 
Proposal/Supplier Responses, a copy thereof being attached to and made a part of this Contract; 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the sums to be paid to the Contractor and the mutual 
covenants herein contained, the Contractor and the Owners have agreed and hereby agree as follows: 
 

1. The Contractor agrees to (a) furnish all tools, equipment, supplies, superintendence, 
transportation, and other accessories, services, and facilities; (b) furnish all materials, 
supplies, and equipment specified to be incorporated into and form a permanent part of the 
complete work; (c) provide and perform all necessary labor in a substantial and workmanlike 
manner and in accordance with the provisions of the Contract Documents; and (d) execute 
and complete all Work included in and covered by the Owners’ award of this Contract to the 
Contractor, such award being based on the acceptance by the Owner of the Contractor's 
Proposal, or part thereof, as follows: 
 

Agreement to Line Items 3.1 – 3.4, 4.1 – 4.10 and 5.1 – 5.3 including Attachment A 
 
2. The Owners agree to pay to the Contractor for the performance of the Work embraced in this 

Contract, the Contractor agrees to accept as full compensation therefore, the following sums 
and prices for all Work covered by and included in the Contract award and designated above, 
payment thereof to be made in the manner provided by the Owners:    

 
The Owners will pay for products/service, according to the Line Item pricing as listed in 
Contractors Proposal/Supplier Response, a copy thereof being attached to and made a 
part of this Contract. The Owners shall order on an as- needed basis for the duration of 
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the contract. The cost of products or services for City Departments shall not 
exceed $65,200.00 during the contract term without approval by the City of Lincoln. The 
cost of products or services for County agencies shall not exceed $5,375.00 during the 
contract term without approval by the Board of Commissioners.   

 
3. Equal Employment Opportunity.  In connection with the carrying out of this project, the 

contractor shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of 
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, disability, age or marital status.  The 
Contractor will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that 
employees are treated during employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, ancestry, disability, age or marital status.  Such action shall include, but not be 
limited to, the following:  employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer; recruitment or 
recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other compensation; and selection 
for training, including apprenticeship.  

 
4. E-Verify.  In accordance with Neb. Rev. Stat. 4-108 through 4-114, the contractor agrees to 

register with and use a federal immigration verification system, to determine the work eligibility 
status of new employees performing services within the state of Nebraska.  A federal 
immigration verification system means the electronic verification of the work authorization 
program of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, 8 U.S.C. 
1324 a, otherwise known as the E-Verify Program, or an equivalent federal program designated 
by the United States Department of Homeland Security or other federal agency authorized to 
verify the work eligibility status of a newly hired employee pursuant to the Immigration Reform 
and Control Act of 1986.  The Contractor shall not discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment to be employed in the performance of this section pursuant to the 
requirements of state law and 8 U.S.C.A 1324b.  The contractor shall require any subcontractor 
to comply with the provisions of this section. 

 
5.  Termination.  This Contract may be terminated by the following: 
 5.1) Termination for Convenience.  Either party may terminate this Contract upon thirty (30) 

days written notice to the other party for any reason without penalty. 
 5.2) Termination for Cause.  The Owners may terminate the Contract for cause if the 

Contractor: 
  5.2.1) Refuses or fails to supply the proper labor, materials and equipment necessary to 

provide services and/or commodities. 
  5.2.2) Disregards Federal, State or local laws, ordinances, regulations, resolutions or 

orders. 
5.2.3) Otherwise commits a substantial breach or default of any provision of the 

Contract Document.  In the event of a substantial breach or default the Owners 
will provide the Contractor written notice of said breach or default and allow the 
Contractor ten (10) days from the date of the written notice to cure such breach 
or default.  If said breach or default is not cured within ten (10) days from the 
date of notice, then the contract shall terminate.  

 
6.  Independent Contractor.  It is the express intent of the parties that this contract shall not create 

an employer-employee relationship.  Employees of the Contractor shall not be deemed to be 
employees of the Owners and employees of the Owners shall not be deemed to be employees 
of the Contractor.  The Contractor and the Owners shall be responsible to their respective 
employees for all salary and benefits.  Neither the Contractor’s employees nor the Owners’ 
employees shall be entitled to any salary, wages, or benefits from the other party, including but 
not limited to overtime, vacation, retirement benefits, workers’ compensation, sick leave or injury 
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leave.  Contractor shall also be responsible for maintaining workers’ compensation insurance, 
unemployment insurance for its employees, and for payment of all federal, state, local and any 
other payroll taxes with respect to its employees’ compensation. 

 
7. Owner Inclusion. It is understood and agreed by all parties that “Owner/s” shall include the City 

of Lincoln and Lancaster County, Nebraska.  Whenever in the Contract documents, including 
the instructions to bidders, specifications, insurance requirements, bonds, and terms and 
conditions or any other documents which are a part of the Contract, a singular entity is 
referenced (i.e., “the City” or “the County”) it shall mean the “Owners” encompassing the City of 
Lincoln, and Lancaster County. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the duties and obligations of the 
City, the County, and the Building Commission pursuant to the Contract shall be treated as 
divisible and severable duties and obligations, and default by any one of the City, the County, or 
the Building Commission shall not be attributed to any other of the Owners, but shall remain the 
sole obligation of the defaulting entity. 

 
8. Period of Performance.  This Contract shall be effective July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020.  

The term of the Contract shall be a one (1) year term with the option to renew for three (3) 
additional one (1) year terms.  

 
9. Notwithstanding anything contrary to the Contract Terms, the attached documents comprise the 

Contract, and consist of the following: 
 1.   Contract Terms 
 2.   Accepted Proposal/Supplier Response 
 3.   Attachment A 
 4.   Addendums 1 - 3 
 5.   Special Provisions 
 6.   Specifications 
   7.   Instructions to Bidders 
 8.   Sales Tax Exemption Form 13 
                 (Note: This form cannot be used for the WATER Division of the City of Lincoln.  The WATER  
       Division is taxable per Reg. 066.14A or applicable laws.) 
 9.  Notice to Bidders 

   
The herein above mentioned Contract Documents form this Contract and are a part of the 

Contract as if hereto attached.  Said documents which are not attached to this document may be 
viewed at: lincoln.ne.gov - Keyword: Bid - Awarded or Closed bids. 

 
 The Contractor and the Owners hereby agree that all the terms and conditions of this Contract 
shall be binding upon themselves, and their heirs, administrators, executors, legal and personal 
representatives, successors, and assigns. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Contractor and the Owners do hereby execute this contract upon 
completion of signatures on: 
 
 Vendor Signature Page 

City of Lincoln Signature Page 
Lancaster County Signature Page  
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Vendor Signature Page

IF A CORPORATION:

Attest:

Secretary

CONTRACT
Annual Supply

Skid Steer Leader Rentals
Bid No. 19-088

City of Lincoln and Lancaster County
Hamilton Equipment Co.

EXECUTION BY CONTRACTOR

Seal

/6/M//&/") /-l/UlPmCfTt ^,-n.G

Name of Corporati6fi ' l -•

Zg0\ HUJH <£ , Unroln / A^- ^/T^7
Address /, ///^

^
By: ^
Dub/XltKorlzed Official

^^Cn'Th-jrrwrcJ - V'it.C. PFCS'JC^
Legal Title of Official

IF OTHER TYPE OF ORGANIZATION:
Name of Organization

Type of Organization

Address

By:.
Member

By:.
Member

IF AN INDIVIDUAL:
Name

Address

Signature
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City of Lincoln Signature Page 
 
 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

CONTRACT 
Annual Supply 

Skid Steer Loader Rentals 
Bid No. 19-088 

City of Lincoln and Lancaster County 
Hamilton Equipment Co. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXECUTION BY THE CITY OF LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 
 
 
 
 

ATTEST: 
 
 
___________________________________ 
City Clerk  
 

 
CITY OF LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 
 
 
__________________________________________ 
Mayor 

 
Approved by Executive Order No._______________  
 
 
dated _____________________________________ 
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Lancaster County Signature Page 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

CONTRACT 
Annual Supply 

Skid Steer Loader Rentals 
Bid No. 19-088 

City of Lincoln and Lancaster County 
Hamilton Equipment Co. 

EXECUTION BY LANCASTER COUNTY, NEBRASKA 

The Board of County Commissioners of 
Lancaster, Nebraska 

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

dated _________________________________ 

Contract Approved as to Form: 

______________________________________ 
Deputy Lancaster County Attorney 

C-19-0401
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City of Lincoln/Lancaster County (Lincoln Purchasing)
Supplier Response

Bid Information Contact Information Ship to Information

Bid Creator Sharon Mulder Asst Address Purchasing Address
Purchasing Agent 440 S. 8th St.

Email smulder@lincoln.ne.gov Lincoln, NE 68508
Phone (402) 441-7428 Contact Sharon Mulder Asst Contact
Fax (402) 441-6513 Purchasing Agent

Department
Bid Number 19-088 Addendum 3 Department Building
Title Annual Skid Steer Loader Building

Rentals Suite 200 Floor/Room
Bid Type Bid Floor/Room Telephone
Issue Date 3/8/2019 05:13 PM (CT) Telephone (402) 441-7428 Fax
Close Date 3/29/2019 12:00:00 PM (CT) Fax (402) 441-6513 Email

Email smulder@lincoln.ne.gov

Supplier Information

Company Hamilton Equipment Co
Address 8801 Highway 6

Lincoln, NE 68507
Contact Brian Motschenbacher
Department
Building
Floor/Room
Telephone (402) 464-6381
Fax (402) 464-5989
Email brian@hamiltonequipmentco.com
Submitted 3/29/2019 09:32:17 AM (CT)
Total $74,850.00

By submitting your response, you certify that you are authorized to represent and bind your company.

Signature Brian Motschenbacher Email brian@hamiltonequipmentco.com

Supplier Notes

Bid Notes

Added addendum 2

Bid Activities

Bid Messages

Bid Attributes
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Please review the following and respond where necessary
# Name Note Response

1 Instructions to Bidders I acknowledge reading and understanding the Instructions Yes
to Bidders.

2 Specifications I acknowledge reading and understanding the Yes
specifications.

3 Sample Contract I acknowledge reading and understanding the sample Yes
contract.

4 Special Provision Term Contract Provisions I acknowledge reading and understanding the Special Yes
Provision Term Contract Provisions.

5 Quantities I acknowledge that the quantities listed for each line item Y
are an estimated amount. The City/County does not
guarantee any dollar amount or order quantities for the
term of the contract.

6 Delivery State number of delivery days after receipt of order (ARO). 60 to 90 Days
FOB to the City/County at the location specified with all
transportation charges paid.

7 Contact Name of person submitting this bid: Brian Motschenbacher

8 Early Return Penalty Schedule Do you have an Early Return Penalty Schedule for the Yes
Attachments? If so, I acknowledge that I have attached our
Early Return Penalty Schedule by item number in the
Vendors' Response Attachment Section of this e-bid.
Please include penalty amount for each of the four (4)
year lease periods, Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4.

9 Base Machine Technical Specifications/Brochure Please attach to the Vendor's Response Attachment Yes
Section of the E-bid the brochure and or technical
specifications of the base machine bidding.

10 U.S. Citizenship Attestation Is your company legally considered an Individual or Sole No
Proprietor: YES or NO

As a Vendor who is legally considered an Individual or a
Sole Proprietor I hereby understand and agree to comply
with the requirements of the United States Citizenship
Attestation Form, available at:
http://www.sos.ne.gov/business/notary/citizenforminfo.html

All awarded Vendors who are legally considered an
Individual or a Sole Proprietor must complete the form and
submit it with contract documents at time of execution.

If a Vendor indicates on such attestation form that he or
she is a qualified alien, the Vendor agrees to provide the
US Citizenship and Immigration Services documentation
required to verify the Vendor’s lawful presence in the
United States using the Systematic Alien Verification for
Entitlements (SAVE) Program.

Vendor further understands and agrees that lawful
presence in the United States is required and the Vendor
may be disqualified or the Contract terminated if such
lawful presence cannot be verified as required by Neb.
Rev. Stat. 4-108.
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11 Tax Exempt Certification Forms Materials being purchased in this bid are tax exempt and Yes
unit prices are reflected as such. A Purchasing Agent
Appointment form and a Exempt Sales Certificate form
shall be issued with contract documents. (Note: State Tax
Law does not provide for sales tax exemption for
proprietary functions for government, thereby excluding
the purchases of pipes to be installed in water lines and
purchase of water meters.)

12 Electronic Signature Please check here for your electronic signature. Yes

13 Agreement to Addendum No. 1 Respondent hereby certifies that the change set forth in Yes
this addendum has been incorporated in their proposal and
is part of their bid.
Reason: See Bid Attachments section for Addendum
information.

14 Agreement to Addendum No. 2 Respondent hereby certifies that the change set forth in Yes
this addendum has been incorporated in their proposal and
is part of their bid.
Reason: See Bid Attachments section for Addendum
information.

15 Agreement to Addendum No. 3 Respondent hereby certifies that the change set forth in Yes
this addendum has been incorporated in their proposal and
is part of their bid.
Reason: See Bid Attachments section for Addendum
information.
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Line Items

# Qty UOM Description Response

1 1 EA 4-Wheel Skid Loader Rental for the City of Lincoln, Water Department $8,275

Manufacturer: Deere or Equivalent Manufacturer #: 332G

Item Notes:

Supplier Notes:

Item Attributes: Please review the following and respond where necessary
# Name Note Response

1 Manufacturer and Model Please provide Manufacturer and Model bidding Bobcat S770

2 Additional Hours Please provide your hourly rate of hours that equipment 20.00 per hour
isused beyond 250.

Package Line Items:
# Qty UOM Description Response

1.1 1 EA 4-Wheel Tire Loader Rental 5,500.00

Item Notes: Maximum of 250 hours per year with option to purchase additional hours at a set fee.
Vendor shall indicate hourly fee in the Attribute Section.
Loader shall meet the emissions standards.
Loader shall have a four (4) cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel, minimum of Net 96 HP and a maximum torque of 395 lbf-ft
Manufacturer and Model of Skid Loader requested is Deere 332G, Tier 4 or an equivalent.
Minimum operating weight approximately of 10,000 lbs.
Rated Operating Capacity of 3,600 lbs or greater.
Sealed Cab with Heat and Air conditioning.
Prefer Joy Stick Control.
High-Flow
Please attach brochure with equipment specifications of Skid Loader bid in the Vendors Response Attachment Section of the E-bid.
Price must include delivery to and pickup from, Ashland Water Treatment Plant.

Supplier
Notes:

1.2 1 EA 84" Smooth Bucket with Cutting Edge 0.00

Item Notes: Industrial/Construction Bucket with minimum width of 84".

Supplier 80” Bucket with reversible edge will be supplied with machine
Notes:

1.3 1 EA Option: 48" Pallet Forks 375.00

Supplier
Notes:

1.4 1 EA Option: Electrical Control Wiring Harness 0.00

Supplier
Notes:
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1.5 1 EA Option: Manufacturer's recommended maximum counter weight 0.00

Item Notes: Please specify what that weight is in the Supplier Item Notes

Supplier 400lb. frame mounted counter weight kit. Lift capacity 3650lbs. Supplied at no charge.
Notes:

1.6 1 EA Option: 60" Snow Blower Accessory 2,000.00

Item Notes: Minimum of four (4) month rental December - March or earlier and/or possibly later

Supplier Snow blower will be 72” wide to accommodate the width of machine. $500.00 per month and can start sooner than December and
Notes: go later than March as needed.

1.7 1 EA Option: 96" Snow Bucket Accessory 400.00

Item Notes: Minimum of four (4) month rental December - March or earlier and/or possibly later

Supplier Light material bucket will be 88” with a reversible edge. $100.00 per month and can start earlier than December and can go later
Notes: than March as needed.

1.8 1 EA Option: Advanced Hydraulic Control System 0.00

Item Notes: For the model you are proposing in line item number 1 to allow operator to vary hydraulic control speed and skid loader speed while
using pavement planner attachment

Supplier Advanced Hydraulic Control System no longer available. SJC controls (bid with machine) will allow operator to control hydraulic
Notes: speed and skid-steer loader speed.

2 1 EA 4-Wheel Skid Loader Rental for City of Lincoln, Solid Waste Operations $4,000

Manufacturer: Deere or equivalent Manufacturer #: 316G

Item Notes:

Supplier Notes:

Item Attributes: Please review the following and respond where necessary
# Name Note Response

1 Manufacturer and Model Please provide Manufacturer and Model bidding. Bobcat S570

2 Hourly Rate Please provide your hourly rate of hours that equipment $20.00 per hour
isused beyond 250.
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Package Line Items:
# Qty UOM Description Response

2.1 1 EA 4-Wheel Skid Loader Rental 4,000.00

Item Notes: Maximum of 250 hours per year with option to purchase additional hours at a set fee.
Approximately 100 hours of minimum use annually.
Vendor shall indicate hourly fee in the Attribute Section.
Loader shall meet the emissions standards.
Loader shall have a four (4) cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel, minimum of Net 61 HP and a rated operating load approximately to
maximum of 1,750 lbs.
Manufacturer and Model of Skid Loader requested is Deere 316G, Tier 4 or an equivalent
Sealed Cab with Heat and Air conditioning.
Vertical or radial lift is acceptable
Hand/foot controls and joystick controls - operator selectable; if this dual, operator selectable control system is not available, prefer
the joystick control over the hand/foot control
Please attach brochure with equipment specifications of Skid Loader bid in the Vendors Response Attachment Section of the E-bid.
Price must include delivery to and pickup from, Solid Waste Operations Facility on Bluff Road.
Used primary to load, unload, carry white goods/appliances without crushing with hydraulically actuated clamp (provided by owner)
in small work area.
Secondary applications generally include material handling, sweeping and digging post holes. Small footprint is as important as the
other features.

Supplier
Notes:

2.2 1 EA 72" Smooth Bucket with Cutting Edge 0.00

Supplier 68” or 74” Low profile bucket included (customer choice) bucket will have reversible edge
Notes:

2.3 1 EA Option: Manufacturers recommended maximum counter weight 0.00

Item Notes: Manufacturer's recommended material handling bucket for machine size; no other attachments necessary.

Supplier Maximum counter weight kit installed no charge
Notes:

3 1 EA Track Loader Rental for City of Lincoln, Parks and Recreation Department $6,350

Manufacturer: Deere or equivalent Manufacturer #: 323E

Item Notes:

Supplier Notes:

Item Attributes: Please review the following and respond where necessary
# Name Note Response

1 Manufacturer and Model Please provide Manufacturer and Model bidding. Bobcat T650

2 Hourly Rate Please provide your hourly rate of hours that equipment $30.00
isused beyond 250.
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Package Line Items:
# Qty UOM Description Response

3.1 1 EA Track Loader Rental 5,500.00

Item Notes: Maximum of 250 hours per year with option to purchase additional hours at a set fee.
Approximately 100 hours of minimum use annually.
Vendor shall indicate hourly fee in the Attribute Section.
Loader shall meet the emissions standards.
Loader shall have a four (4) cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel, maximum of Net Power 70 HP and a rated operating load approximately
to maximum of 2,590 lbs.
Joystick operator operation method
Manufacturer and Model of Skid Loader requested is Deere 323E, Tier 4 or an equivalent
Sealed Cab with Heat and Air conditioning.
Vertical or radial lift is acceptable
Please attach brochure with equipment specifications of Skid Loader bid in the Vendors Response Attachment Section of the E-bid.
Price must include delivery to and pickup from Parks, 1525 Memorial Drive.

Supplier
Notes:

3.2 1 EA 72" Smooth Bucket with Cutting Edge 0.00

Supplier 74” low Profile bucket with reversible edge will be provided with machine
Notes:

3.3 1 EA 76" Smooth Bucket with Cutting Edge 450.00

Supplier 74” low profile bucket with reversible edge or teeth
Notes:

3.4 1 EA Option: 96" Snow Bucket 400.00

Supplier 88” light material bucket with reversible edge / 4 month period December through March $100.00 per month Can start earlier and
Notes: keep later if needed.

4 1 EA 4-Wheel Skid and Track Loader Rentals for City of Lincoln Transportation & Utilities, Fleet $50,850

Manufacturer: Deere or equivalent

Item Notes: Skid Steer Loaders will be broke out on the line items that follow. Total of six (6) are needed.

Supplier Notes:

Item Attributes: Please review the following and respond where necessary
# Name Note Response

1 Manufacturer and Model Please provide Manufacturer and Model bidding for all six Bobcat S570
(6) skid steer loaders here.

2 Houlrly Rate Please provide your hourly rate of hours that equipment $20.00
isused beyond 250.
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Package Line Items:
# Qty UOM Description Response

4.1 1 EA 4-Wheel Skid Loader Rental 4,000.00

Manufacturer: Deere or Equivalent Manufacturer #: 318E

Item Notes: Maximum of 250 hours per year with option to purchase additional hours at a set fee.
Vendor shall indicate hourly fee in the Attribute Section.
Loader shall meet the emissions standards.
Loader shall have a four (4) cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel, minimum of net power 71 hp and maximum axle torque of 4,994 lb. - ft.
Hydraulic pump flow from 21 gpm to high-flow option of 29 gpm
Manufacturer and Model of Skid Loader requested is Deere 318E, Tier 4 or an equivalent. Minimum operating weight approximately
of 10,000 lbs. Rated Operating Capacity of 1,800 lbs or greater.
Gross power maximum of 63.2hp
Sealed Cab with Heat and Air conditioning.
Prefer Joy Stick Control.
Please attach brochure with equipment specifications of Skid Loader bid in the Vendors Response Attachment Section of the E-bid.
Price must include delivery to and pickup from Fleet Services, 901 W. Bond Street.

Supplier
Notes:

4.2 1 EA 66" Smooth Bucket with Cutting Edge 0.00

Supplier 68” Low profile Bucket with reversible edge will be provided with machine. No charge
Notes:

4.3 4 EA 4-Wheel Skid Loader Rental 5,000.00

Manufacturer: Deere or Equivalent Manufacturer #: 324E

Item Notes: Maximum of 250 hours per year with option to purchase additional hours at a set fee.
Approximately 100 hours of minimum use annually.
Vendor shall indicate hourly fee in the Attribute Section.
Loader shall meet the emissions standards.
Loader shall have a four (4) cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel, minimum of Net 71 HP and a rated operating load capacity of 2690 lbs.
Manufacturer and Model of Skid Loader requested is Deere 324E, Tier 4 or an equivalent
High Flow Hydraulic System - from 21 gpm to 29 gpm
Sealed Cab with Heat and Air conditioning.
Vertical or radial lift is acceptable
High-Flow
Please attach brochure with equipment specifications of Skid Loader bid in the Vendors Response Attachment Section of the E-bid.
Price must include delivery to and pickup from Fleet Services, 901 W. Bond Street.

Supplier
Notes:

4.4 4 EA 76" Smooth Bucket with Cutting Edge 0.00

Supplier 74” Low profile bucket with reversible edge provided with machine. No charge
Notes:
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4.5 1 EA Track Loader Rental 6,000.00

Manufacturer: Deere or Equivalent Manufacturer #: 325G

Item Notes: Maximum of 250 hours per year with option to purchase additional hours at a set fee. Approximately 100 hours of minimum use
annually. Vendor shall indicate hourly fee in the Attribute Section. Loader shall meet the emissions standards. Loader shall have a
four (4) cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel, maximum of Net Power 70 HP and a rated operating load capacity of a minimum tipping load
of 2,590 lbs.
Manufacturer and Model of Track Loader requested is Deere 325G, Tier 4 or an equivalent
High Flow Hydraulic System - from 19 gpm to 27 gpm
Sealed Cab with Heat and Air conditioning.
Vertical or radial lift is acceptable
High-Flow
Please attach brochure with equipment specifications of Skid Loader bid in the Vendors Response Attachment Section of the E-bid.
Price must include delivery to and pickup from Fleet Services, 901 W. Bond Street.

Supplier Bidding Bobcat T650
Notes:

4.6 1 EA 78" Smooth Bucket with Cutting Edge 0.00

Supplier 74” or 80” Bucket available with reversible edge (customer choice) No charge
Notes:

4.7 5 EA Broom Attachments, 72" Pick-Up 1,500.00

Supplier When sweepers are turned in. 50% of bristle length must be left / 50% of reversible cutting edge thickness must be remaining.
Notes:

4.8 1 EA 78" Tooth Bucket 450.00

Supplier
Notes:

4.9 1 EA Grapple Bucket 1,300.00

Supplier 74” industrial grapple bucket or 82” root grapple. Customer choice.
Notes:

4.10 2 EA Hydraulic Planners 5,800.00

Supplier Bobcat planer 18” HF with fast cut drum / 24” HF planer with fast cut drum option $7,250.00
Notes:

4.11 1 EA Engine Driven Planer No Bid

Supplier
Notes:

5 1 EA 4-Wheel Skid Loader Rental for Lancaster County, Corrections $5,375

Manufacturer: Deere or equivalent Manufacturer #: 324E

Item Notes:

Supplier Notes:
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Item Attributes: Please review the following and respond where necessary
# Name Note Response

1 Manufacturer and Model Please provide Manufacturer and Model bidding. Bobcat S650

2 Hourly Rate Please provide your hourly rate of hours that equipment 20.00 Per Hour
isused beyond 250.

Package Line Items:
# Qty UOM Description Response

5.1 1 EA 4-Wheel Skid Loader Rental 5,000.00

Item Notes: Maximum of 250 hours per year with option to purchase additional hours at a set fee.
Approximately 100 hours of minimum use annually.
Vendor shall indicate hourly fee in the Attribute Section.
Loader shall meet the emissions standards.
Loader shall have a four (4) cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel, minimum of net 71 HP with gross net of 74 and a rated operating load
capacity of 2690 lbs.
Manufacturer and Model of Skid Loader requested is Deere 324E, Tier 4 or an equivalent
High Flow Hydraulic System - from 21 gpm to 29 gpm
Sealed Cab with Heat and Air conditioning.
Vertical or radial lift is acceptable
Please attach brochure with equipment specifications of Skid Loader bid in the Vendors Response Attachment Section of the E-bid.
Price must include delivery to and pickup from Lancaster County Corrections.

Supplier Bidding Bobcat S650
Notes:

5.2 1 EA 78" Smooth Bucket with Cutting Edge 0.00

Supplier 74” or 80” low profile bucket with reversible edge (customer choice) No charge
Notes:

5.3 1 EA Option: 42" Pallet Forks 375.00

Supplier 42” pallet forks with walk through frame
Notes:

Response Total: $74,850.00



M2·Series 
Sldd·Steer Loaders 
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The skid-steer 

loader can pivot 360 

degrees, which makes 

it one of the most 

maneuverable pieces 

of equipment available. 

Why 
Slcid-Steer 
Loaders? 

Since inventing the world's first true compact loader in 1958, 

Bobcat has constantly improved on its original concept: a tough, agile 

and versatile compact machine that can tackle an incredible number 

of jobs. I Today, the innovation continues. The Bobcat® skid-steer 

loader features a superior design that outperforms other brands 

while maximizing your uptime and delivering unmatched comfort. 







Quicker Turning 
When not carrying a load, a weight 
distribution of 70 percent in the 
rear and 30 percent in the front 
delivers balanced, easy turning 
for ideal performance: 
• Best weight distribution for turning 
and skidding. 

• Reduces fuel consumption and 
power requirements from engine. 

•Increases life of drive train and tires. 
• Less wear and tear than flat-footed 
machines sold by other manufacturers. 

Stronger Hydt~ylics 
The Bobcat engine, pump, horsepower 
and cubic-inghdjpplacementare 
configHE~QJ~)i.ecisely for eachmodel's 
s pecifie"'ope"fiating>.capacity. ~pQin e 
QO.[Sepower ana'Q)Idraulic system 

·· p~rtQ~mance are finely tuned to run 
circles~around other machines. 

,'',, "<~;~,':,·· ,'"' 

More Torque 
Bobcat loaders reach maximum torque 

·at a lower rpm to minimize stalling and 
tim 

Control in Your Hands 
With Bobcat skid-steer loaders, you 
can feel and control the loader's drive, 
engine torque and tractive effort- so 
you can push your machine to the limit 
without an engine anti-stall system 
robbing you of power when you need 
it the most. 

2-Speed Travel Option 
Boost top travel speed by as much 
as 57 percent and reduce the time 
it takes to travel across a jobsite. 

HydrauJlc.;cJJUJ:.~ef:positioriing 
Optional fiyctraulic ij~·cket positioning 
keeps yourl;wcketlevel when raising 
lift arms, reduding spillage and allowing 
you to work more efficiently. 

Automatic Ride Control 
Automatic ride control detects 
when you're carrying material and 
cushions the load to reduce spillage 
and increase oper~tor cqrnfort. 
The works at any speed. 

p a swit.Gb to turn it 
as backdragging. 
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Pli e r tection 
When the skid-steer loader isn't working, no body's working. That's 

why Bobcat reliability is legendary. Whether it's our maintenance

free chaincase, smart cooling, superior lift arms, machine shutdown 

protection, self diagnostics or theft protection, our reputation for reliable 

equipment protects your reputation for timely, productive work. 

Battery Run-Down Protection 
The lighting circuit automatically 
shuts down to prevent accidental 
battery discharge. 

,----...... , Machine Shutdown 

No-Maintenance Axle Bearings 
Bobcat axle bearings are automatically 
lubricated with chain case oil- so they 
never need greasing. 

Protection 
Bobcat loaders come 

standard with automatic 
shutdown that monitors engine 

and hydraulic functions. The 
system alerts the operator and 

actually shuts the machine down
lessening the chance of damage to 
the engine or hydraulic components. 

Tougher Axles 
Axles larger than any comparable
sized loader prevent downtime. 
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uperior Lilt r s 
Your loader arms should remain rigid when you move with a load, 

and hydraulic hoses should be protected from the hazards of ajobsite. 

Bobcat knows this better than anyone. Our durable, patented lift

arm design and a choice of lift path help you meet the unique demands 

of your job. 

Higher lift, more capacity and 
reach at maximum height 

I' 

Vertical Lift Path 
A vertical lift path provides higher 
lift capacity and more reach at full lift 
height than radius lift path, keeping the 
load closer to the machine while you 
raise the loader arms. Because you 
achieve maximum reach at full lift 
height, it's easier to clear high-sided 
truck boxes and hoppers. It's also 
better for placing heavy pallets of 
block or sod. 



Job-Matched Lift Arms 
A vertical lift path and radius lift path 
each have their advantages. Bobcat 
builds both styles to match the 
work you do. 

Hydraulically Cushioned Cylinders 
Smooth, quick Bobcat lift cylinders 
softly lower the lift arms back to their 
original position on the loader frame. 
This occurs automatically with every 
lift cycle to reduce noise and increase 
comfort during operation. 

Radius Lilt Path 
A radius lift path provides maximum 
reach at truck bed height. Arm 
movement forms an arc. More than 
80 percent of that arc delivers better 
reach at truck bed height. A radius 
lift path excels in jobs at mid-range 
heights, like dumping over a wall, 
backfilling or unloading flatbed trucks. 

Single-Plane Design 
Every pin and connecting poi 
Bobcat lift arms are part of a 
plane design. Side-to-side 
is minimized, resulting in less 
and longer life. It also helps 
unwanted spillage of material. 

More 
reach at 
mid-range 

11 
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elux 
I stru entation 
The deluxe instrument panel offers you even more functionality. The 5-inch, full-color LCD screen enables 

monitoring of and interaction with your machine. The system can even provide information about machine 

performance in English, Spanish and five other languages. 

Activity Monitor Check machine usage 
by operator with the job clock feature. 

Functional lockouts Protect your 
investment from misuse or accidental 
use by locking out certain functions 
such as high-flow hydraulics and 
2-Speed travel. 

Password-Protected Keyless Start 
Eliminate downtime due to lost 
keys. Remove the risk of spare keys 
in the pockets of current or former 
employees. Reduce the chance of theft 
or unauthorized use. You might even 
reduce your insurance premiums. 

Attachment Operation 
Deluxe instrumentation features 
a viewable job clock for certain 
attachments and the ability to 
make adjustments to laser-guided 
attachments without stepping out of 
the cab. You can even monitor certain 
attachment functions on-screen. 

Diagnostics 
The easy-to-read, backlit 
display panel monitors 14 major 
loaderfunctions and provides 
troubleshooting suggestions to 
help solve a potential problem, 
which helps maximize your uptime. 

Other Deluxe 
Instrumentation Features 
Digital time clock, user job clock, 
statistics for overall job and individual 
operators, resettable hour meter, 
attachment controls, help menu, and 
multiple password settings give you 
added convenience and more control 
over your machine. 

M2-Series deluxe instrument panel is pictured here. See your dealer for details. 





Vibration-Reducing Cab Isolation 
With front-mount rubber bushings 
that are 32 percent larger and rear
mount bushings that are 160 percent 
larger than previous generation 
loaders, the operator experie 
is better than ever. 

Seat-Mounted Joysticks 
On loaders with Selectable 
Joystick Controls (SJC), the 
joysticks are mounted to the 
seat. As your suspension seat 
moves up and down, the 
joysticks move with the seat for 
added comfort while operatin 

Improved Seat Adjustme 
The adjustable seat 
additional inches of 
aft movement to 
different-sized 



Large Entry 
On machines with enclosed cabs, 
large swing-open doors provide 
ample room for exit and entry. 

More Room 
Our stronger, narrower loader arms 
make a wider cab possible, with up 
to 20 percent more interior space than 
competitors, keeping you comfortable. 

Heat and Air Conditioning 
Because our AC units are integrated 
into the machine, there is no bulky 
add-on unit to obstruct your visibility. 
Automotive-style vents allow you to 
point your air where you need it for 
greater comfort in all weather conditions. 

Ample Storage 
Storage bins are located throughout 
the interior. You can store items 
wherever it's convenient- on your 
right or on your left. 

Convenient Engine Speed Control 
The engine speed control is within 
easy reach on the right-hand corner 
post of the cab. 

Fingertip Controls 
Fingertip controls make your 
attachment comfortable to operate, 
easy to control and simple to adjust 
while driving. Dual-direction detent 
allows hydraulic flow to be engaged 
continuously, in either direction, 
without holding a switch. Variable 
hydraulic flow allows you to slowly 
move cylinders when working with 
a grapple or combination bucket, or 
crank it up to maximum flow to quickly 
shake dirt from an auger bit. 

12-Volt Power Accessory 
Your cab is your office. That's why 
Bobcat installed a 12-volt power 
accessory for charging your mobile 
phone and other devices. 

Easy-Pull, Easy-Secure Side Window 
Simply pull the window knob to slide 
the side window to five lockable 
positions. The window stays exactly 
where you want it to get consistent 
air flow. 

Heated Cloth 
Air-Ride Seats 
Upholstered in comfortable, 
breathable cloth and equi 
with operator-controlle 
for warmth in cold weather, 
optional air-ride seat provid 
the ultimate in comfort. 
air suspension adjusts to 
weight, helping you <'IYll"•nth, 

the bumps on your jo 
increasing your com 

Side Lighting Kit 
Mounted above the right and left side 
windows, these low-profile, BOO-lumen
rated LED lights make operation more 
productive at all hours. 

Radio-Capable 
Order your loader with a stereo to 
enhance your operation experience. 
The radio features an auxiliary audio 
input jack that is ready for a mobile 
phone or other device. 

Other Comfort Cab Features 
• High-output halogen lights for 

low-light operation 
• Adjustable foot pedals 

Availability of some comfort features varies by model 
and configuration. See your dealer for details. 



isibilitv 
Leading all-around visibility is central to the design of the cab 

on Bobcat loaders. This provides a big advantage when loading 

a truck or using attachments. 

Increased Top Visibility 
A top window with 34 percent more viewing 
area gives you an unbeatable view when raisin 
a load above the cab, such as loading trucks or 
stacking materials. 

Cab-Forward Desig 
The cab-forward design moves the 
operating area closer to the attachment, 
giving you a better vantage point to see 
your work. 



Rear Visibility 
The cab-forward design doesn't 
affect rear visibility. The large rear 
window and angle of the back of the 
loader provide a great view behind 
the tailgate. 

All-around visibility is 

central to the design of the 

cab on Bobcat loaders. 

Side Visibility 
In the Bobcat cab, you can see 
the wheels without having to lift 
your loader arms, increasing your 
performance in tight areas, such 
as grading next to a building or 
backing onto a trailer. 



Choice Controls 
Bobcat offers all of the common control patterns found on compact 

loaders today - and it's the only brand that allows you to choose 

your preference at the flip of a switch. It's the largest selection of 

control possibilities in the industry. 

Bobcat 
Standard Controls 
With Bobcat 
standard controls, 
each steering lever 
controls each drive 
side independently, 

while dual foot pedals control the 
loader lift and tilt. It's still the most 
popular control style. 

Advanced Control System (ACS) 
ACS offers your choice of two control 
styles in one machine. By pressing a 
switch, you can use traditional Bobcat 
standard controls or "H" pattern hand 
controls, where the left lever controls 
the left drive and lift, while the right 
lever controls the right drive and tilt. 

Remote Control 
With remote control operation, you 
control your loader without having 
to be in the cab. This is a smart 
solution for hot, dusty environments 
or on jobs where you'd rather be 
outside the machine. Completely 
portable, and designed for the worst 
working environments, the radio 
remote control system is installed 
or removed in minutes for easy use 
with multiple machines. 





a nora ic Serviceability 
Bobcat loaders are designed to provide the fastest, easiest 

maintenance in the industry. Engine checkpoints are within easy 

reach -so daily maintenance actually gets done. Unparalleled 

access to routine and long-term maintenance points makes 

preventative maintenance simple, reducing your operating 

costs and adding to your bottom line. 

Full-Access Serviceability 
Our large, swing-open tailgate 
provides convenient access to routine 
maintenance points. There are no 
radiators to move, lift arms to raise 
or lift-arm support devices to install. 

Protective Tailgate 
The one-piece, 1J,i-inch steel tailgate 
door protects loader components 
from jobsite hazards. 

Tip-Up Cab 
For non-routine service, simply 
remove two nuts and tip back 
the cab to access hydraulic and 
hydrostatic components in minutes. 

I. 



Tier 4 Solutions 
When Tier 4 emissions standards required every 

equipment manufacturer to make equipment changes, 

Bobcat designed a non-DPF Tier 4 solution that also delivers new 

features and provides more performance to customers. 

More Torque 
Higher combustion pressures 
generate more torque. Bobcat engines 
have a robust combustion chamber 
that handles more pressure and 
produces more torque than ever 
before, meaning better performance 
for pushing, digging, lifting and 
operating attachments. 

Go to Bobcat.com/Tier4Engine to 
learn more about the Bobcat 
engine features and performance 
improvements. 

A Wider Range of Power 
Bobcat engines generate the most 
torque across a much wider rpm range. 
Our engines can stay in the peak 
torque range longer, maximizing your 
performance. Operators of every skill 
level can better utilize full engine 
performance to get more work done. 

Other Bobcat Engine Advantages: 
Improved Machine Shutdown Protection 
Monitors coolant and oil temperatures and 
prevents them from reaching a critical point 
of shutdown. 

Cold Weather Engine Protection 
Protects your machine from working too hard 
before the engine is properly warmed up. 

Lower Operating Costs and Reduced Noise 
An auto-idle function on SJC-equipped 
machines reduces noise levels. 

Simple, State-of-the-Art 
and Non-DPF 
The biggest advantage of our Tier 4 
solution is simplicity. Bobcat engines 
meet Tier 4 regulations without a 
diesel particulate filter (DPF). This 
reduces downtime that occurs with 
DPF regeneration and long-term 
DPF maintenance costs. That allows 
operators to focus on working. 
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Bobcat loaders have your business expansion built right in. An auger, 

breaker or one of more than 70 attachments will go a long way to save 

you time and labor. Whether it's breaking concrete, taking down buildings 

or drilling tree holes, Bobcat attachments help you take on new jobs 

and get more use from your machine. They're vertically integrated with 

your Bobcat loader's electronics, hydraulics and geometry, and they're 

designed with visibility and ease of entry and exit in mind. 



Quicl' Couplers 
Trapped line pressure can make 
attachment changes anything but 
quick. So Bobcat loaders come with 
quick couplers to release trapped 
pressure. By pushing the coupler 
inward, hydraulic oil is released 
through a return line back into the 
machine. The result is a clean, quick 
attachment change every time. 

Attachment Control Kit 
Several attachments require control 
of more than one function. Our small, 
seven-pin attachment harness activates 
power and fingertip-control functions 
while eliminating the need for mechanical 
relays used on other loaders. It's fully 
integrated with your Bobcat loader for a 
clean look and protected routing. 



Bob .. Jach System 
Change attachments in less than a 
minute with the Bob-Tach® mounting 
system. Replace a bucket with a 
pallet fork, landscape rake, auger, 
grapple and more, while keeping a 
tight attachment fit every time. 



Power Bob-Tach System 
With the Power Bob-Tach® system, you can 
change non-hydraulic attachments without 
leaving the comfort of your cab. Just line up 
the attachment and press the switch. 



Deluxe Instrumentation Hour Clock 
With the deluxe instrument panel, you 
can monitor the number of hours on 
each attachment. 

Laser Positioning 
For laser-controlled attachments, 
deluxe instrumentation provides 
real-time, in-cab attachment position 
monitoring and adjustment. 

Tree Spade Control 
With deluxe instrumentation, you 
can monitor active blades and gates, 
change auto-dig and easy-dig settings, 
and monitor the number of trees dug 
in a day. 

Sonic Tracer/Slope Sensor 
The sonic tracer/slope sensor kit 
enables operators to create an 
accurate cross-slope or precisely grade 
when laser receivers and transmitters 
are limited by jobsite obstacles or the 
grade needed does not follow a plane. 



High-Flow Hydraulics 
Optional high-flow hydraulics provide 
a big power boost for better production 
with attachments. Certain attachments, 
such as the flail cutter, trencher, planer 
and stump grinder, get maximum 
performance from high-flow hydraulics. 

Multi-Carrier Versatility 
Get more versatility and profitability for 
your dollar. Several Bobcat attachments 
can be used across carriers. For 
example, a Modei15C auger can be 
shared with an all-wheel steer loader, 
skid-steer loader, compact track loader, 
compact excavator, Toolcaf" utility 
work machine and VersaHANDLER® 
telescopic tool carrier. 

Superior Attachment Availability 
Bobcat dealers specialize in compact 
equipment- so they are much more 
likely to stock or rent attachments that 
other equipment retailers don't even 
have. You'll be able to buy or rent the 
attachments you need. 

Attachment Support 
The attachment is as important as your 
machine. If you buy an attachment off 
the internet or at a discount store, who 
is going to service it, provide parts 
and complete your warranty? Bobcat 
Company supports its attachments 
better than anyone. We are your one
stop shop for your attachment parts, 
service, finance and warranty. 



All-Wheel 
Steer 
Innovation 
Bobcat is famous for giving you 

more ways to get the job done. 

When you want maneuverability 

or turf-friendly performance on 

demand, only Bobcat delivers. 

Two steering 
modes by simply 
pressing a switch 

The powerful A770 is 
the only compact loader 
in the industry that 

offers all-wheel steer and skid
steer capabilities. This revolutionary 
loader operates with smooth, all-wheel 
steering that rolls through a turn without 
tearing up finished turf or leaving marks 
on driveways. When you need the 
unmatched maneuverability of a skid
steer loader, just press a switch and your 
loader can turn within its own length. 



Bobcat gives vou more. 
More models. More features. More options. More versatility. 
With skid-steer and all-wheel steer loader models ranging from 36 to 
80 inches wide and 23.5 to 100 horsepower, no one gives you more 
choices- or more machine for your money- than Bobcat. Get your 
choice of vertical lift path or radius lift path arm configurations. Take 
advantage of exclusive designs and groundbreaking technology. 
With Bobcat, you'll always get more, which means you'll have an 
easier time finding the machine that's matched to your job. 
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2200 lb. (998 kg) 2180 lb.(989 kg) 2690 lb.(1220 kg) 3100 lb.(1406 kg) 3350 lb.(1520 kg) 3950 lb.(1792 kg) 33251b.(1508 kg) 

/eight kits are available to increase ROC. See dealer on available kits and ROC Increases for your loader. -------------------------
4400 lb.(1995 kg) 4360 lb.(1978 kg) 5380 lb. (2440 kg) 6200 lb.(2812 kg) 

1191n. (3023 mm) 

Vertical 

6793 lb. (3082 kg) 

681n. (1727 mm) 

77.81n. (1972 mm) 

7.4 mph (11.8 km/hr.) 

11.0 mph (17.3 km/hr.) 

Tler4 

74 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

24.7 gal. (93.7 L) 

1211n. (3073 mm) 

Radius 

7610 lb.(3452 kg) 

741n. (1880 mm) 

81.31n.(2065 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

12.3 mph (19.8 km/hr.) 

Tler4 

74hp 

Turbo Diesel 

23.9 gal. (90.5 L) 

1241n. (3149 mm) 

Vertical 

80611b.(3657 kg) 

741n. (1880 mm) 

81.31n. (2065 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

12.3 mph (19.8 km/hr.) 

Tler4 

74 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

23.9 gal. (90.5 L) 

1321n.(3353 mm) 

Vertical 

8794 lb. (3989 kg) 

741n. (1880 mm) 

81.31n. (2065 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

12.3 mph (19.8 km/hr.) 

Tler4 

74 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

23.9 gal. (90.5 L) 

6700 lb. (3039 kg) 

132ln. (3353 mm) 

Vertical 

93141b. (4225 kg) 

741n. (1880 mm) 

81.31n. (2065 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

12.3 mph (19.8 km/hr.) 

Tler4 

92 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

23.9 gal. (90.5 L) 

-Included with SJC Option---------------------------
No 

No 

Never 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Never 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Sid 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

3500 psi 

17.1 gpm (64.7 L/mln.) 

26.7 gpm (101.1 Llmln.) 

Std 

No 

No 

Never 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Sid 

Never 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

3500 psi 

23.0 gpm (87.1 L/mln.) 

30.5 gpm (115.5 L/mln.) 

Std 

No 

No 

Never 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Never 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

3500 psi 

23.0 gpm (87.1 Llmln.) 

30,5 gpm (115.5 L/mln.) 

Std 

No 

No 

Never 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Never 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

3500 psi 

23.0 gpm (87.1 L/mln.) 

30.5 gpm (115.5 Llmln.) 

Std 

No 

4.6 gal. (17.4 L) 

Never 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Never 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

3500 psi 

23.0 gpm (87.1 Llmln.) 

36.6 gpm (138.5 Llmln.) 

Std 

h SJC Option (see attachment section for details) -----------------------

7900 lb.(3583 kg) 

1441n. (3657 mm) 

Vertical 

10,2371b. (4643 kg) 

80 ln. (2032 mm) 

83.41n. (2118 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

12.3 mph (19.8 km/hr.) 

Tler4 

100 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

29.5 gal. (111.6 L) 

Std 

No 

4.6 gal. (17.4 L) 

Never 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Never 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

3500 psi 

23.0 gpm (87.1 L/mln.) 

36.6 gpm (138.5 Lim ln.) 

Std 

Std 

6650 lb.(3016 kg) 

1321n. (3353 mm) 

Vertical 

96231b. (4365 kg) 

741n. (1880 mm) 

81.31n. (2065 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

12.3 mph (19.8 km/hr.) 

Tler4 

92 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

23.9 gal. (90.5 L) 

Std 

No 

3.5 gal. (13.2 L) 

Never 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Std 

Never 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

3500 psi 

23.0 gpm (87.1 L/mln.) 

36.6 gpm (138.5 L/mln.) 

Std 

Std 

*Certain specification(s) are based on engineering calculations and are not actual measurements. Specificatlon(s) are provided lor comparison purposes only and are subject to change without notice. 
Specification{sl for your individual Bobcat equipment will vary based on normal varla!ions in design, manufacturing, operating conditions, and other factors. 29 



Specifications 
A 

71.4 ln. (1814 mm) 77.81n. (1976 mm) 77.8ln. (1972 mm) 77.81n. (1972 mm) 77.81n. (1972 mm) 77.81n. (1972 mm) 

25' 23' 24' 24' 24' 24' 

5.51n. (141 mm) 8.41n. (213 mm) 7.31n. (185 mm) 7.31n. (185 mm) 7.31n. (185 mm) 7.31n. (185 mm) 

28.4 ln. (722 mm) 35.41n. (899 mm) 42.61n. (1082 mm) 42.61n. (1082 mm) 42.6ln. (1082 mm) 42.61n. (1082 mm) 

75.61n. (1925 mm) 98.41n. (2499 mm) 104.61n. (2657 mm) 104.61n. (2657 mm) 104.61n. (2657 mm) 104.61n. (2657 mm) 

97.3 ln. (2472 mm) 124.91n. (3173 mm) 1331n. (3378 mm) 1331n. (3378 mm) 133ln. (3378 mm) 1331n. (3378 mm) 

25' 28' 30' 30' 30' 30' 

76.1 ln. (1934 mm) 84.9 in. (2166 mm) 86.81n. (2205 mm) 91.31n. (2319 mm) 91.31n. (2319 mm) 91.31n. (2319 mm) 

15.8 ln. (400 mm) 20.8ln. (528 mm) 171n. (432 mm) 32.6ln. (828 mm) 32.6ln. (828 mm) 32.61n. (828 mm) 

94.5 ln. (2399 mm) 109.51n. {2781 mm) 114.51n. (2908 mm) 1191n. (3023 mm) 1191n. (3023 mm) 1191n. (3023 mm) 

34' 40' 42' 42' 42' 42' 

97' 91' 97' 97' 97' 97' 

361n. (914 mm) 62ln. (1575 mm) 68ln. (1727 mm) 681n. (1727 mm) 681n. (1727 mm) 68 in. (1727 mm) 

58.7 ln. (1491 mm) 76.41n. (1941 mm) 80 ln. (2032 mm) 79.71n. (2024 mm) 79.7ln. (2024 mm) 79.71n. (2024 mm) 

29.6 ln. (752 mm) 48.11n. (1222 mm) 54.11n. (1374 mm) 54.11n. (1374 mm) 55.5 in. (1410 mm) 55.51n. (1410 mm) 

81.31n. (2065 mm) 81.31n. (2065 mm) 81.31n. (2065 mm) 81.31n. (2065 mm) 83.41n. (2118 mm) 81.31n. (2065 mm) 

25' 25' 25' 25' 27' 25' 

8.11n. (207 mm) 8.11n. (207 mm) 8.11n. (207 mm) 8.11n. (207 mm) 9.41n. (240 mm) 8.11n. (207 mm) 

45.31n. (1150 mm) 45.3 ln. (1150 mm) 48.3ln. (1227 mm) 48.3 ln. (1227 mm) 52.91n. (1342 mm) 48.3ln. (1227 mm) 

108.4 in. (2754 mm) 108.4ln. (2754 mm) 114.31n. (2903 mm) 114.31n. (2903 mm) 119.31n. (3030 mm) 114.3 in. (2903 mm) 

136.8ln. (3474 mm) 136.81n. (3474 mm) 141.61n. (3597 mm) 141.61n. (3597 mm) 147.71n. (3751 mm) 141.61n. (3597 mm) 

31' 31' 32' 32' 31' 32' 

93.21n. (2367 mm) 96.3 ln. (2447 mm) 104.3ln. (2649 mm) 104.31n. (2649 mm) 116.2 in. (2951 mm) 104.31n. (2649 mm) 

21.4 ln. (544 mm) 31.51n. (800 mm) 31.51n. (800 mm) 31.51n. (800 mm) 29.71n. (754 mm) 31.51n. (800 mm) 

121 ln. (3073 mm) 124 in. (3149 mm) 1321n. (3353 mm) 1321n. (3353 mm) 1441n. (3657 mm) 132ln. (3353 mm) 

42' 42' 42' 42' 42' 42' 

97' 97' 98' 98' 98' 98' 

741n. (1880 mm) 74 ln. (1880 mm) 741n. (1880 mm) 741n. (1880 mm) 80 ln. (2032 mm) 741n. (1880 mm) 

83.41n. (2119 mm) 82.91n. (2106 mm) 85.81n. (2179 mm) 85.8ln. (2179 mm) 89ln. (2262 mm) 85.81n. (2179 mm) 

59.3 in. (1507 mm) 59.3ln. (1507 mm) 59.31n. (1507 mm) 59.3ln. (1507 mm) 65.11n. (1652 mm) 61.91n. (1507 mm) 

72.11n. (1832 mm) 72.11n. (1832 mm) 72.11n. (1832 mm) 72.11n. (1832 mm) 791n. (2005 mm) 74.71n. (1832 mm) 
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PIONEERING MANEUVERABILITY 
Bobcat introduced its first compact loader in 1958, and two years 
later, the world's first skid-steer loader. This created an entire 
industry of machines that put the power of large equipment in a 
compact size with unmatched maneuverability. 

OFFERING MORE VERSATILITY 
In 1970, Bobcat invented the first quick-change attachment system 
for skid-steer loaders, known as the Bob-Tach mounting system. 
Today we offer more attachments than anyone in the world, 
empowering customers to transform all of our machines into multi
tasking attachment carriers and reach higher levels of production. 

ONE TOUGH ANIMAL® 
All over the world, Bobcat equipment is known for being durable 
and dependable. By lasting longer and minimizing downtime, we 
help our customers become as successful as possible. 

HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT 
With over 50 years of experience 
and more than 550 locations, we 
offer the best dealer network 
in the country for compact 
equipment. Our dealers offer a 
quality sales force, dependable 
parts departments and qualified 
service technicians, all leading to a 
quality customer experience. 

A CONSTANT INNOVATOR 
In the late 1950s, a turkey farmer needed help- so in 1958, we 
introduced what was to become the world's first skid-steer loader. 
We created an industry by listening to the needs of the customer. 
This focus is the same today. In 2000, a superintendent needed 
help- so we built the world's first Toolcat utility work machine. 
We continue to be a global leader in innovation by listening to 
our customers. 

Compact Skid-Steer 
Wheel Loader Loader 

1958 1960 

Bobcat. com 

Bob-Tach 
Mounting System 

1970 

Compact 
Excavators 

1986 

CompactTrack 
Loaders 

1999 2001 2003 

LEADER BY DESIGN 
Listening to the customer and a pioneering spirit are why Bobcat 
continues to lead the evolution of compact equipment ... 
1960 - Invented the FIRST true skid-steer loader. 
1970 - Invented the FIRST attachment mounting system for 

skid-steer loaders. 
1977 - Built the FIRST skid-steer loader with no chain 

adjustments required. Still a Bobcat exclusive. 
1981 - Introduced the FIRST secondary restraint seat bar. 
1983- The FIRST skid-steer loader with a transversely mounted 

engine. Still a Bobcat exclusive. 
1990 - Introduced the FIRST compact excavator manufactured 

in the U.S. 
1999- Introduced the FIRST compact track loader with a 

solid-mounted undercarriage manufactured in the U.S. 
2001 - Invented the FIRST loader with all-wheel steer and 

skid-steer capabilities. Still a Bobcat exclusive. 
2003 - Revolutionized the way the world works with the invention 

of the Toolcat line, the world's FIRST utility work 
machines- a cross between a pickup, attachment carrier 
and utility vehicle. Still a Bobcat exclusive. 

2006 - Introduced the FIRST utility vehicle with Rapid link'" 
attachment mounting system. 

2008 - Roller Suspension, the FIRST all-steel suspension 
system, was introduced. 

2009 - Launched M-Series compact excavators and loaders. 
2011 - The M-Series loader models S850 and T870 became the 

largest and most powerful in our lineup. 
2012- Bobcat introduced two new sizes of extendable-arm 

excavator options that are both attachment and 
clamp-ready. 

2013 - The M-Series 500 frame-size loaders replaced the popular 
S185 and T190 (among many others). This loader size is the 
most popular in the world and has been for two decades. 

2014 - Bobcat launched the 400 frame-size loaders, completing 
the M-Series line; manufactured its one-millionth loader; 
introduced its own Tier 4, non-DPF engines; and opened the 
Bobcat Acceleration Center, a dedicated innovation, testing 
and technology facility. 

2016 - Launch of the M2-Series loaders. 
Today - There are more Bobcat skid-steer loaders at work around the 

world than all other brands combined. 
Today - Bobcat manufactures more attachments than anyone 

in the world. 
Today - Bobcat is the only company that offers operator training kits 

for compact equipment. 
Today - Bobcat offers a full range of extendable-arm options, three 

sizes fitting five different excavator models. 
Today - Compact track loaders are rapidly becoming the product of 

choice in many market segments. 
Today - Launch of the R-Series excavators. 

50 f&i. . .,_ ..6 ~"'~ 
Years M-Serles Compact ne-M1111onth M2-serles R-Serles 

Excavators & Loaders Loader Loaders Excavators 

2006 2008 2009 2014 2016 2017 
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NOTE- Where applicable, dimensions are in accordance with ISO standards. Specifications and design are subject to change without notice. Pictures of Bobcat 
units may show other than standard equipment. All dimensions are given for loader equipped with standard tires. All dimensions are shown in inches. Respective 
metric dimensions are enclosed by parentheses. Bobcat Company complies with the requirements of ISO 9001 as registered with BSL 

Bobcal is a Doosan company. Doosan is a global leader in construction equipment, power and water solutions, engines, and engineering, proudly serving 
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M2-Series 
Compact Trac11 Loaders 







Great performance doesn't only come from a high horsepower engine. 

Bobcat loaders use the machine's design and balance to deliver 

more usable horsepower. We build machines with the right balance 

between engine and pump, plus a weight distribution that delivers 

powerful breakout forces and faster cycle times. If you need to work 

quicker, lift more and outperform the competition, Bobcat compact 

track loaders are the only choice. 

Automatic Ride Control 
Automatic ride control detects when 
you're carrying material and cushions 
the load to reduce spillage and increase 
operator comfort. The system works 
at any speed. Operators can flip a 
switch to turn it off for tasks such 
as backdragging. 



Stronger Hydraulics 
The Bobcat engine, pump, horsepower 
and cubic-inch displacement are 
configured precisely for each model's 
specific operating capacity. Engine 
horsepower and hydraulic system 
performance are finely tuned to run 
circles around other machines. 

Control in Your Hands 
With Bobcat compact track loaders, 
you can feel and control the loader's 
drive, engine torque and tractive effort
so you can push your machine to 
the limit without an engine anti-stall 
system robbing you of power when 
you need it the most. 

Hydraulic Bucket Positioning 
Optional hydraulic bucket positioning 
keeps your bucket level when raising 
lift arms, reducing spillage and 
allowing you to work more efficiently. 

Powerful Breakout Forces 
High-efficiency hydraulic pumps 
deliver more power matched 
to demand and provide better 
breakout forces. 

More Torque 
Bobcat loaders reach maximum 
torque at a lower rpm to minimize 
stalling while saving time and fuel. 





Built Tougher 
Forged-Steel Rollers and Idlers 
Steel idlers guide and support the track 
around the ends of the undercarriage. 
The dual-flange front idlers are wider, 
providing more contact with the tracks 
and enabling a smoother ride. They 
even absorb shock loads to provide 
better operator comfort. The idlers 
are also part of a simple system for 
maintaining track tension. The forged 
steel is more durable than rubber and 
will not wear as easily or chunk out. 

Elevated Sprocket Design 
Elevated sprockets shed mud and 
debris as you work and reduce wear. 

Exclusive Bobcat Tracks 
Bobcat tracks provide the best 
combination of flotation and traction. 
Many available options allow you to 
select the track pattern that you need 
for the type of work you do. 

Embedded Steel 
Tough steel braces guide and support 
the track when engaging the drive 
sprocket. Steel-reinforced rubber 
tracks, designed exclusively for 
Bobcat, include internal steel cables 
for added strength. 

Simple Maintenance 
When it's time to adjust track tension, 
all it takes is a common grease gun. 
Idlers and rollers are permanently 
sealed and lubricated. 
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Other 5-Linl' 
Torsion 

Suspension 
Undercarriage 

Benefits 
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• Longer tracks improve ride quality and increase 
flotation for better performance in soft conditions. 

• High-grade steel bushings are durable and 
protected from damage. 

• Five easy-to-access grease zerks ensure quick, 
simple greasing. 

• Sloped design sheds material. 
• More cleanout access helps remove mud and debris. 
• Automatic hydraulic track tensioning ensures 

performance and protects against detracking. 
• The 5-Link design is naturally quieter for reduced 

sound levels in the cab. 

The Bobcat T870: 
5-Link Torsion Suspension Undercarriage, and More ROC 
The T870's big rated operating capacity is even bigger, with 
a 3.5 percent increase from 3,525 pounds to 3,650 pounds. 
Now, the highest-lifting loader on the market can handle 
heavier loads, tackle bigger jobs and increase productivity 
with every lift cycle. 



• 
. . 
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Quieter Operation 
The hydraulically powered SmartFAN 
senses engine temperature and only 
turns as fast as needed, reducing 
sound levels and providing excellent 
protection from overheating. 

Protected Cooling Location 
The Bobcat radiator and hydraulic oil 
cooler are well protected between the 
frame uprights, above the engine. This 
also leaves the rear of the engine freely 
accessible for maintenance checks. 

More Efficient Cooling 
Designed to provide excellent cooling 
for M2-Series loaders, the patented 
dual path cooling system draws cool, 
clean air from above, pulls warm air 
out of the engine compartment and 
forces it out two side vents, directing 
hot air away from the operator. 

Optional Reversible Fan 
Reduce maintenance and downtime 
while increasing productivity in dirty, 
dusty conditions. The reversible fan 
increases uptime by purging debris 
from the rear screen. Auto mode 
reverses airflow automatically, and 
operator-controlled purge mode gives 
you the ability to reverse the fan at 
anytime. 





uperior Lilt r s 
Your loader arms should remain rigid when you move with a load, 

and hydraulic hoses should be protected from the hazards of a jobsite. 

Bobcat knows this better than anyone. Our durable, patented lift-arm 

design and a choice of lift path help you meet the unique demands 

of your job. 

,j''F'';,~;';H~fF11her lift more capacity and I , ~. ' 
j ·· r,~ach at maximum height 

Vertical Lift Path 
A vertical lift path provides higher 
lift capacity and more reach at full lift 
height than radius lift path, keeping the 
load closer to the machine while you 
raise the loader arms. Because you 
achieve maximum reach at full lift 
height, it's easier to clear high-sided 
truck boxes and hoppers. It's also 
better for placing heavy pallets of 
block or sod. 

I 
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Job-Matched Lift Arms 
A vertical lift path and radius lift path 
each have their advantages. Bobcat 
builds both styles to match the work 
you do. 

Hydraulically Cushioned Cylinders 
Smooth, quick Bobcat lift cylinders 
softly lower the lift arms back to their 
original position on the loader frame. 
This occurs automatically with every 
lift cycle to reduce noise and increase 
comfort during operation. 

Radius Lilt Path 
A radius lift path provides maximum 
reach at truck bed height. Arm 
movement forms an arc. More than 
80 percent of that arc delivers better 
reach at truck bed height. A radius 
lift path excels in jobs at mid-range 
heights, like dumping over a wall, 
backfilling or unloading flatbed trucks. 

Single-Plane Design 
Every pin and connecting point on 
Bobcat lift arms are part of a single
plane design. Side-to-side movement 
is minimized, resulting in less wear 
and longer life. It also helps prevent 
unwanted spillage of material. 

reach at 
mid-range 
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eluxe 
lnstru entati n 
The deluxe instrument panel offers you even more functionality. The 5-inch, full-color LCD screen enables 

monitoring of and interaction with your machine. The system can even provide information about machine 

performance in English, Spanish and five other languages. 

Activity Monitor Check machine usage 
by operator with the job clock feature. 

Functional Lockouts Protect your 
investment from misuse or accidental 
use by locking out certain functions 
such as high-flow hydraulics and 
2-Speed travel. 

Password-Protected Keyless Start 
Eliminate downtime due to lost 
keys. Remove the risk of spare keys 
in the pockets of current or former 
employees. Reduce the chance of theft 
or unauthorized use. You might even 
reduce your insurance premiums. 

Attachment Operation 
Deluxe instrumentation features 
a viewable job clock for certain 
attachments and the ability to 
make adjustments to laser-guided 
attachments without stepping out of 
the cab. You can even monitor certain 
attachment functions on-screen. 

Diagnostics 
The easy-to-read, backlit display 
panel monitors 14 major loader 
functions and provides 
troubleshooting suggestions to 
help solve a potential problem, 
which helps maximize your uptime. 

Other Deluxe Instrument Features 
Digital time clock, user job clock, 
statistics for overall job and 
individual operators, resettable 
hour meter, attachment controls, 
help menu, and multiple password 
settings give you added convenience 
and more control over your machine. 

M2-Series deluxe instrument panel is pictured here. See your dealer for details. 





Vibration-Reducing Cab Isolation 
With front-mount rubber bushings 
that are 32 percent larger and rear
mount bushings that are 160 percent 
larger than previous generation 
loaders, the operator experience 
is better than ever. 

Seat-Mounted Joysticks 
On loaders with Selectable 
Joystick Control (SJC), the 
joysticks are mounted to the 
seat. As your suspension seat 
moves up and down, the 
joysticks move with the seat for 
added comfort while operating. 

Improved Seat Adjust 
The adjustable seat fe 
additional inches of · 
aft movement to 
different-sized 



Large Entry 
On machines with enclosed cabs, 
large swing-open doors provide 
ample room for exit and entry. 

More Room 
Our stronger, narrower loader arms 
make a wider cab possible, with up 
to 20 percent more interior space than 
competitors, keeping you comfortable. 

Heat and Air Conditioning 
Because our AC units are integrated 
into the machine, there is no bulky 
add-on unit to obstruct your visibility. 
Automotive-style vents allow you to 
point your air where you need it for 
greater comfort in all weather conditions. 

Ample Storage 
Storage bins are located throughout 
the interior. You can store items 
wherever it's convenient- on your 
right or on your left. 

Convenient Engine Speed Control 
The engine speed control is within 
easy reach on the right-hand corner 
post of the cab. 

Fingertip Controls 
Fingertip controls make your 
attachment comfortable to operate, 
easy to control and simple to adjust 
while driving. Dual-direction detent 
allows hydraulic flow to be engaged 
continuously, in either direction, 
without holding a switch. Variable 
hydraulic flow allows you to slowly 
move cylinders when working with 
a grapple or combination bucket, 
or crank it up to maximum flow to 
quickly shake dirt from an auger bit. 

12-Volt Power Accessory 
Your cab is your office. That's why 
Bobcat installed a 12-volt power 
accessory for charging your mobile 
phone and other devices. 

Easy-Pull, Easy-Secure Side Window 
Simply pull the window knob to slide 
the side window to five lockable 
positions. The window stays exactly 
where you want it to get consistent 
air flow. 

Heated Cloth 
Air-Ride Se 
Upholstered in comforta 
breathable cloth and equi 
with operator-controlled 
for warmth in cold "''"'•hnY 
optional air-ride seat 
the ultimate in comfort. 
air suspension adjusts to 
weight, helping you sm 
the bumps on your 
increasing your comfort. 

Side Lighting Kit 
Mounted above the right and left side 
windows, these low-profile, BOO-lumen
rated LED lights make operation more 
productive at all hours. 

Radio-Capable 
Order your loader with a stereo to 
enhance your operation experience. 
The radio features an auxiliary audio 
input jack that is ready for a mobile 
phone or other device. 

Other Comfort Cab Features 
• High-output halogen lights 

for low-light operation 
• Adjustable foot pedals 

Availability of some comfort features varies by model 
and configuration. See your dealer for details. 



isibilitv 
Leading all-around visibility is central to the design of the cab 

on Bobcat loaders. This provides a big advantage when loading 

a truck or using attachments. 

Increased Top Visibil 
A top window with 34 percent more viewi 
area gives you an unbeatable view when 
a load above the cab, such as loading trucks o 
stacking materials. 

Cab-Forward De 
The cab-forward design moves the 
operating area closer to the attachment, 
giving you a better vantage point to see 
your work. 



Rear Visibility 
The cab-forward design doesn't 
affect rear visibility. The large rear 
window and angle of the back of the 
loader provide a great view behind 
the tailgate. 

All-around visibility is 

central to the design of the 

cab on Bobcat loaders. 

Side Visibility 
In the Bobcat cab, you can see 
the tracks without having to lift 
your loader arms, increasing your 
performance in tight areas, such 
as grading next to a building or 
backing onto a trailer. 
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Choice Controls 
Bobcat offers all of the common control patterns found on compact 

loaders today - and it's the only brand that allows you to choose 

your preference at the flip of a switch. It's the largest selection of 

control possibilities in the industry. 

Bobcat 
Standard Controls 
With Bobcat 
standard controls, 
each steering lever 
controls each drive 
side independently, 

while dual foot pedals control the 
loader lift and tilt. It's still the most 
popular control style. 

Advanced Control System (ACS) 
ACS offers your choice of two control 
styles in one machine. By pressing a 
switch, you can use traditional Bobcat 
standard controls or "H" pattern hand 
controls, where the left lever controls 
the left drive and lift, while the right 
lever controls the right drive and tilt. 

Selectable Joystick Control 
offers low-effort hand control 
of all machine work group functions. 
"ISO" or "H" patterns can be easily 
activated by a dash-mounted rocker 
switch inside the cab. 

Remote Control 
With remote control operation, you 
control your loader without having 
to be in the cab. This is a smart 
solution for hot, dusty environments 
or on jobs where you'd rather be 
outside the machine. Completely 
portable, and designed for the worst 
working environments, the radio 
remote control system is installed or 
removed in minutes for easy use with 
multiple machines. 





Bobcat loaders have your business expans built right in. An auger, 

breaker or one. of more than 70 attachments will go a long way to save you 

time and labor. Whether it's breaking concrete, taking down buildings or 

drilling tree holes, Bobcat attachments help you take on new jobs and 

get more use from your machine. They're vertically integrated with 

your Bobcat loader's electronics, hydraulics and geometry, and they're 

designed with visibility and ease of entry and exit in mind. 



Quicl' Couplers 
Trapped line pressure can make 
attachment changes anything but 
quick. So Bobcat loaders come with 
quick couplers to release trapped 
pressure. By pushing the coupler 
inward, hydraulic oil is released 
through a return line back into the 
machine. The result is a clean, quick 
attachment change every time. 

Attachment Control Kit 
Several attachments require control 
of more than one function. Our small, 
seven-pin attachment harness activates 
power and fingertip control functions 
while eliminating the need for mechanical 
relays used on other loaders. It's fully 
integrated with your Bobcat loader for a 
clean look and protected routing. 



Bob-Tach System 
Change attachments in less than a 
minute with the Bob-Tach® mounting 
system. Replace a bucket with a 
pallet fork, landscape rake, auger, 
grapple and more, while keeping a 
tight attachment fit every time. 
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Power Bob-Tach System 
With the Power Bob-Tach system, you can 
change non-hydraulic attachments without 
leaving the comfort of your cab. Just line up 
the attachment and press the switch. 



Deluxe Instrumentation Hour Glock 
With the deluxe instrument panel, you 
can monitor the number of hours on 
each attachment. 

Laser Positioning 
For laser-controlled attachments, 
deluxe instrumentation provides 
real-time, in-cab attachment position 
monitoring and adjustment. 

Tree Spade Control 
With deluxe instrumentation, you 
can monitor active blades and gates, 
change auto-dig and easy-dig settings, 
and monitor the number of trees 
dug in a day. 

Sonic Tracer/Slope Sensor 
The sonic tracer/slope sensor kit 
enables operators to create an 
accurate cross-slope or precisely grade 
when laser receivers and transmitters 
are limited by jobsite obstacles or the 
grade needed does not follow a plane. 



with 
such as the flail cutter, trencher, planer 
and stump grinder, get maximum 
performance from high-flow hydraulics. 

Superior Attachment Availability 
Bobcat dealers specialize in compact 
equipment- so they are much more 
likely to stock or rent attachments that 
other equipment retailers don't even 
have. You'll be able to buy or rent the 
attachments you need. 

ulti-Carrier Versatility 
et more versatility and profitability for 

your dollar. Several Bobcat attachments 
can be used across carriers. For example, 
a Modei15C auger can be shared with an 
all-wheel steer loader, skid-steer loader, 
compact track loader, compact excavator, 
Toolcat"" utility work machine and 
VersaHANDLER® telescopic tool carrier. 

Attachment Support 
The attachment is as important as your 
machine. If you buy an attachment off 
the internet or at a discount store, who 
is going to service it, provide parts and 
complete your warranty? Bobcat Company 
supports its attachments better than 
anyone. We are your one-stop shop for 
your attachment parts, service, finance 
and warranty. 
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anora ic erviceability 
Bobcat loaders are designed to provide the fastest, easiest maintenance 

in the industry. Engine checkpoints are within easy reach - so daily 

maintenance actually gets done. Unparalleled access to routine and 

long-term maintenance points makes preventative maintenance 

simple, reducing your operating costs and adding to 

your bottom line. 

Full-Access Serviceability 
Our large, swing-open tailgate 
provides convenient access to routine 
maintenance points. There are no 
radiators to move, lift arms to raise 
or lift-arm support devices to install. 

Higher combustion pressures generate 
more torque. Bobcat engines have 
a robust combustion chamber that 
handles more pressure and produces 
more torque than ever before, 
meaning better performance for 
pushing, digging, lifting and operating 
attachments. 

A Wider Range ol Power 
Bobcat engines generate the most 
torque across a much wider rpm range 
than other engines. Our engines can 
stay in the peak torque range longer, 

Protective Tailgate 
The one-piece, 1/4-inch steel tailgate 
door protects loader components 
from jobsite hazards. 

Tip-Up Cab 
For non-routine service, simply 
remove two nuts and tip back the cab 
to access hydraulic and hydrostatic 
components in minutes. 

Tier 4 Solutions 
When Tier 4 emissions standards required every equipment 

manufacturer to make equipment changes, Bobcat designed 

a non-DPF Tier 4 solution that also delivers new features and 

provides more performance to customers. 

ng yo or performanc 
Operators of every skill level can 
better utilize full engine performance 
to get more work done. 

Simple, State-of-the-Art 
and Non-DPF 
The biggest advantage of our Tier 4 
solution is simplicity. Bobcat engines 
meet Tier 4 regulations without a 
diesel particulate filter (DPF). This 
reduces downtime that occurs with 
DPF regeneration and long-term 
DPF maintenance costs. That allows 
operators to focus on working. 

Go to Bobcat.com/Tier4Engine 
to learn more about the Bobcat 
engine features and performance 

Improved Machine Shutdown Protection 
Monitors coolant and oil temperatures and 
prevents them from reaching a critical point 
of shutdown. 

Cold Weather Engine Protection 
Protects your machine from working too hard 
before the engine is properly warmed up. 

Lower Operating Costs and Reduced Noise 
An auto-idle function on SJC-equipped 
machines reduces noise levels. 



Precision Grading 
Compact loaders are commonly used for grading, and 

Bobcat does grading better than any other brand. Bobcat 

manufactures the most productive box blade and grader 

attachments in the industry, but we don't stop there. Bobcat 

loaders give you access to exclusive technology that increases 

your grading efficiency while saving material and labor. 

Accuracy Within %-Inch 
Sonic and laser-guided grading 
systems offer you unbeatable 
precision that amplifies your profit 
potential by cutting thousands in 
material and labor from the job. 
Bobcat precision grading equipment 
often pays for itself with just one or 
two big jobs. 

Laser-Guided Grading 
Your Bobcat loader and the 
attachment make adjustments 
automatically, saving you hours 
of time and thousands in labor 
and material. Depending on the 
attachment and transmitter, the 
laser-guided grading system can 
grade a flat-plane, single-slope or 
dual-slope surface. 
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Specifications and Features 
Compact Track Loaders 

loader Series 

Rated Operating Capacity (ROC) 
(35% of tipping load) 

ROC with Counterweight (optional) 

Operating Capacity 
(50% of tipping load) 

Tipping load 

ROC with Optional Roller Suspension 

Height to Hinge Pin 

lift Arm Path 

W1f%Jh!t1M44~ 
Operating Weight 

Bucket Width -
Cab Height 

Travel Speed- Single Speed 

Horsepower 

Type 

Fuel Tank Capacity 

Horsepower Management 

Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Requirement 

Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) 

Qtmtlitfiit!f4Mi-
Bobcat SmartFAN 
Cooling System 

Machine Shutdown Protection 

Miftlij11@@00ih6h -
Track Width- Standard 

Track Width- Optional 

Ground Pressure (with standard tracks) 

Ground Pressure (with optional tracks) 

length of Track on Ground 

Roller Suspension 

5-link Torsion Suspension Undercarriage 

Grease Cylinder Track Tensioning 

Bobcat Standard (Foot Pedals/Steering levers) 

Advanced Control System (ACS) 

Selectable Joystick Control (SJC) 

Radio Remote Control (SJG required) 

2-Speed Travel 

Heated Cloth Air-Ride Seat 

Back-Up Alarm and Horn 

Bobcat Interlock Control System (BIGS") 

Cab with Heat 

Cab with Heat and Air Conditioning 

Deluxe Instrumentation (Includes keyless start) 

Hydraulic Bucket Positioning 

Mechanical Suspension Seat 

Front and Rear Work lights 

Radio 

Reversing Fan 
Ride Control 

ROPS/FOPS Approved Cab Structure 

Side lighting Kit 

Attachment Control Kit 

Bob-Tach Mounting System 

Power Bob-Tach System 

Fingertip Auxiliary Hydraulics Control 

Hydraulic System Pressure 

Hydraulic Standard Flow 

Hydraulic High Flow (optional) 

Pressure Release Hydraulic Quick Couplers 

Speed Management 

M2-Serles M2-Serles M2-Serles 

1400 lb. (635 kg) 19951b. (905 kg) 2100 lb. (953 kg) 2200 lb. (998 kg) 

.----------------------------------Counterwelghtkitsareavallabletc 

2000 lb. (907 kg) 

4000 lb. (1814 kg) 

109.51n. (2781 mm) 

Radius 

6148lb. (2789 kg) 

56 ln. (1422 mm) 

77.81n. (1972 mm) 

7.3 mph (11.7 km/hr.) 

11.0 

Turbo Diesel 

17.3 gal. (65.5l) 

2850 lb. (1293 kg) 

5700 lb. (2585 kg) 

18951b. (860 kg) 

114.51n. (2908 mm) 

Radius 

75571b. (3428 kg) 

68 in. (1727 mm) 

77.8 in. (1972 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

10.4 

Tler4 

66 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

36.5 gal. (138.2l) 

3000 lb. (1361 kg) 

6000 lb. (2722 kg) 

1950 lb. (885 kg) 

119.0 ln. (3023 mm) 

Vertical 

7822 lb. (3548 kg) 

68 ln. (1727 mm) 

77.8 in. (1972 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

10.4 

Tler4 

66 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

36.5 gal. (138.2l) 

31421b. (1425 kg) 

6285 lb. (2851 kg) 

2050 lb. (930 kg) 

119.0 ln. (3023 mm) 

Vertical 

80551b. (3654 kg) 

681n. (1727 mm) 

77.81n. (1972 mm) 

7.1 mph (11.4 km/hr.) 

10.4 

Tler4 

74 hp 

Turbo Diesel 

36.5 gal. (138.2l) 

~-------------------------Included with SJG Option---------

No 

No 

Std 

Std 

Std 

11.81n. (300 mm) 

4.7 pst (0.032 MPa) 

50.21n. (1275 mm) 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 
Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 
3300 psi (22.75 MPa) 

16.7 gpm (63.2l/mln.) 

Std 

No 

No 

Std 

Std 

Std 

12.61n. (320 mm) 

15.75 in. (400 mm) 

4.9 psi (0.03 MPa) 
4.0 psi (0.03 MPa) 

54.11n. (1374 mm) 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 
Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Opt 

Std 

Opt 

Std 

3500 psi (24.1 MPa) 

17.1 gpm (64.7llmln.) 
26.7 gpm (101.1llmln.) 

Std 

No No 
No No 

Std Sid 

Std Std 

Std Sid 

12.61n. (320 mm) 12.6ln. (320 mm) 

15.751n. (400 mm) 15.751n. (400 mm) 

5.1 psi (0.04 MPa) 5.1 psi (0.04 MPa) 

4.1 psi (0.03 MPa) 4.1 psi (0.03 MPa) 

54.11n. (1374 mm) 54.11n. (1374 mm) 

Opt Opt 

Std Std 

Std Std 

Opt Opt 
Opt Opt 
Opt Opt 

Opt Opt 

Opt Opt 

Std Std 

Std Std 
Opt Opt 

Opt Opt 

Opt Opt 

Opt Opt 

Std Std 

Std Std 

Opt Opt 
Opt Opt 
Opt Opt 

Std Std 
Opt Opt 

Opt Opt 

Std Std 
Opt Opt 

Std Std 
3500 psi (24.1 MPa) 3500 psi (24.1 MPa) 

17.1 gpm (64.7llmin.) 17.1 gpm (64.7l/mln.) 

26.7 gpm (101.1l/min.) 26.7 gpm (101.1 L/mln.) 

Std Std 

Included with SJG Option 



M2-Serles M2-Serles M2-Serles 

2100 lb. (953 kg) 2570 lb. (1166 kg) 3200 lb. (1451 kg) 3475lb. (1578 kg) 3650 lb. (1656 kg) 

J Increase ROC. See dealer on availabilities and ROC Increases for your loader. 

3000 lb. (1361 kg) 3670 lb. (1665 kg) 4571 lb. (2074 kg) 4960 lb. (2250 kg) 5200 lb. (2359 kg) 

6000 lb. (2722 kg) 7343 lb. (3331 kg) 91431b. (4147 kg) 99291b. (4503 kg) 10,430 lb. (4731 kg) 

2100 lb. (953 kg) 2570 lb. (1166 kg) 3100 lb. (1406 kg) 33251b. (1508 kg) 

121.0 ln. (3073 mm) 124.0 ln. (3149 mm) 132.0 ln. (3353 mm) 132.0 ln. (3353 mm) 144.0 ln. (3657 mm) 

Radius Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical 

8655lb. (3926 kg) 9320 lb. (4227 kg) 10,2631b. (4655 kg) 10,4651b. (4796 kg) 12,9251b. (5862 kg) 

741n. (1880 mm) 74.0 ln. (1880 mm) 80.0 ln. (2032 mm) 80.0 ln. (2032 mm) 84.81n. (2153 mm) 

81.31n. (2065 mm) 81.31n. (2065 mm) 81.31n. (2065 mm) 81.31n. (2065 mm) 83.61n. (2123 mm) 

6.6 mph (10.6 km/hr.) 6.6 mph (10.6 km/hr.) 6.6 mph (10.6 km/hr.) 6.6 mph (10.6 km/hr.) 6.5 mph (10.5 km/hr.) 

10.7 mph (17.2 km/hr.) 10.7 mph (17.2 km/hr.) 10.7 mph (17.2 km/hr.) 10.7 mph (17.2 km/hr.) 11.4 mph (18.3 km/hr.) 

Tler4 Tler4 Tler4 Tler4 Tler4 

74 hp 74 hp 74 hp 92 hp 100 hp 

Turbo Diesel Turbo Diesel Turbo Diesel Turbo Diesel Turbo Diesel 

43.9 gal. (166.4 L) 43.9 gal. (166.4 L) 43.9 gal. (166.4 L) 43.9 gal. (166.4 L) 32.6 gal. (123.4 L) 

Std Included with SJC Option Std 

No No No No No 

No No No 6.8 gal. (25.7 L) 6.8 gal. (25.7 L) 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Std Std Std Std Std 

12.61n. (320 mm) 12.61n. (320 mm) 17.71n. (450 mm) 17.7 ln. (450 mm) 17.71n. (450 mm) 

17.71n. (450 mm) 17.71n. (450 mm) 

5.3 psi (0.037 MPa) 5.7 psi (0.039 MPa) 4.1 psi (0.029 MPa) 4.2 psi (0.029 MPa) 4.8 psi (.033 MPa) 

3.8 psi (0.027 MPa) 4.2 psi (0.029 MPa) 

58.5ln. (1486 mm) 58.51n. (1486 mm) 63.71n. (1618 mm) 63.71n. (1618 mm) 70.21n (1783 mm) 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Std 

Std 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Std 

4 (Triple Flange) 4 (Triple Flange) 5 (Triple Flange) 5 (Triple Flange) 5 (Triple Flange) 

Std Std Std 

Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Std Std 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Std 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Std Std Std Std Std 

3500 psi (24.1 MPa) 3500 psi (24.1 MPa) 3500 psi (24.1 MPa) 3500 psi (24.1 MPa) 3500 psi (24.1 MPa) 

23.0 gpm (87.1 L/mln.) 23.0 gpm (87.1 L/mln.) 23.0 gpm (87.1 Llmln.) 23.0 gpm (87.1 Llmln.) 23.0 gpm (87.1 L/mln.) 

30.5 gpm (115.5 L/mln.) 30.5 gpm (115.5 L/mln.) 30.5 gpm (115.5 L/mln.) 36.6 gpm (138.5 L/mln.) 36.6 gpm (138.5 L/mln.) 

Std Std Std Std Std 

Std Included with SJC Option Std 
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28' 27.8" 28.8' 28.8' 31' 

8.4ln. (213 mm) 7.4ln. (188 mm) 7.4ln. (188 mm) 7.4ln. (188 mm) 8.1ln. (206 mm) 

50.2 ln. (1275 mm) 55.2ln. (1402 mm) 55.2ln. (1402 mm) 55.2ln. (1402 mm) 59 in. (1499 mm) 

98.4 in. (2499 mm) 104.6ln. (2657 mm) 104.6ln. (2657 mm) 104.6ln. (2657 mm) 108.4ln. (2753 mm) 

126.6ln. (3216 mm) 133ln. (3378 mm) 133ln. (3378 mm) 133ln. (3378 mm) 136.8ln. (3474 mm) 

28' 30" 30' 30' 31' 

83.8ln. (2199 mm) 86.8ln. (2205 mm) 91.3ln. (2319 mm) 91.3ln. (2319 mm) 93.2ln. (2367 mm) 

23.5 ln. (597 mm) 19.3 ln. (490 mm) 34.9ln. (887 mm) 34.9ln. (887 mm) 24.1ln. (613 mm) 

109.5ln. (2781 mm) 114.5ln. (2908 mm) 119 in. (3023 mm) 119 in. (3023 mm) 121ln. (3073 mm) 

40' 42' 42' 42' 42' 

91' 97' 97' 97' 97' 

56.0 ln. (1422 mm) 68ln. (1727 mm) 68ln. (1727 mm) 68ln. (1727 mm) 74 ln. (1880 mm) 

77.9ln. (1979 mm) 80 ln. (2032 mm) 80 ln. (2032 mm) 80 ln. (2032 mm) 88.1ln. (2238 mm) 

43.2ln. (1097 mm) 54.4ln. (1382 mm) 54.4 ln. (1382 mm) 54.4ln. (1382 mm) 60.3ln. (1532 mm) 

55.0 ln. (1397 mm) 67ln. (1702 mm) 67ln. (1702 mm) 67ln. (1702 mm) 72.9ln. (1851 mm) 

31' 31° 33' 

8.1ln. (206 mm) 8.1ln. (206 mm) 8.1ln. (206 mm) 9.8ln. (249 mm) 

59 ln. (1499 mm) 63.7ln. (1618 mm) 63.7 in. (1618 mm) 70.2 in. (1783 mm) 

108.4ln. (2753 mm) 114.3ln. (2903 mm) 114.3ln. (2903 mm) 119.3ln. (3030 mm) 

136.8ln. (3474 mm) 141.6ln. (3597 mm) 141.6ln. (3597 mm) 153.9 in. (3910 mm) 

31' 32° 32' 30' 

96.3 ln. (2447 mm) 104.3ln. (2649 mm) 104.3ln. (2649 mm) 107.41n. (2728 mm) 

34.2 ln. (870 mm) 33.61n. (853 mm) 33.6ln. (853 mm) 36.5ln. (927 mm) 

124ln. (3149 mm) 132ln. (3353 mm) 132 ln. (3353 mm) 1441n. (3657 mm) 

42' 42° 42' 37' 

97' 980 98' 98' 

741n. (1880 mm) 80 ln. (2032 mm) 80 ln. (2032 mm) 84.81n. (2153 mm) 

87.71n. (2228 mm) 881n. (2235 mm) 881n. (2235 mm) 991n. (2514 mm) 

60.3ln. (1532 mm) 60.3ln. (1532 mm) 60.3ln. (1532 mm) 65.1ln. (1654 mm) 

72.9ln. (1851 mm) 781n. (1981 mm) 78 ln. (1981 mm) 82.8ln. (2103 mm) 

Training Resources 
Train operators and technicians in the safe operation and servicing of Bobcat equipment. Operator training courses, safety videos and other 
training materials are available at your Bobcat dealer's parts department or online at Bobcat.com/training 

•certain specification(s} are based on engineering calculations and are not actual measurements. Speclfication(s) are provided for comparison purposes only and aresubjectta change without notice. Specification(s) for your individual Bobcat 
equipment will vary based on normal variations in design, manufacturing, operating conditions, and other factors. 



PIONEERING MANEUVERABILITY 
Bobcat introduced its first compact loader in 1958, and two years 
later, the world's first skid-steer loader. This created an entire 
industry of machines that put the power of large equipment in a 
compact size with unmatched maneuverability. 

OFFERING MORE VERSATILITY 
In 1970, Bobcat invented the first quick-change attachment system 
for skid-steer loaders, known as the Bob-Tach mounting system. 
Today we offer more attachments than anyone in the world, 
empowering customers to transform all of our machines into multi
tasking attachment carriers and reach higher levels of production. 

ONE TOUGH ANIMAL® 
All over the world, Bobcat equipment is known for being durable 
and dependable. By lasting longer and minimizing downtime, we 
help our customers become as successful as possible. 

HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT 
With over 50 years of experience 
and more than 550 locations, we 
offer the best dealer network 
in the country for compact 
equipment. Our dealers offer a 
quality sales force, dependable 
parts departments and qualified 
service technicians, all leading to a 
quality customer experience. 

A CONSTANT INNOVATOR 
In the late 1950s, a turkey farmer needed help- so in 1958, we 
introduced what was to become the world's first skid-steer loader. 
We created an industry by listening to the needs of the customer. 
This focus is the same today. In 2000, a superintendent needed 
help- so we built the world's first Toolcat utility work machine. 
We continue to be a global leader in innovation by listening to 
our customers. 

Compact Skid-Steer 
Wheel Loader Loader 

1958 1960 1970 1986 1999 2001 

Bobcat. com 

2003 

LEADER BY DESIGN 
Listening to the customer and a pioneering spirit are why Bobcat 
continues to lead the evolution of compact equipment ... 
1960 - Invented the FIRST true skid-steer loader. 
1970 - Invented the FIRST attachment mounting system for 

skid-steer loaders. 
1977 - Built the FIRST skid-steer loader with no chain 

adjustments required. Still a Bobcat exclusive. 
1981 - Introduced the FIRST secondary restraint seat bar. 
1983 -The FIRST skid-steer loader with a transversely mounted 

engine. Still a Bobcat exclusive. 
1990 - Introduced the FIRST compact excavator manufactured 

in the U.S. 
1999 - Introduced the FIRST compact track loader with a 

solid-mounted undercarriage manufactured in the U.S. 
2001 - Invented the FIRST loader with all-wheel steer and 

skid-steer capabilities. Still a Bobcat exclusive. 
2003 - Revolutionized the way the world works with the invention 

of the Toolcat line, the world's FIRST utility work machines 
-a cross between a pickup, attachment carrier and utility 
vehicle. Still a Bobcat exclusive. 

2006 - Introduced the FIRST utility vehicle with Rapid link'" 
attachment mounting system. 

2008 - Roller Suspension, the FIRST all-steel suspension 
system, was introduced. 

2009 - Launched M-Series compact excavators and loaders. 
2011 - The M-Series loader models S850 and T870 became the 

largest and most powerful in our lineup. 
2012 - Bobcat introduced two new sizes of extendable-arm 

excavator options that are both attachment and 
clamp-ready. 

2013 - The M-Series 500 frame-size loaders replaced the popular 
S185 and T190 (among many others). This loader size is the 
most popular in the world and has been for two decades. 

2014 - Bobcat launched the 400 frame-size loaders, completing 
the M-Series line; manufactured its one-millionth loader; 
introduced its own Tier 4, non-DPF engines; and opened the 
Bobcat Acceleration Center, a dedicated innovation, testing 
and technology facility. 

2016 - Launch of the M2-Series loaders. 
Today - There are more Bobcat skid-steer loaders at work around the 

world than all other brands combined. 
Today - Bobcat manufactures more attachments than anyone 

in the world. 
Today - Bobcat is the only company that offers operator training kits 

for compact equipment. 
Today - Bobcat offers a full range of extendable-arm options, three 

sizes fitting five different excavator models. 
Today - Compact track loaders are rapidly becoming the product of 

choice in many market segments. 
Today - Launch of the R-Series excavators. 

2006 2008 2009 2014 2016 2017 
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NOTE- Where applicable, dimensions are in accordance with ISO standards. Specifications and design are subject to change without notice. Pictures of Bobcat 
units may show other than standard equipment. All dimensions are given for loader equipped with standard tires. All dimensions are shown in inches. Respective 
metric dimensions are enclosed by parentheses. Bobcat Company complies with the requirements of ISO 9001 as registered with BSI. 

Bobcat is a Doosan company. Doosan is a global leader in construction equipment, power and water solutions, engines, and engineering, proudly serving 
customers and communities for more than a century. 
Bobcat0 , the Bobcat logo and the colors of the Bobcat machine are registered trademarks of Bobcat Company in the United States and various other countries. 
©2018 Bobcat Company. All rights reserved. 

Bobcat Company 
~Bobcat 

P.O. Box 6000 • West Fargo, ND 58078 
Bobcat.com 
Printed in U.S.A. 

One Tough Animal 

Kn·16M·0918·59336-19-F 



Hydraulic Control Options 



Bobcat Company offers you 
options for controlling loader 
hydraulic functions: 

• Standard Mechanical 
Foot Pedals 

• Optional Selectable 
Joystick Controls (SJC) 

ISO Pattern Controls 
H-Pattern Controls 

• Optional Advanced 
Control System (ACS) 

Advanced Hand Controls 
Advanced Foot Controls 

Standard Mechanical Foot Pedals 
Simply put your feet on the pedals and keep t 
them there any time you operate the loader. 
The pedals control the hydraulic lift and tilt 
functions. "Float" is activated by toeing the 
left pedal into a detent position. 

Selectable Joysliclt Controls 
State-of-the-art, low-effort Selectable Joystick Controls (SJC) have a 
natural feel and are easy on the operator. SJC provides more comfort with 
less fatigue, allowing the operator to work longer and more productively. 

"Selectable" refers to two different patterns controlled by the 
joysticks: ISO Pattern and H-Pattern. 

Electronic Joysticks 
Electronic joysticks provide flexibility in acceleration and deceleration for optimum loader 
performance. They also allow two control patterns in one machine by simply pressing a 
rocker switch. 

When operating the loader in ISO Pattern: 
The left joystick controls drive functions while the right joystick controls lift and tilt functions. 

FORWARD LL 

me-t-= oc-t~"' 
I I 

REVERSE LR 

CRR = Counter-rotate to the right 
CRL =Counter-rotate to the left 
LR = Lift arms raise 
LL = Lift arms lower 
BC =Bucket curl 
BD = Bucket dump 

When operating the loader in H-Pattern: 
Fore-and-aft movement of the left joystick controls the loader's left-side drive, while 
side-to-side movement controls lift. Fore-and-aft movement of the right joystick controls 
the loader's right-side drive; side-to-side movement controls tilt (similar to the Advanced 
Control System option when in the hand-control mode). 

FORWARD FORWARD 

~~~- ~ oc-t~"' 
I I 

REVERSE REVERSE 

Select your work pattern for greater 
efficiency, less fatigue. 

LR = Lift arms raise 
LL = Lift arms lower 
BC = Bucket curl 
BD =Bucket dump 



Left Joystick Right Joystick 

SELECTABLE 
JOYST/Cllrr~.)~ 
.., il/C il£jiJY 

Bobcat joysticks are state-of-the
art, providing ease of operation 
with little effort. 

Selectable Joystick Controls offer unique functions to increase efficiency: 
Horsepower Management 
The Selectable Joystick Control system 
automatically adjusts the loader's drive system 
for maximum pushing and digging power. 
Some competing systems limit drive torque, 
allowing the engine to keep running but 
significantly reducing the loader's pushing 
power. However, the Bobcat® horsepower 
management system lets the operator obtain 
maximum engine and drive torque to match 
the toughest working conditions. 

Hand Engine Speed Control 
with Accelerator Foot Pedal 
While the Hand Engine Speed Control lever may 
be set at specific throttle positions, the foot pedal 
control can increase engine speed on demand, as 
needed. The foot pedal allows operators to run the 
engine at a slower speed to save fuel or reduce 
noise. It also lets the operator increase engine 
rpm when more power or speed is required. 

Drive Response 
Drive Response changes how responsive (more 
or less) the loader's drive and steering systems 
are when the operator moves the joystick(s). Drive 
Response can be changed by the operator for 
different drive response preferences and various 

Selectable Joystick Controls give you everything at 
your fingertips, including Speed Management that 
allows you to do delicate work with heavy loads. 

job conditions and attachment use. Changes to 
drive response do not affect braking or stopping 
the loader. 

Speed Management 
Speed Management (bottom button on the left 
joystick) permits the loader to be maneuvered at 
slower travel speeds. When Speed Management 
is engaged, the machine will travel at 57% of 
standard travel speed. Travel speed can be 
increased to 99% or decreased to 1% of standard 
travel speed. Operators can save adjustment time 
and match the demands of specific applications 
by changing the factory default Speed Management 
setting of 57% to any setting between 1 and 99%. 
Full joystick movement can be used while the 
machine's speed is reduced for more efficient 
digging and pushing, as well as easier loading, 
unloading, working in tight spaces, and 
attachment hookup. 

Multiple Fingertip Functions 
Bobcat joysticks permit fingertip control of many 
functions, including: 

• Normal- and high-range travel speed 
(if loader is so equipped). 

• Auxiliary hydraulic functions. 

• Optional horn and turn signals. 

• Speed Management. 

• Lift-arm float control. 

Operator-Friendly Controls 
Good equipment operators are hard to find. Comfort 
is an important factor in keeping operators happily 
employed -and a comfortable operator is a more 
productive operator. Bobcat loaders equipped with 
Selectable Joystick Controls help satisfy the needs 
of operators and the demands of the job in today's 
changing marketplace. 



Advanced Control System 
With ACS, you can have the right loader for many operators- and many jobs! 
The Bobcat Advanced Control System (ACS) lets loader operators use a dash-mounted switch to instantly 
select between advanced hand control or advanced foot control of lift and tilt functions. 

ACS is designed to accommodate more loader operators! Whether 
operators prefer to control lift and tilt functions by hand or by foot, 
ACS gives them an instant choice at the flip of a switch. Here's the 
opportunity for fleet owners to give operators the machine controls 
they prefer. 

• Select advanced hand or advanced foot control at the flip 
of a switch. 

• Accommodate operator preference. 

• Easier to hire operators regardless of control preference. 

• Save on inventory- use one machine instead of two. 

Advanced Hand Controls 
The handles on each steering lever pivot 15 degrees right and left for 
easy operation and less operator fatigue. The left handle controls the 
lift arms. Move it left to raise the lift arms and right to lower. The right 
handle controls attachment tilt. Move it right to dump a bucket or tilt 
an attachment forward. Move it left to curl the attachment back. 

Put more control in the palm of your hand with 
Bobcat Advanced Hand Controls! 
• Total hand-controlled hydraulics. 
• Easy operation. 
• Sensitive, precise control of all loader functions. 
• Two comfortable hand positions. 
• Less operator fatigue. 
• Electronic components are double-sealed against extreme 

temperature and humidity. 
• Integrated safety features. 

In tile "float" position, the lift arms follow the contour of the terrain 
when leveling and back-dragging. 

Advanced Foot Controls 
• Total foot-controlled hydraulics. 

• All-electronic system. 

• Easy operation. 

• Sensitive, precise control of all loader functions. 

• Electronic components are double-sealed against extreme 
temperature and humidity. 

• Integrated safety features. 

Bobcat Company ~Bobcat. 
B-1646 (1/09) 

P.O. Box 6000 • West Fargo, ND 58078 
www.bobcat.com 

Printed in U.S.A. Kn-1 OM-1 09-#14457 -F 



LOOK INSIDE FOR 

genuine Bobcat® 
attachments 
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HAVE AN 

ATTACHMENT 
FOR J: 

COMPACTEXGAVATOR ATTACHMENTS · , . , : ,' VEHSAHANDLER~TELESGOPIC TOOL CARRIER ATTACHMENTS • , 
AUGER 6 FlAIL MOWER 13 RIPPER 16 ANGLEBRO!l\1 16 GRAPPLE, INDUSTRIAL 46 SNOWPVSHER 64 

BREAKER, HYDRAUliC 8 GRAPPLE. THREE-TINE 16 SWING ACCESSORIES 16 AUGER 20 GRAPPLE, ROOT 48 SNOWBLOWER 66 

BUCKETS 10 PACKER WHEEL 14 TRENCHER 17 BALE FORK 25 PALLETFORK 54 SOIL CONDITIONER 66 

CLAMP 14 PLATE COMPACTOR 14 BUCKET, COMBINATION 36 SNOW BLADE 62 SWEEPER 72 

DEPTH CHECK ACCESSORY KIT 12 PRO CLAMP- SYSTEM 15 BUCKETS 32 SNOW BUCKET 59 TRUSS BOOM 17 

- COMPACHOADER ATTACHMENTS • ' • R.AIL CUTTER 41 

3-POINT ADAPTER 74 DUMPING HOPPER 40 SNOW PUSHER 64 TOO[GAT .. UTiliTY WORK MACHINE ATTACHMENTS • • 
ANGLE BROOM 18 FlAIL CUTTER 41 SNOW V-BLADE 65 3-POINT ADAPTER 74 GRADER 44 SNOW PUSHER 64 
AUGER 20 FORESTRY GUTTER 42 SNOWBLOWER 60 ANGLE BROOM 18 GRAPPLE, INDUSTRIAL 46 SNOW V-BLADE 65 
AUTOMATIC GRADE CONTROL 22 GRADER 44 SOD lAYER 65 AUGER 20 GRAPPLE, UTiliTY 49 SNOWBLOWER 60 
BACKHOE 24 GRAPPLE,INOUSTRIAL 46 SOIL CONDITIONER 66 BALE FORK 25 lAND PlANE 51 SOD LAYER 65 
BALE FORK 25 GRAPPLE, ROOT 48 SPREADER 68 BOX BlADE 26 lANDSCAPE RAKE 50 SOIL CONDITIONER 66 
BORING UNIT 27 GRAPPLE, UTiliTY 49 STEEL TRACKS 70 BRUSHCAT ROTARY CUTTER 30 MOWER 52 SPREADER 66 
BOX BlADE 26 LANDPLANE 51 STUMP GRINDER 71 
BREAKER, HYDRAULIC 28 lANDSCAPE RAKE 50 SWEEPER 72 

BRUSH SAW 31 MOWER 52 TILLER 75 
BRUSHGAr' ROTARY CUTTER 30 PALLET FORK 54 TILHATCH" DEVICE 34 

BUCKET ACCESSORIES 34 PALLET FORK 54 STUMP GRINDER 71 

BUCKET, COMBINATION 36 SCRAPER 56 SWEEPER 72 

BUCKETS 32 SEEDER 56 TILLER 75 

BUCKET ACCESSORIES 34 PLANER 56 TREE SPADE 76 
CHIPPER 36 SNOW ACCESSORIES 63 TJLT-TATCH DEVICE 34 

BUCKET, COMBINATION 36 REAR STABiliZER 70 TRENCH COMPACTOR 79 
DOZER BLADE 39 SNOW BlADE 62 TRENCHER 76 

BUCKETS 32 SCARIFIER 58 TRENCHER 78 FLAIL CUTTER 41 SNOW BUCKET 59 UTILITY FORK 60 

CHIPPER 36 SCRAPER 58 UTILITY FORK 80 
CONCRETE MIXER 38 SEEDER 58 VIBRATORY PLOW 81 ANGLE BROOM 63 PALLETFORK 64 

CONCRETE PUMP 38 SILT FENCE INSTALLER 58 VIBRATORY ROLLER 81 BUCKET 83 SNOW BLADE 84! 

DIGGER 38 SNOW ACCESSORIES 63 \VATER KIT 82 GRAPPLE 64 SNOW V-BLAOE 85 

DOZER BlADE 39 SNOW BLADE 62 WHEEL SAW 82 LANDPLANE B4 SNOWBLOWER 85 

DROP HAMMER 40 SNOW BUCKET 59 MOWER 64 SPREADER 65 
Kncwwtr;il'abelow. 

Calberw.~dJ!i, 
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DIG HOLES 
FASTER AND DEEPER. 

Dig deeper and faster- even in hard, rocky 
soH -with the Bobcatv auger attachment. 

MORE DEPTH 
A drive unit that follows the bit into the hole provides 
up to 121nches of extra dig depth. 

DIRECT OR PLANETARY DRIVE 
low-maintenance d.recHirive models give you excelfeot torque 
and rpm for reliable digging performance in many soU conditions. 

Planetary-drive augers provide extra power and torque for 
anchor applications and extreme ground conditions, 
lnc!ud1ng rock, shale, clay or frost. 

VERSATILITY 
Bobcat attachment mounting systems allow you to use 
your auger on multiple carriers. 

KHUCKLE·JOIHT OESIGH 
Oig vertical ho~es on 

uneven terrain. 

BITS AHD TEETH 
Match the tool to the job; 6- to 48-inch diameters available: 

liGHT DUTY STAIIDAHD DUTY HfAVY DUTY HOCK DUTY 

-~~-·_,~-~-I ____ ll --f_f 
~ t~ 
r .... t'rl ?f• 

Bo bcat.com/ Auger 

I.'«SlO Lrn 

~'o:=i'l 

"" 1~91 

1/t:del 
3QCr..;OH "" 
'·'«~ "" ''"'"' 

iiiMiijJ·Il!liiJ!.!j.llf'fF 

""' 
Art:llwthr~ilt,~'j~&"'JdQ:tf\lcr 

:twlwll.Upto24·111_rt...,..,.-mbts.. 

llo1.u&tD~-!3"•'tCwrv~,ts, 

'"" ltcly!DIIi"'dta;:;r;~;;'"IC!b.JJ.'lC"9.l.rQ- 620. 
llp!D36~n.~trh. 

ll.Y(!,h.<Jf\al-G!Jt'.;gngl'"m.'Qh 
~~;m,fros:tormp';l,liOro!fur~-s:.e 
cL•TtOWblla1dta-t:rr~nwc:tcr<S. 

lrN Edr~flCIU"..do;;-dlmJ!~r!Xk,:Y-"d, 
n~ 

d::Jutt:llkletfttwrtu~cat= 

9.2n{l3Jrrn) 10.2n{28Jrrn) 

t0n.(254rrm) 12in.{305m1) 

1SOb.{e.31.g) 22Qlb.(100f..J) 
o:~m 

·~· 
Or<ct 

"""' n~, """ 1021'p"l """' """' """' """' "''""' """' 70rpm 

"'""' 
1021ttAil.(l!i2lltn} 1:300ft-!l:l (1To31t11) 2510itAll.{H111/m.) 

1225ft·lb.j1fS11i"'l) 1~0fl.,'h{21151h) 30:241t~:::t.(4100/hl) 

lJ13tVb (18€81h!) 1755fl..J!:l {2J79fl11J J.mft-,'!:l(~21llh) 

153:2ft-t!l.(ro771oln) 1950fVR(2644/in) 37t:Oft~h{51251h) 

2415ft-tL{Z003/Im) 415-Sit..Jll.($38/ITCI) 

2275ft·tll.(3{1a4/l;n) ~l(lft-!::1.(59791~) 

61n.9n,121n.,15n,1611,24L-r.,:W.n.,:>So1. 

6n,9h..12i1.15n,16i<,24>"1.,:l1Ji1.,3S:O. 

1Bn.24~c,3!Jin..,36n 

6h.9h.12n..l6h.,l.:I";I.,:2!Jlt..Nh.3'l\L 
:>Si't..Q'n 

6<11..,9m.,12n..,16n,1Bn.,201n..,N111.,30rn. 

Bobcal.com/Auger 

COMPACT fXCAVATDR 

12h(305nmJ t2rttl05rrrn) 

297lh(134!-.g) Z99tt.!ll51.g) 

P".rib'y ?".a-rtry 

"""' """' """' """' .,..,. 
"""' 17rpt~ 61rpm 

"""' """' 87rp.n """' """' """' g.arpn """' 
2Jatfl-!ll.{32371in) 302Jfi·lb.(4100/11l) 

U54ft-".t1.(3«!411m) ~a!l-r!I.(4S:ZO,n) 

Jti)Jfi·ll.(41Vai11!J 39llfl..Jtt.(S3-.'l(l/ln) 

3819fl·b.lS179/tn) J02J!l·!ll.{-11001h) 
4117fl·lb.(5@41h) ~9lft-rJ..{71751kn) 

D!GG!IJG DEPTH WITHOUT EXTE/lS!OIJ 

6-48 INCH 
OlA/,lETEil fliTS AVAllADLE 

~='="'''i>'L-<·•-d•~...,_,JJ<<n"'-""' 
;0: ~~ .. t..<=<~o..,.p"'f·"'!o.!t•=·o-d-~-.~ ~Bobcat. 
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COMPACT EXCAVATOR 

BREAK CONCRETE FASTER 
AND CUT THROUGH ROCKS EASIER. 

CONSTANT POWER. CYLINDRICAL BREAKER CRADLE 
CONSISTENT PRODUCTIVITY. Th\s design Improves job access and accuracy In confJned areas. 
Most other manufacturers' breakers fire the piston wlth 

EASY MOUNTING AND CARRIER VERSATILITY compressed nilrogoo, which ~subject to teaks during usa that 
Quickly mount and remove, or switch from a loader to decrease perlormaoce. Bobcat~ breakers use hydraul!c oll flow 

to fire the breaker while nitrogen assists the piston's rell.m excavator and back, with the Bob-Tach1'1 and X-Changa~· 
attachment mounting systems. to lha firing postt!on. H)'lfraullc oil cools lha piston and breaker 

walls, preventing v,rear and extending the life of your attachment. LOW·MAINTENANCE DESIGN 
This design def!Ve!S peak. pmver whle requiring less rocharging The breaker has only 12 main service parts, meaning fev;er 
and virtually no energy~chamber maJntenance. breakdowns can occur, and if they do, the breaker Is easy to 

repair, right In the field. 

Bobcat.com/Breaker 

INCLUDED GO/NO·GO GAUGE 
Quickly check the gauge to see whether tt's time to replace 
critical components. There's no measurtng required. 

SINGLE LOWER BUSHING 
All models have just one lower bushing that Is easy to replace. 

AUTOMATIC POWER REGULATION 
Automatic pressure regulation further ensures consistent 
perfonnance, regardless of changes In outdoor temperature 
and across multiple carrier types. It also limits excessive 
pressure at the time of start-up, preventing wear and 
potential downtime. 

"'""--""""- €0ft-'Jl(a!J) 

(;;•.~Toal~jfbtn9 59fl·lb{59J) 

ffi:ttAI'ei!Ls:.te 1290@6ji;lll 

Flcwfteq~:rernerts 
l-£9"1 

(tHJUm) 

OPTIONS AND 
ACCESSORIES 
BREAKER BITS: 

A wide variety of breaker 
tools ensures you ran 

always use the right toot for 
the task at hand. 

t9Jil·b.(ZOOJ} 300ft·b{4a7J) 

143fl-:U.{t94J) 207fl·1b.(282J) 
t~oetJwn 13!0@17QPJ11 

7·13Q1lrn a.t7Q?m 
(Z0.~9Urrm.) (30-64Ur.m) 

~Era.lsf'~W't!Ccrltrrt:. 

Re!:;cr.me~Eled 1·41it 2-4m. 4·10111._ 
WOrt-1Tt£;;r;s:s (25·100n11) {50·100mm) (t.00·250rn"l'l) 

~rn::JshedVot~l'eltfmr 

tton-Re'Ck~ed 
1-2)'11.11'1\r. l-4)1i1fhr. 4·12)tl1/hr. 

(llll-t5m'/1lr.) (011-llm'ltir.) (3.1·92M'Ihr.) 

""""" 
1·2)'d.lfhr.. J.l)'li'f'ht 1-4)d'lrr. 

{O.B:·lSm'/tv.) !Ua-2.Jm'fr;!.) {Q.l!-3.!m'/lr) 
VR<.th 

8Fu.i>JlrwtJIUJf'o1::tw;:t 
!001!1.{7311J:l 4261!1.(152.1\[l 5SOib.{2631oW Eiraiall:rfl;unJC;l;; 

l.!r<a'<.erwtJNalPnrt, 
Elr."I~rfi•"ngCa;llnl 6321!:t(2a7f:ul Willi {334~.g) 
u.ter)'...Q>_;j.·!Jilrnme 

D="lSUl$. 
l£;r.tl(A) 4tl3h.{1024rrn) 49.7in.(12621Wl) 57.5n(1451mn) 
(iYtllfn:J;E:rfungC~) 

Ttdl.erl)t:l!BJ tn.6n{?£9n:.rn} 1311.jl-"6nn) 13m.(330~~n) 

Brea.lslr~!(C) 5.2n(13lmm) 7.Jm_(1&5rrrn) 8.4n(214rrn) Cr.li!eru:rmr 
Tl:ldfrllrr.:tfr 1.5n{31mm) 2.2n(551rnm} 2£Jt{65rTn) 

COMPACT EXCAVATOR 

60-1,000 FT.-LB. 
H.1PACT EllEflGY CLASS 

.5rofl-ltl(5SDJ) 751lfl4!.(1016J) R!DR.~llj1152Jj lilOOit..O.(!JSOJ) 

2i32ft-lh.(382J) 3841l-lb..{~2J) 51Sfl·:b.(100Jj 7001l-'.!l.('a50J) 

l45Jl(li211P!l 12£0@261!::rm 12J0032!jV1'1 1110@33mm 
12·21{;lm 15-26Q:.Y11 17-32QP-"1 20·33~P'!1 

(45-BOUrmt) (57-!!Wrn1")) (65·121Limrt) {76·125Umrt) 

6·14ht e-tstn. 10·1Bin. 12-20lll 
(15()-3S0m."n) (150·350m"11) {25<l-455m'11) (305-5D0rrt1l) 

5-IS)tU/hr. 6·15yd.1thr. B-18)11!/hr. 10-2Qyd1fhr. 
(31!-tLSm'thr.J (4.S-tl.5m'lhr) (G.1·1l8m'rtrr.) {7.6·15.-lm'lhr) 

2.£)1i'itT. 2-J'jlllfhr.. 3-8jl1'ftr. 4.S)'d'ltr. 
(1.546m'itr) lt5-5_4m'lhr) j2..3·!Um'f1xt.J (l.1.£.9!fi/t"t) 

no!ll.tl271IID 61Sb.IJ72.llg} l0111b.(459~) 1005b.HSU.Ill 

10821!1 (490~.ql 1130lh(51Jk{l) 

EOJI'l{1542mm) 64.9m.{1B47mm) 67.5ln.{1713rrrn) 71.Jl'\{1811f'nl) 

14n(356m1) 16m.(.:.00mrn) 17h(4J2rrrn) 18h{4571T11) 

81lln.{22Jrwn) 9.5ln.{N1mm) 9.6•n.(244rrrn) 91m.(2~f'nl) 

Ul1!"!(72Jrrn) 3m{17mm) 3Ao'\(B!inrn) 3.8in.{95mrn) 

Appund Mathhu: Sl<d·StferloarW,Compa::t Tro.tk~-er, A'i-\'11-ffi St<erlroder, ,,. til &tador, 1.';, Tro...""\Lroder 
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COMPACT EXCAYATOfl 

MAKE QUICK WORK OF ANY DIGGING CHALLENGE. 

Optimize the productivity of your Bobcatv excavator 
with the right bucket for the job. 

Nmvly redesigned trenching buckets and an aU-new grading bu<:ket line 
from ctass 2 throughcoss 6 (models E26 -E85) offer increased dtmlb1<y 
and reliability, maximum d:gging with h1ghcapacity, and illCfeased ease of 
cteaoout. Thereplacea~esldecutrerhas beooremovedoobolh trencfing 
and grading models, and a scalloped cast side cutter has been added for 
durability and functionality. Grading and trenching buckets can be easily 
interchanged using the X-Change'"' attachment mounting system that Is 
standard on most Bobcat excavatorn or the optional Hydraulic X-Change 
system for even faster attachment changes to boost prodtH::tivity. 

HEW TREHCHfHG BUCKETS 
Redesigned trenching buckets offer the strength and durnbility needed 
for severe d1gging and prying. Buckets 18 Inches and wider have an 
X-Change reinforcement plate. 

HEW SMOOTH•ltP X·CHAHGE TREHCHIHG BUCKETS 
Want excellent digg·ng performance without weld-on teeth? Smooth-lip 
trenching buckets now offer a reversible, replaceable cutting edge as 
standard equipment. 

HEW GRADING BUCKETS 
Grading buckets featlKe no center gusset, replaceable cutting edge, 
increased capacity and updated widths: 36, 48 and 60 inches. Pair with 
Hydra-Ti!C' or PowerTilt<l swing accessories for more rnnge of motion 
when digg:ng around or under objects and shaping landscape features. 

PIH·OH BUCKETS 
Bobcat offers pin-on standard-duty and grad:ng buckets for the E1 0, 
E20, E85 and the backhoe attachment. 

Power71/F is a registerod trademark of Hefac COrporation. 

~Bobcat. f'.;;r;;r;;-,•c,_.,T4~,J.,--... .,.-,j •• ,,\-,_-_,-,.f,..,.-~>:T> 
;"'<&bul£=/o..,..,..-r;r~!oJto"""'-d-"'' Bobcat. co m/1.1 X Hucke t 

COMPACT EXCAVATOR 

DURABILITY TO CONQUER 

' I 

Bob ca I. co m/M XBuc ke I 

MORE TOUGH JOBS. 

CHING BUCKETS 

WELD·OH 
CUTTtfiG EDGE 
Provides longer life to 
yourbuckllt. 

WELD·ON SHANKS 
Offer strength and durability. 

X·CHAHGE" 
REINFORCEMENT 
PLATE 
(16-lnch bucket and up) 
Adds durability for severe 
digging and prying 
app1ications. 

/J¥J:MIIII'I"l3~a:!~~~~~~~~~~~~~IIUI!!~,II 
~~~~ (2z!:~nnrn) 2-4 f'41~n i 

I
O.:~.nn 12-2~m.. j 
tE2iiJ {:lf!S-E10m) 3-5 x-cre.-.;e I, 

~~~S.WJ (~2_g74~J J.6 X-0&-.,e 

!o:nsl'l 
i{E42,E4S,E!i0, 
IE5S,EEO,E63) 

12-::Qin.. 
(305-914rrn) 

1o:u:oV 18-zti•r~ 
:(ES5.E63) (457-914m<~J 

IO.;ss'o1 18-::Q!n 
{EB5) (45J.914f1'1;'ll) 

iS-= Sl.nbti,O=Qrol:m.-=lk.tAf?/a."{e 

J.6 

·~ 

"""'•''~-7tdd.-..,,·d~.,:;.,-_,.,orr,.-_,,., 
'""'"'*""~"""=1'""1-h>!o.'l<mU-d-"'' 

x-on-.,;e 

X~ 

P.n.01 

! 
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COMPACT EXCAVATOR 

SAVE TIME 
AND REDUCE ERROR 
WITH THE BOBCAT DEPTH CHECK ACCESSORY KIT. 

The Bobcat" depth check accessory kit for compact 
excavators improves profitability by minimizing the 
tendency to over~ and under-dig. With an accuracy 
of ±0.5 inches, it's a superior and affordable option for 
achieving grade or meeting minimum cover specifications. 

INTEGRATED WITH THE BOBCAT 
DELUXE INSTRUMENT PANEL 
When you have deluxe Instrumentation Installed on your Bobcat 
compact excavator, there are no display screens or control panels 
to Install. The deluxe ilstrument panel provides comp!ete control and 
job monitoring, Including: 

• Distance to target 

• Grade check 

• Depth check 

FULLY WIRED FOR SIMPLICITY AND ACCURACY 
The simp~. durable deplh chock accesSOI)' kit from Bob<:at Is wired, so Job 
conditions or wireless slgnal loss will never Interfere with your accuracy. 

• Reduces the lag time of the signal transmission from the sensor to th& 
deluxe Instrument panel display 

• Malntalns a strong signal even when submer!}{!d In water 

• No batteries to charge and malntaln 

The Bobcat depth check accessory kit Includes position sensors for the 
boom, arm and bucket, and all necessary harnesses. Optional laser 
receivers provide even more f!e>.ib!lity. 

~Bobcat. 

+0.5tNCH 
GRADE ACCURACY 

~----------~-·-----· 

""'"'~"'"""'"",:L~4ut<l~~ .. ,,.,t,,... ..... ,,., 
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COMPACT EXCAVATOR 

MOW BRUSH, GRASS AND MORE 
WITH THE REACH OF YOUR EXCAVATOR. 

Cut down brush, thick weeds, grass and even small trees 
with the Bobcat11 flail mower. It cuts aggressively and 
efficiently, wilh a dlrect·d!lw hydraulic motor that PfO~des 
the optimum balance between torque and rpm. The flall 
mowers fliple·knlfe ftruls np tluough hard al1d soft moos, 
vines, grass, am.! brush. 

Bob c a t.com /Fia il Mower 

A rubber torsion disk absorbs stress during operation, and 
heavy-duty flanges on both sides of the rotor protect the 
dnve train. Side safety chains help contain debris. SwHch lhe 
hydraulic hoses at lhe drive motor to change lhe rotation of lhe 
reversible ftans, Increasing overan flail life. 

,. .. flltlll 

,.,. .. "'" 301'1. "'" 40irt 

5a.4!."l 60.41'!. 604m 

U.;~tD41n Upto4ln Upto41rt 

12.2·19.5WO~ 14-22.4gm~ la4·31.7!Jm! 

tl-..11"lWrcfKnc.t3 27 " ~-tl);;t:an:; x-= X~PJi-0'1 X-tra-.ge.f'm-cn 

Appnwed Ma(blne: lh1 hc,...m:r(E3:2-E85)' 

'Ca!l-!'q.t;J~F;:Il:a'·':I!DrsO~'/.VInCC"ma'"dOO:::rm.iSit.acio'*ddc;r;ngcperatO'l. 

;,~·"''·""'dd..--t>t·d~~""'"'<r"~:tl 
''-' illo~tt!..<e='<"""P""T..frl~/\on--'·of.~•• ~Bobcat. 



Reduce the need for conventional compaction 
equipment and eliminate the need for a person 
working In the trench. The compact design 
of the packer wheel allows it to operate in 
small areas, Increasing the versall!lty of the 
carrier, No auxiliary hydraulics are required 
for operation. 

3Mlb.(175)Q) 

405h(ll129!Ti71) 

11h.(279m11) 

2 
J{)n(762nn) 

18(9~\1f:ee) 

COMPACT IN THE TRENCH
WITHOUT LEAVING THE CAB. 
The plate compactor a!!acllmen! proVides 
more powerful compaction force than a 
hand-operated compactor, saving time on 
!he fob. You operate it right from !he cab. so 
there's no need for a \\'Ofker in the lrench. A 
compact design easly packs material on slopes 
and in hard-to-reach areas. Shock mounts 
distribute vibration evenly and keep the 
a!!acllmen! level for effiden! compacting. 

25n 

"""' (U(Irrn) 

\'f.t;t'l 
1B.8iTL 

(476rrrn) 

~t1ra-rier(ll%j 
J~l:)_ 

{1~2),;} 

fi~U!:J 2100\"P>11 

GET A GRIP OH MATERIAL TO LIFT, MOVE AHO PLACE. 

~Bobcat. 

Designed for Bobcati'l compact excavators. Easily maneuver the clamp attachment 
into hard-to-reach areas, allowing you to selectively grab objects. Use with a tren<:hing 
bocket or three-tine grapple and easily move odd-shaped objects such as tree stumps 
andCOflcrele. 

Fa,;:e"'"-""'~"-~-...... ~~~-""«1:;,--.,_·_,.-, 
>bll!¢b .. l.bO.,J<=-P..,...,J~>rm..d-lno Bobca I. c om/AIIAIIach 

OPEN WIDER, LIFT BIGGER 
WITH THE PRO CLAMP SYSTEM. 

Interchangeable work tools for grabbing 
or grading. Choose between the standard tool 
and a grading tool. Both can adjust to different 
materials or jobs by changing the pin location. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
--THE 
PRO CLAMP SYSTEM. 

Walch !he Pro C~mp" 
system at work 

BOBCA T.CO!t/PROCLA MP 

Bob c a I. com/AIIAIIa ch 

Select !he material clamp for traditional clamp functionality. 
For greater performance, adjust it to provide a wider, more 
aggressl\'e bite that wraps around larger obJects and dlfflcult-to
handte materials. The tool can be positioned to al:ow the clamp 
to follow the bucket farther while dumping. 

When p!med illts forward position, the grading tool adds a lip 
to your bucket for a smooth trench bottom- even when using 
a toothed bucket. When you p'n the grading tool in its reverse 
position, it can also speed the cleanup of spo!l piles. With a 
tooth~ess bucket and a quitk adjustment to the pin position, it 
also provides clamshell functionality. 

Pro0.l'1J~'~~~·aerorca'f\l 

O;o;rko]V.~ f89h{Wi:'ID 

0.6Jiit(tSmm) 

lf.lilWtfT«ttl 

Tettl\'{ctl'! 134/n.(Htm:n) 

rroo.,---npl'l.tr~~-vrro 

Operatr']We'}'i 1S-Ith(eHQ) 

11H:I:rzss 063h(16m"!) 

Cl..tu.gEt?!Wct!'t 2U51TL{616mm) 

ApprondMathtn:/J;o(lG?,:!tcr 

"«=':..o;,-!ddr<.<o-~~'~r.,_.,.,,.-~,., 
>b-s.:bul£<>.~<=-;>:onr~l~•= .. c~-,... 

295/a.(ll.H-!1) 

1m.(2i4r=) 

15.9,,_(4Nrrm) 

2201b.(127J..g) 

0.6.3h(tlil'ml) 

24.251n(6161ni'1) 
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Bullt for penetration, the 
Iipper attachment effortlessly 
tears through tough soli 
and frozen ground. Gussets 
provide ample ripplrlg 
power. A heavy-duty shank 
reinforces the attachment 
structure for maximum 
durability and uptime. 

S,'n1~ThDJ',s 

'W!thX~~Mc>.d 

*'Wbf'irt-Ul!k-... -<1 

ntt buckets and blades 30 degrees to create slopes, grades 
and contours. The Hydra-THf"' swing accessory for your 
compact excavator uses a wrist-like action to angle the 
excavator bucket or b!ade 
30 degrees to the left or 
right, fora total range 
of 60 degrees. Reduce 
repositioring to save Ume 
creating drainage ditches 
or digging around culverts, 
sewer lines and more. 

SPECIFICATIONS ,_ ;"" ~ 
7

"" 

~Bobcat. F"'"'<"-'="~"',±,-"'.,-J~'"""""~·>rl:o-.>'"' 
"""'""'~""u"'""""""'""'..fnfOlh~,.... 

POWERTILT SWING ACCESSORY: 
180 DEGREES OF TILTING MOTION 
Dig under and aromdOOjecls ~ill! 90deglles of 
motioolo either side. 

The PowerTilfll swing accessory tilts the 
excavator bucket 90 degrees to the left or 
right~ reducing the need to move the enUre 
machine. Its wide range ol motion allows It lo 
<Lg arotlld and tllder objects such as culver Is 
and sewer lines.lt even delivers lha fte~llffity 
needed to !lg and shape holes or <Itches, level 
terrain, backfill benches, or do finish grading. 

O;w.b'gl'lettl1 1701U.(77),y) 2il5lh(1291qJ) 

t.er-~ 2:5hjfj3:5rrn) 25m{WI!rn) 

Wcth 111n.(Z79mn) 11!rt.(179r;;;m) 

£0:;-ti>-Srlelll:'..ailm l1lltep. lOOQ;g. 
o_tp.~tTttQ...-e 2ttofVb.@3000~ l250ft-'!l.@JOC1lro 

AJpnrtad MMhlne: lhuEn:zr..t:J 

Bobcat. com/All Alta ch 

TAKE ON TOUGH TRENCHING JOBS. 
The Bobcat$) trencher creates trenches fast- even when working In hard, rocky sol!. 
Teeth and chain options g!ve you more versatility, enabling you to maximize trenching capabilities 
for soil conditions. 

AUGER 
The large-d•ameter auger moves material from the side of 
the trenclland limits the spoil !hal falls back into lha trench. 

GREASE CYLINDER TENSIONING 
Adjusting the chain to the proper tension Is fast and easy. 

STANDARD CRUMBER 
Clears soil from the trench and provides a dean, 
smooth trench bottom. 
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COMPACilOAOER 

MORE MATERIAL. 
FEWER PASSES. 

ZERO EFFORT. 

Clean up with your Bobcat0 loader. Use the hydraulically driven angle broom attachment for sweeping 
driveways, sidewalks, parking lots, loading docks and warehouses, or for turf cleaning, dethatching 
and more. It's particularly useful for quick snow removal without damaging pavement surfaces. 
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EASY MAtNTENANCE 
Quick-change rotor design makes brist!e 
replacement easy. Simply remove t\vo bolls 
and the enUre rotor is released. 

ANGLE CONTROL 
The 48-inch broom has a manual angle of up to 
30 degrees left or right. The 68- and 84-inch 
brooms have a h)ffilulk: ang'e of up to 25 degrees 
left or right. 

FLUSH SWEEPING 
Get as close as you want. Improved sweeping 
effldency allows for flush sweeping to a curb or 
wall on the right side. 

PATENTED SPRING DESIGN 
An exclusive spring design provides optimum 
dm•m pressure. f;>t.,:.J:..h.llrn B-'rrl1.-.:>:1:l 

Bob c a I. com /Ang leB room 

TOUGH BOBCAT BRISTLES 
Job-proven and easy to replace, the 
polypropylene bristle wafers provide 
excellent durability and flick material 
away for superior cleaning. The 
waved design of the angle broom 
bristles clears a cleaner patll and 
sweeps more snow or debris In a 
single pass. For hea,ry-d.Ity clean'ng 
actioo on difflcUtjobs, easy-tcHnslall 
steel bristles are available. 
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CO~PACT LOADER 

DIG HOLES 
FASTER AND DEEPER. 
Dig deeper and faster- even in hard, rocky soil
with the Bobcat" auger attachment. 

MORE DEPTH 
A drive unit that follows the bit Into the hole provides up to 
12 inches of extra dig depth. 

DIRECT OR PLANETARY DRIVE 
law-maintenance direct-drive models give you excellent torque 
and rpm for reliable digging performance In many soil conditions. 

Planetary-drive augers provide extra power and torque for 
anchor appllcations and extreme ground conditions, lncfudlng 
rock, shale, clay or frost. 

VERSATILITY WITH THE BOB· TACH SYSTEM 
The Bob-Tach0 mounting system allows you to use your auger 
on multiple caniers. 

BITS AND TEETH 

KHUCKLE·JOIHT 
DESIGH 

Dig vertical ho~es on 
uneven terrain. 

Match the tool to the job; 6· to 48-lnch diameters available: 

LICHT DUTY STAIIDARO DUTY HEAVY DUTY ROCK DUlY 
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COMPACT LOADER 

NEAR-PERFECT GRADING 
TO EARN AND SAVE THOUSANDS. 
If you're below grade, the extra concrete it takes to finish the job can cost vmt thousands of dollars. 
Bobcat offers a more profitable way to grade. Our laser-guided, sonic/slope sensor and 3D grading 
systems provide 0.25-inch accuracy for less staking, checking and rework, plus lower operating 
costs and improved material usage. These systems can potentially pay for themselves in just one 
job. Easy to use and install, automated grading systems allow even inexperienced operators to 
achieve near-perfect accuracy. 

CHOOSE FROM THREE DIFFERENT GRADE CONTROL SYSTEMS 

FOR DIGITAL DESIGN EXECUTION AHO 3D CONTROL: 3D SYSTEM 
The plug-and-play 30 grade control system for Bobcat11 loaders allows contractors to use digital designs and 3D machine 
control to qulckly and accurately sculpt the land. It is approved for use with 96- and 108-!nch heavy-duty attachments. The 3D 
system works off elevation coordinates set up around the jobsite, giving operators the ability to grade valleys, ditches, contours, 
sports fields, roads and highways, and residential properties. 

SEE HOW IT WORKS: BOBCAT.COM/30 

Bobcat. com/AliA! I a ell 

FOR HEW CONSTRUCTION AND DPEH AREAS: 
LASER·GUIDED SYSTEM 
On new construction sites and other open areas, this system 
gives you unrivaled accuracy and material savings. It works 
with both the grader (models 84, 96 and 108) and box blade 
attachments. Both attachments produce great results on 
flat plane and single-slope applications (depending on the 
transmitter model). The box blade must travel up and down the 
slope while the grader can travel in any direction. The grader 
attachment will provide the best result for dual-slope surfaces. 

• Automatically control grader or box blade 

• Achieve accurate flnlSh gra<ling and 
Improve operator productivity 

• Excellent for coocrete flatvmrk 

• Includes a manual override function 

• Quick mounting; fast setup and removal 

SEE HOW IT WORKS: 
BO BCAT.CO M/LASERSYSTEM 

WHEH FOLLOWING A STRIHGLIHE 
OR GRADING WITH OBSTACLES: 
SOHIC TRACER/SLOPE SYSTEM 
The sonic tracer/slope system provides maximum 
efficiency and accuracy on more complicated jobsites 
with columns or other obstacles that would block a 
laser transmitter. Available for 96- and 108-lnch grader 
models, this system follows the terrain below the sonic 
tracer {which Is mounted on one side of the grader) and 
maintains a consistent, predetermined cross-slope. 
It's a great solution for parnlng garages and bicycle or 
golf-cart paths. When the sonic tracer Is disabled, the 
system can automatically control the cross-slope, and 
the operator can manually control the side of the blade 
on which the sonic tracer Is mounted. This Is useful 
when making first passes to provide a smooth surface 
for the sonic tracer to follow on the next pass. 

SEE HOW IT WORKS: DOBCAT.COM/SOHIC 

Bobca I. com /AIIAIIa ell 

LASER AND SOHIC SYSTEM DELUXE IHSTRUMEHT PAHEL 
Used as a control box to operate either the sonic/slope-tracer or laser-guided 
grading system, the optional deluxe instrument panel allows the osmalor 
to set the parameters of the grading system, receive real-time Information, 
make adjustments and even switch to manual operation. 



COMPACT LOAOER 

TURN YOUR BOBCAT LOADER INTO A 

POWERFUL EXCAVATOR. 

With a range of backhoe models for most Bobcat0 loaders, this attachment is powerful enough to 
handle full-time excavating jobs. Increase versatility even further with select X-Change" attachments. 
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BOB·TACH BACKHOE 
Vl1th the cO£Wen!ence of the Bob-Tachs 
mounting system, the backhoe mounts 
directly to the loader- no mounting 
kit or stabilizers requlred. The dipper 
swings left or rlght up to 48 degrees. 
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LIFT, HAUL AND STACK 
HAY BALES EASILY AND EFFICIENTLY. 

Bo be a I, com /A II Allach 

Two sma!!-diameter forks, 
mounted on the frame, penetrate 
and move round, square or 
uneven bales with ease, saving 
time and allovling you more 
hours to tend to fivestock. 

40.8 INCH 
FORf: LEfJGTH 

• Two small-diameter tines penetrate the materiaJ 

• Mounts to standard or heavy-duty pal~! fork attachment frame 

:;;,>t,;;~~:J:;.;;,~:;;;.:.:cx~;" ~ Bobcat. 



GRADE WITH THE ACCURACY AND 
DURABILITY OF THE BOX BLADE. 

Use the Bobcal 8 box blade lo do 
lhe job fasl while reducing costly 
material waste. 

SEE THE DUX BLADE AT WORK: 
B ODCAT.COM/B OX DLADEVI OEO 

OPERATE MANUALLY FOR ROUGH GRADING AHD LANDSCAPING. 
On its own, the box blade excels at rough grading and landscaping, fllllng In low 
spots, or carrying and spreading materials with its box end wings to bring a 
surface close to grade. The front bo:ster on the box blade can be raised or lowered 
to control the height of the cutting edge. lower the cutting edge to cut ami raise 
It to dump the material. 

USE LASER CONTROL FOR SUPERIOR ACCURACY. 
With the automatic laser control system, the laser receiver follows a plane of light 
emitted by the transmitter to control the height of the bolster and cutting edge, 
achieving ±0.25-lnch accuracy. You can quickly change from automatic to manual 
mode by clicking a button on the cootrol hand~es. Pair it with the deluxe instrument 
panel for inctemenVdecrement control, and to receive roaHime information in the 
cab, such as blade position relative to target and distance above or below grade. 

Bobcat. com/Box B Ia de 

CD 

~ 

FOAM·FILLED TIRES 
Tires are filled with foam to el!mlnate flats. They also provide excellent flotation to 
keep the box blade moving smoothly over the work area. 

OSCILLATIHO BOLSTER 
locreases f!rst-pass accuracy tJy minimizing the effect of uneven ground. 
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FOR MORE IHFORMATIOH: 

Check out Bobcat3 autvmatic grade central an page 22. 

INSTALL CABLE AND FLEXIBLE PIPE 

WITHOUT TEARING UP PAVED AREAS. 
The boring unit attachment bores horizontaJty to accommodate pipe or 
cable up to 4 inches In diameter. After boring, the attachment works 
to pull the pipe or cable through the hole. Mount the drive head from 
the front of the loader ln three positions: on the center, right or left side. 
This al!ows the attachment to be (X}Sltioned Orec:Uy next to buildings and 
obstades, exactly where boring operation Is desired. 

• Install electrical, telephone and television cables 

• lnstalllnlgation Hnes and flexible water pipes for sprinkler systems 

• Bore up to 2 feet deep and up to 30 feet horizontally 
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t28 BREAKER, HYDRAULIC '( ~~~ .,, . < _', ··I BREAKER, HYDRAULIC ~9 

ALL IT TAKES IS THE HYDRAULIC BREAKER TO 
DEMOLISH THE JOB FAST. 

• Most models can quickly mount to a loader or excavator 

• Virtually maintenance-free 

150 1, 000 FT. -LB. 
lfolP1\CT EflERGV CLASS 

BREAK 
CONCRETE 

ASTER 
AND CUT THROUGH 
ROCKS EASIER. 

OPTIONS AND 
ACCESSORIES 

BREAKER BITS: A wide 
variety of breaker tools 
ensures you can always 
use the right tool for 

the task at hand. 

Bo beat. com/Breaker 

CONSTANT POWER. 
CONSISTENT PRODUCTIVITY. 
Most other manufacturers' breakers fire the piston with 
compressed nitrogen, which Is subject to leaks during use 
that decrease performance. Bobcat& breakers use hydraulic 
all flow to fila tha breaker wh!le nitrogen assists the piston's 
return to the ftrtng position. H~'drauuc all cools the piston and 
breaker walls, preventing wear and extending the life of your 
attachment. This design delivers peak power while requiring 
less recharging and virtually no energy-chamber mantenance. 

CYLINDRICAL BREAKER CRADLE 
This design Improves job access and accuracy in 
confined areas. 

EASY MOUNTING AND CARRIER VERSATILITY 
Oulckly mount and remove, or switch from a loader to 
excavator and back, with the Bob-Tach~'> and X- Change"' 
attachment mounting systems. 

LOW-MAINTENANCE DESIGN 
The breaker has only 12 man service parts, meaning fevrer 
breakda.vns can occur, and If they do, the breaker ls easy to 
repalr, nghtlnthefleld. 
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COMPACT LOADER 

AUTOMATIC POWER REGULATION 
Automatic pressure regulation further ensures consistent 
perfonnance, regardless of changes In outdoor temperature 
and across multiple carrier types. It also limits excessive 
pressure at the time of start-up, preventing wear and 
potential downtime. 

INCLUDED GO/NO·GO GAUGE 
Quickly check the gauge to see whether It's time to replace 
crttical components. There's no measuring required. 

SINGLE LOWER BUSHING 
All modeB have just one iov.'!lf bust;ng that B easy to replace. 
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SMOOTH CUT 
ON UNEVEN TERRAIN. 

The Brushcaf' rotary cutter is available 
with culling widths from 66 to 80 inches 
and a culling height of 3 inches. The 
rotary cutter easily cuts overgrown grass, 
brush and small trees, transforming 
undergrowth into mulch. On a slope, the 
Brush cat cutler moves parallel with the 
ground. There's no need to double back 
for an even cut. 

~Bobcat. b,.;~~'"""'J<~..L-,J,-.,Jtr"""-..t"<l;r-£'"' 
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A MORE MANEUVERABLE SHORT·DECK DESIGN 
The short deck reduces weight, increases visibility and allows tighter 
tum'ng.lt also leaves more room on the tral!er for hau1ing. 

SELF-ADJUSTING, PIVOTING FLOTATION LlftKAGE 
Increases first-pass accuracy by minimizing the effect of uneven grotmd. 

DUAL OFFSET MOTORS 
Dual direct-drive motors provide ample power in a small package for 
tough brush-removal jobs. 

OFFSET BLADE 
Offset b!ade with a 1.5-inch blade overlap provides a wide, lHliform cut 

DIRECT DRIVE 
Efficiently transfers hydraullc PO'Ner straight through to the blades. High-flaw 
models increase available torque for even better performance in thick brush. 

FRONT DISK 
Allows the attachment to traverse uneven terrain with minimal skips and 
gouging- and with less operator input. 

PATEHTED BLADE SHUTOFF 
Stops blade rotation when the rear ro!Jer Is raJsed. 

REAR TAPERED ROLLER 
Shields debris from flying out the back of the cutting det:k and adds 
maneuverability for gouge-free turns. It also prote<:ls when driving 
near air-conditioning units, windows or people. 

Bo beat. com/ Brushcal 
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OPTIOIIS AIIO 
ACCESSORIES 
OFFSET BlADE KIT: Provides 
4-inchcuttingheighl. 

MOTOR COVERS: Shield motors 
from debris. 

FRONT ROLLERS: Allow the 
attachment to traverse uneven 
terrain with minimal skips and 
reduce operator fatigue. 
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CUT AWAY BRUSH AND CLEAR SMALL TREES. 
Clear the way with the Bobcat:;) brush saw attachment. Thls heavy-duty attachment 
saws off sma!llrees flush with the ground or even a little below the surface. 
Position the boom manually In up to three positions- center, or 12 degrees !eft 
or right- to operate with excellent visibility of the cutting, clearing action. 
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THE 

BEST-BUILT BUCKET 
IN THE INDUSTRY. 
Don't accept Imitations. Ask for Bobcat" 
buckets. They're built tougher to work harder. 

FOR L/GHTER-DlflY JOBS: 
GENERAL PURPOSE AND DIRT BUCKETS 
For dally use with smaller Bobcat loaders or occasional usa on 
some of our larger machines, you can't beat the versatility of 
Bobcat general purpose and dirt buckets. Tlle skid-bar design 
provides wear protection to the bucket bottom, backs up the 
cutting edge and adds strength to the bottom of the bucket. 
A flat back on the IJUcket exterior provides a secure mount 
for the Bob-Tach9 system. A round back Inside the bucket 
enhan<es loading and cleanout A replacea~e 0.5- by 4-lnch 
high-carbon steel cutting edge provides a long bucket life. 

BUCKET, GENERAL PURPOSE 
The standard bucket forToolcar· machines and a good 
choice for low-hour users on some larger loaders. General 
purpose buckets are Ideal tor light-duly grading and leveling 
applications as wen as material handfing. 

• Similar to d1rt bucket with a 
longer bottom 

• Perfectfor light-duly grad•ng, 
levermg and material handflng 

• Excellent cutting edge visibility 

• Good bucket breakout force 

~Bobcat. R>~cz<rr•~..h<-"'~-d~oili--'•d,.-~·"' 
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BUCKET, DIRT 
The standard bucket on smaller Bobcat loaders. 

• S1m1/artogeneralpurpose 0 
bucke~ but 1~\h a shorter 
bottom and low back • 

• Fair cutting edge visibility • . .. 
• Excellent bucket breakout force 

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 
BOLT·Ofl TEETH: Help chew through tough 
d;gg·ng cood1tions. 

BOLT·ON CUTTING EDGE: Provides longer life to 
your bucket 

FOR HEAVY-DUTY JOBS: 
C 0 N S T R U C T1 0 N /INDUSTRIAL 
AND LOW-PROFILE BUCKETS 
With more dl.Jrability for your toughest jobs, nothing provides 
longer wear In extreme applications. 

BUCKET, COHSTRUCTIOH/IHDUSTRIAL (C/1) 
The standard for performance 

andstrength Q 
• Htghest breakout forces 

• Good cutting edge V1S1b1hty 

• Shorter bottom and Jess capacity ~ ., • • 

BUCKET, LOW·PROFILE 
This Is the most popular Bobcat bucket. Low-profile buckets 
are Ideal for grading, leveling, carrying, loading and other 
material hendtog. 

• Good breakout force 

• Excellent cutting edge vlslbmty 

• Slmflar to the C/1 bucket, 
butwlthsl!ghtiylonger 
bottom for better visibility 
and Increased capacity 

BUCKET, HEAVY·/SEVERE·OUTY 
CONSTRUCTION/INDUSTRIAL (C/1) 
Designed for larger Bobcat loaders and compact track 
~aders. These buckets are buill even stronger ll1an Gil and 
lovl·profile ,buckets. 

• 0.75 x a Inch (HD) or 1 x 8 Inch (SO) high-carbon steel 
cutting edge 

• More capacity than Cfl or 
!mv·profilebuckets 

• Double-waned top crossmember 

• Stronger mounting frame 

• Higher back and longer bottom 

• Thicker and tatter side 
cutting edges 

Bo beat. com/Bucket 

SPECIALTY BUCKETS: 

• Move large volumes of 
granular material 

BUCKET, SHOW AND 
LIGHT MATERIAL 
• Idea! for handling large, low-density materials 

• Large-capacity buckets 
with a high-back design 

• Sizes range from 68 to 
100 inches wide 

BUCKET, ROCK 
• Skeletal deslgncot!ects 

rocks wh!le leavlfVJ son behtnd 

• Heavy-duty models ranging from 62 to 82lnches wide 

Most Bobcat" buckets can be equipped with grapple 
attachments for hendlog loose or han!-lo-hande 

materials. Additional accessories are available. 

CHECK OUT BOBCAT BUCKET 
ACCESSORIES OH PAGE 34. 

""""""~"""id..-.,,,J~;.,.k-"''"1>--""'::n 
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CUSTO IZE 
YOUR BUCKETS. 
WELD·DH GUTTING EDGE 
Provides longer life to your bucket 

WELD·DH SHANKS 
Offer strength and durability. 

OSCILLATE ATTACHMENTS 
15 DEGREES RIGHT OR LEFT. 
Get more work out of Bobcat;<) attachments with an effective 15~degree 
twist to the right or left. The Tilt-Tatch .... unit connects as an interface 
between the carrier and non-hydraulic attachments and Is ctlntrolled 
d recUy from the operators seal. 

• Load or unload pallets of materials such as 
!umber, shingles, siding, fencing and block 

• CUt a level path on a hillside 

• Keep a load level on uneven terrain 

~Bobcat. f;:.«;...:;',.,.·o-•=-J.c--7·.-.d~,.:>;--..-<•b-.<':>"> 
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REPLACEMENT CUTTING EDGES 
WILL HELP YOU KEEP YOUR 

COMPETITIVE 
EDGE. 

GRAPPLE ATTACHMEIITS POLYURETHANE CUTTIIIG EDGE 

Bobcal.com/AIIAIIach ------

REPLACEMEflT TEE Til 

~Bobcat. 
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COMPACT LOADER 

DON'T HAUL BRANCHES AND OTHER DEBRIS TO THE ROAD-

CHIP IT ON THE SPOT. 

Safely start and stop the machine and 
chipper from outside the loader. 

Be prepared for a ~g cleanup. lllls chipper goes where the trees fall and the brnnches 
are down. Using a powerful disk chipping action, this attachment continuously ch;ps 
materials -trees, limbs, branches, saplings and more -up to Slnches In diameter. 
It's Ideal for tree removal, pruning services, municipalities, parks and recreation, 
rentals, and persooal property maintenance. 
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USE AS A BUCKET, AS A GRAPPLE, OR FOR DOZING, 
LEVELING AND SPREADING MATERIAL. 

BOLT·ON CORNER GUTTING EDGES 
Protect the corners of your bucket; reversible. 

REINFORCED BUCKET BOTTOM AND CLAMSHELL 
Improves strength and rigidity. 

INTERLOCKING SERRATED GRAPPLE EDGES 
Hold objects securely- even heavy or odd-shaped materials . 
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This mull!-use allachmenl can be used as a bucket for loading, carrying 
and dumping; as a grapple for handing odd-shaped objects; or for dozing, 
leveling and spreading material with the clamshell open. 

COMPACT LOADER 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR 
BUCKET FOR THE JOB, 

Check out Babca/0 buckel 
accessories on page 34. 
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_3L CONCRETE MIXER . . 't ,~ r. · & , • c.·.··' il . DOZER BLADE ~:Jol 
COMPACT lOAD£8 

MIX CONCRETE WHERE AND WHEN YOU NEED IT, 

WITHOUT WAITING FOR A TRUCK. 
Don't waste time()( effort running hose. Bring the mixer to the mortar, gravel or sand and water, then pour concrete lmmedialety, right 
where you need lt. The concrete mixer transports, mixes and dumps concrete faster than a traditional stand-alone mixer and 
wheelbarrow- even In hard-to-reach areas. Its small sl2e makes Jt perfect for sidewalks, driveways, finish work, fence posts and 
footings or floors of small bulldings. 
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REMOTE ATTACHMENT GOIITROL 
Safely start and stop the machine and 
concrete mixer from outside the loader. 
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No more mud buggies, loaders with 
buckets, wheelbarrows, shovels or 
chutes. Deperufng oo 1',1lfl<ing cooditioos, 
this attachment can pump concrete as 
far as 250 feet horizontal~ and UJl to tl·.~ 
stories vertlca:Jiy. Standard-flow loaders 
can place concrete up to 18 cubic yards 
per hour. A hlgh-flow loader can place 
up to 30 cub~ yarns per hour. 

The dfgger attachment acts like a 
shovel, but since tha loader does !he 
work, you save time and manual labor. 
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OPTIONAL REMOTE CONTROL KIT 
Operator can start the pump from the 
gmund without entering the loader. 
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COMPACT lOADER 

TURN YOUR LOADER OR 
UTILITY WORK MACHINE 
INTO A INI D ZER. 
The Bobcat" dozer blade attachment pushes 
large amounts of material quickly and easily on 
excavating and grading jobs that would otherwise 
require dedicated equipment. Adjustable skid 
shoes provide depth control as well as forward 
and reverse grading action, Choose from widths 
ranging from 54 to 96 inches. 

ADJUSTABLE DEPTH GUIDES 
Adjustable skid shoes guide and control the depth of the 
dozer blade. 

OPERATE IN FORWARD OR REVERSE 
Delivers optimum grading action in either direction. 

CAST DESIGN (96·1NGH BLADE) 
Designed for handling the toughest applications, the 96-!och 
dozer blade model features an all-cast design for maximum 
strength and prodoctive dozing. 

REVERSIBLE GUTTING EDGE 
Increases the versatility of the attachment and increases 
uptlme- giving you more time between blade exchanges. 
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Bobcal .com/A IIAIJach 

• Create runoff grades 

• Sculpt landscape areas 

• BackfiU around foundations 

• Level, pile or grade loose dirt, gravel or sand 
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COMPACT lOADER 

PARKING LOTS, DRIVEWAYS AND OTHER 

FLAT CONCRETE SLABS. 
The drop hammer delivers more lhan 3,600 foot-pounds of impact 
energy combined with a fast cycle time of 20 blows per minute to 
break and demolish concrete. It fractures material below, leaving 
the surface free of jagged debris. 

DROP HAMMER VS, BREAKER: 
WHICH ONE IS RIGHT FOR THE JOB? 
Breakers are versatile demolition tools that allow 
a precision strike to break material apart They're 
perfect for a w!de variety of concrete structures. 
A drop hammer Is best suited to larger, flat 
areas. The drop hammer delivers more force per 
stnKe, shattering the material with fewer blows. 
C<Jmpare<l to standanl hydrnulic breakeJs, the drop 
hammer also generates less vibration and no!se, 
meaning less wear on the machine and a quieter 
environment for the operator and bystanders. 

f~;- D U M P I N G H D P P E R ' ( ,/ . , • • 

MOVE MORE MATERIAL AND GO WHERE DUMP TRUCKS CAN'T. 
The dumping hopper mounts easUy on a Bobcal11 loader and can be transported, detached and parked in construction sites, backyanis, 
buik!lngs orwhere~'er it Is needed to receive or dt.ullP materials. The large~capaclty, easy. to-fin hopper empties qulckty and easily, saving 
time on back-and~forth trips between a dumpsite or receiving truck. 
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COMPACT lOADER 

CLEAR BRUSH AND SMALL TREES. 
With a cutting width of 78 Inches, the flail cutter 
delivers excellent cutting and mulching action. 

VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT MOTOR 
The variable displacement motor allows you to match the 
attachment to your carrier's capabiHties with a simp!e adjustment of 
the hydraulic IIO'N. This feature is critical In the rental market. 
Use on machines 1\ith hy<lraullc flows ranging from 17 to 40 gpm. 

THREE CUTTING HEIGHTS 
Adjustable cutting height for a variety of terra:ns and brush types. 

AUTOMATIC BLADE SHUTOFF DEVICE 
When the nan cutter Is raised off the ground, flail rotation stops to 
prevent debris from being thrown. 

ADJUSTABLE REAR GATE 
Open or close to vary the size of discharge opening. 

FLOATING LINKAGE 
The flail cutter floats over ground contours, maintaining surface 
contact for the best possible cutting performance. 

FULL-WIDTH, ADJUSTABLE TAPERED REAR ROLLER 
Provides greater tumlng abllity during operation, making it eas\er to 
maneuver the flail cutter In tight areas. 

COMPLIANCE 
Complies llilh the SAE JtOOt standard for lndustrtal Orul 111(1J,ers. 

WilEN TO CHOOSE A FLAIL CUTTER 
OVER A ROTARY CUTTER 
The flall cutter produces a finer mulching action and 
minimizes the bunching of material that can occur v.-hen 
culling thicker brush. It also has a tighter turning radius 
and more flotation than the Brushcaf' rotary cutter. 
A rotary cutter produces a more uniform cut. Either 
attachment \\ill cut down branches and saplings 
up to 3 inches In diameter. 

Formoro Information on the Brushcat rotary cutter. 
seepage30. 

For 72~ and 90~inch mower attachments, see page 52. 
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A COMPLETE 

FORESTRY PACKAGE 
FOR UNWANTED TREES AND OVERGROWTH. 
The forestry cutter turns unsightly trees and overgrowth into mulch. The compact size of the forestry 
cutter allows you to complete any type of tree removal job, whether clearing every tree in an area 
or selectively thinning stands. In just two steps, you can shred trees from top to bottom. First, bring 
the uppermost limbs to the ground by punching into the tree with the forestry culler. Then, lower 
the attachment over the trunk to rip the entire tree to shreds and add organic material to the soil. 
The forestry culler's tube-style drum and spiral tooth pattern allow one tooth to engage at a lime, so 
operation is smooth and less horsepower is required to do the job. 

ADJUSTABLE PUSH BAR 
Has three positions to accommodate the operator's 
preferred setting. 

CDUHTER COMBS 
Provide the ability to do fine mulching and provide wear 
protection for the rear of the housing. 

OOUBLE·TIPPEO CARBIDE TEETH 
Efllclenlly rip through hard and soft woods, pro~d1ng long lfle 
and uptime protection. 

LOW HUMBER OF TEETH 
Provides fast knockdO\'m of trees and low-cost replacemenl 

PRESSURE GAUGE 
Visible from the seat to help the operator nm the attachment. 

ROTOR DRAKE 
Stops from full spood in 10 se<:onds or less when the forestry 
cutter's hydraulics are deactivated. 

SAFETY CHAIHS 
Reduce debris thrm•m to the rear. 

SPIRAL TOOTH PATTERH 
Allows one tooth to engage at a time for smoother operation 
and less horsepower demand. 

TRAIHIHG RESOURCES 
Train operators and tedm!cians in the safe operation and 
servicing of Bobcats equipment. Trninfng materials are 
availabfe at your Bobcat dealer's parts department or 
online at DOBCAT.COM/SAFETY 

OPTIONS AtiD ACCESSORIES 
SHlGLE-SPEED MOTOR: A set speed and truque setting that 
remains constant during operation. 

2-SPEED MOTOR: Automatically adjusts rotor speed and 
torque. Wilen cutting heavy material, the motor shifts to 
a lower gear for more torque. When cutting light material, 
U1e motor shifts into high gear for faster drum speed and 
recovery time. 

FRDrlT GATE: lowering the optional front gale reduces 
front discharge of material and promotes longer processing 
into finer mulch. The gate can be quickly added to any 
Bobcat:& forestry cutler. 

A~prqrd l.h~~ln$:S•.'J S.~i.'d Lo.:C,l. C•.mp.l!..tT<;l:"(U.~r. Al \',t"="'l S•,;o;:r l.m:.tof 
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FORESTRY APPLICATIOIIS KIT 
Designed to protect you and your 
Investment in the toughest conditions, 
the Forestry Applications Kit must be 
Installed on the loader to operate the 
forestry cutter. 

Forestry Door 
(0.75·1nch laminated polycarbonale) 

Front and Rear Light Guards 

Hydraulic Ouick Coupler Guard 

Fire Extinguisher 

Levell! FOPS (meets ISO 3449) 

Engine Compartment Seal Kit 

Top and Rear Windows 

Polycarbonate Side Window Kit 



GRADE SURFACES 
WITH PRECISION AND CONTROL. 
Achieve a consistent, accurate grade with the Bobcatl'l grader attachment. Even delicate tasks can be 
completed with powerful precision. The grader attachment has a blade that can move eight different 
ways to grade any surface. The bolster oscillates to minimize the effect of uneven ground, delivering 
consistent grading performance in a variety of environments. 

SIDE-SHIFT 
Grade next to bu1dif19S, poles and other obstacles with ease. Manual side-shift on the BH1ch model 
moves the blade up to 121nches to the left or righl The hydrauuc side-shift on larger modes moves 
up to 13 ~ches to the left or righl 

PROPORTIONAl HYDRAUliC VAlVE 
The moldboard can be raised or lowered at three 
different speeds, meaning operation can be more 
closely matched to the speed of the loader. It also 
provkles finer control with automatic grading sotutlons, 

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 
BOlT-ON END VnNG KIT: He'ps to carry more 
material v.11:;n !Ina grading or spreoo ng materirds 
such as sand or gravel. Turns the grader into a 
box blade, e\lm'natlng the need for an add1Uonal 
attachment. For 96- and 1011-lnch graders only. 

SPECIFICATIONS GRADER44 :; llRADE!l~6 '% 
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UPGRADE WITH 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS 
FOR NEAR-PERFECT ACCURACY. 
The grader is your go-lo aUachmenl for precision grading. Achieve 
±0.25-inch accuracy or baUer wilh one of lhree aulomaled control 
systems from Bobcat. 

LASER-GUIDED SYSTEM uses laser transmitters and a grader-mor.mted receiver to 
accurately grade construction sites and other open areas. 

SONIC TRACER/SlOPE SYSTEM provides the best result on complicated jobsiles 
with columns or other obstacles that would block a laser transmitler. 

3D SYSTEM allows contractors to usa digital designs and 3D machine control to 
quickly and accurelely sculpt the land. 

Bobcat.com/Grader 

WATCH THE GRADER AT WORK: 
BO DCA T. COM/ORA DERVIOED 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

Check out Bobcatv. automatic grade 
control on pa!JfJ 22. 
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BULKY MATERIAL AND 
ODD-SHAPED OBJECTS. 
The <ldustrial grapple delivers easy handling of hard-to
manage materials in the industrial or COilStJuction setting. 
The two-arm design of the larger industrial grapple 
grabs hold of material in two places. As a result, you 
get maximum contact with material and strong biTing 
force across irregular-shaped loads. With easy-to-use 
hydraulic controls, any operator can securely handle 
bulky or uneven loads. Built for day-in, day-out duty, 
the industrial grapple sinks into the toughest jobs all 
day, every day. 

Bobcat. com/1 G rapp I e 

DUAL CYLINDERS (largegrapplesonly) 
Oual cylinders provide the abllity to secure uneven loads. 

OPEN GRAPPLE DESIGN 
Offers superior visibility to the work area. 

REMOVABLE HOSE GUIDE 
Provides easy hose routing when the grapple Is attached. 
Reduces exposure to snags and oUter hazards. 

REPLACEABLE CUTTING EDGE ON 
BUCKET GRAPPLES 
Standard equipment for bucket protection. 

REINFORCED TINES 
BobcaP tines are tougher, backed by more steel 
and greater reinforcement. 

Bo beat. com /I Grapp te 
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UT THE BITE ON 
ROCKS, ROOTS, BRUSH, OVERGROWTH AND DEBRIS. 

The root grapple rips Into tough jobs with ease.A heavy-duty design Improves the 
wear life of the grapple, especially when operating in toogh land-clearing jobs. It's 
ideal for landscaping, demofition, construction, rental or grounds maintenance. 
Tear it up, bne lt olf and spit it out with the root grapple. 

CURVED SKELETAL TOOTH DESIGN 
Picks up material wfthout driving teeth tnto the ground; 
allows dlrt to fall on-site. 

FULLY ENCLOSED MOUNTING FRAME 
Extends wear life by m!nlmlzlng flexing In the frame area. 

EXCLUSIVE: INERTIA-WELDED CYLINDER ENDS 
Exclusive Inertia-welded cylinder ends from Bobcat deflver strong, 
smooth operation by Improving hydmulic rushioning at the end of the stroke. 

DUAL CYLINDERS (large grapples on~) 
T110 cylindem provide the abilty to clamp separate~. secumg uneven loads. 
BobtaP" grapples provide the highest clamping forces In the Industry. 
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SINK INTO 

HARD-TO-HANDLE 
LIGHT MATERIAL. 

The utility grapple brres down and takes hold of even 
the loosest materials. Pair the grapple with a fork or 
bucket to handle a wide variety of farm and ranch jobs. 
The compact design of the uWrry grapple allows you to 
get the fork or bucket close to fences or sides of stalls 
to quickly clean up or move light, loose material. 

CURVED TEETH 
Use the grapple to scoop up even the loosest material. Teeth are 
replaceable to minimize dovmlime. 

FORGED TEETH 
Provide exceptional strength with low weight, allowing for more 
carrying capacity. 

MATCH THE TOOL TO THE JOB: ADDITIONAL TEETH 
Quickly and easily add more teeth. In just minutes, you're ready to 
handle smaller materials efficiently, 
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j~D~. LANDSCAPE RAKE '( r~ \', · " cf!, .·.'
1 
.~:I . LANDSCAPE RAKE ~ctiJ~ 

COMPACJ lOADER 
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Rake and collect surface debris while smoothing and 
leveling the soil. When full, jusl dump lhe collecled debris 
for a dean finish. 

60 & 72/NCH 
\'JOrlK!/IG WIDTHS 

II 

So beat. com/land Rake 

HARD TEETH 
For maximum uptime protection, the teeth are hardened 
to withstand more wear and tear when wnrking in the soil, 
Increasing the life of the attachment. 

INDIVIDUALLY REPLACEABLE RAKE BARS 
Deliver better ground contact and better leveling. 

SIDE SKIS 
Provide adjustable depth control, leaving only a slight, 
knife·edge mark in the flnishOO surface. 

TOP COVER 
When materials have been collected, the top cover opens for 
easy dumping, allowing you to leave a deaner finish behind. 

• Prepares seedbeds 

• Levels soil before 
turf placement 

• No electrical required 

Rakes and collecls 

• Collects surface debris 
for cleanup 

• Readles la~·ms for 
spreading topsoil 

Dumps debris 
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Scrapes 

REMOVE LARGE CLODS AND ROCKS WHILE LEVELING AND GRADING THE GROUND. 

Working !n either forward or reverse, the landplane makes it easy to break up hard ground and level a surface. Use the landplane 
to peel sod or aerate soil for seeding. No more back-breaking hand-raking. A removable metal grate helps break up clumps, and a 
bl·direct!onaf scarifier helps loosen stubborn soils. 

Bobca I. com/A IIAIIach 
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The mower is the Ideal maintenance attachment for landscape contractors, nurseries, hobby farms, 
municipalities and large-lot rural homeowners. This front-mounted unit delivers excellent visibiliTy 
to all corners of the decl<, so you can cut efficlently around obstacles. Powered by a direct-drive 
hydraulic motor, the mower attachment features three overlapping cutting blades that eliminate skips 
for even cutting action. The unique frame design allows the mower to oscillate independently from the 
loader. It follows uneven terrain, delivering a close, clean cut. 

72 & 9Q INCH 
AVAILABLE WIDTHS 

ANTI·SCALPING WHEEL 
Protects the mower blades from 
damage caused by sinKing the grm.md 
when mm•Ang over uneven terrain. Also, 
prevents the mower dec!< from scraping 
the ground, resulting in longer blade l~e 
and consistent cutting height. 

CASTER WHEELS 
Combined with the attachment flame, 
the caster wheels allow the mower to 
oscWate independently of the loader, 
providing a floating deck that better 
follows uneven terrain. AdjUst for 
<frrferent cutting h~ghts from 2 to 5.5 
Inches. 

BLADE MOUNTING 
Dual mounting bolts make blade 
replacement easy. 

DECK BRACING 
Located on the top of the mower, 
albNing for a smooth deck Interior, 
delivering Improved air and 
material flow. 

STANDARD REAR DISCHARGE 
Allows you to get close to stnmtures 
and obstacles. It also dispenses grass 
clippings evenly. 

BELT DRIVE 
The hydrau11c motor powers a single 
V-belt, eliminating shear pins and 
related OO.vntime. 

BLADE SHUTOFF 
Incorporated Into the attachment 
f111me. Blade rotation automatically 
stops when the mower Is lifted 
too high. 

For clearing b!US/JnndsmaJJ iJM.~, seslhn !Jafl £tJIJer on page 41. 

For a mate unifmm cut, see the Bmshcatw tDfiuycutter on page 30. 

Bobcat.com/Mower 
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OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 
MULCHING AND SIDE-DISCHARGE KITS: 
Available to easily convert your mower 

to fit the application and the crurier. 

• Oscillation ~lows the dack to ftoat, pre~Wtlng 
scalping and following uneven terrain 

• Delivers clean, even cut on rights-of-way 

• Front-mounted mO\•Jer ellmlnates flattened 
grassbeforethecut 

• Three overlapping blades 

• A~ustable cutting heights 



I 
WHERE YOU NEED IT. 
Integrated, walk-through frame provides easier entry/exit. 
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Bobcat.com/PFork 

Pallet forks do the lifting, carrying and moving to 
save time and labor costs on a variety of applications. 
A new walk~ through design offers easier entry 
and exit to and from the loader cab, and it gives 
you best-in-class visibility for picking and placing 
materials. Adjustable forks load, lift, move and place 
materials around jobsites. With the hydrau!lc pallet 
fork, position the forks from the operator seat for 
maximum operator comfort and efficiency. 

An optional brick-guard to close off the walk
through area is available for standard, heavy-duty 
and severe-duty pallet fork frames. The optional 
brick-guard height extension is only available 
for severe-duty pallet fork frames. 

ISO 2330:2002 STANDARDS 
The Bob cal" pallet fork meets ISO 2330:2002 standards 
for yield and fatigue tests. The frame Is tested to the same 
standards as the forks. 

IMPROVED VISIBILITY 
Walk-through design provides optimal visibility to the pallet 
fork tines when picking and placing materials. 

STANDARD AND HEAVY·DUTY TEETH 
Available In 42- and 48-inch lengths. Bale forks available In 
40.8-inch length. 

EASIER ACCESS 
Walk-through front frame provides a comfortable entry and 
exit to and from the loader's cab. 

HYDRAULIC FORK SAVES TIME AHO EFFORT 
Conveniently position the tines without leaving the cab. 

Bobcal.com/PFork 
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CUT AND MILL CONCRETE OR ASPHALT. 
Less expensive to maintain and more maneuverable than dedicated planers, the Bobcat» planer 
cuts and mills concrete and asphalt. Utilizing carbide-tipped bits mounted on a revolving drum, the 
planer delivers low-angle, high-velocity blows to uniformly chip pavement In a controlled pattern. 
Depth, width and slope control are easily set and maintained by the operator. Milled rnateriai can be 
immediately recycled. 

14·, 18·, 24·tNCH MODELS: 
• Removable right ski and end plate 

to allow for flush-to-wall planing 
or quickly changing drums 

• One-piece concentric planer drum 

• Free-floating oscillation 

• HydrauiTc side-shift 

• Oscillation up to ±15 degrees 

• Top access panel 

• Side cutting teeth 

• Rear-mounted steel wheels 

18· AHD 24·1NCH MODELS: 
• Priority va•e to divert ~l to the deptl1 

function and enable adjustment 
without loss of power to drum 

40·1NCH MODEL: 
• Front-access panel to save 

time during Inspection and 
bit replacement 

• Diverter valve to switch between 
hydraulic side-shift and hydraulic 
oscillation functions 

• Two direct-drive motors to 
Increase torque, force and 
productivity while Increasing 
attachment life 

GET IN CLOSE TO CURBS AND WALLS, ! 
Bobcat planm lnolude standard hydraUlic side-shift. 1 

TRAIMIHG RESOURCES 
Trainoperab:sandl&:hmdansin 
thasalaoperatrona'lds.e:r;idng 
cfBobl:al'equtpment.OperaiM 
iralnlngcours.es,safetyvideos 
aru1 olhe:r (Talntng materials ar~ 
ayadableat~ourBOOcatdea,l£r's. 

parlsdepastmenloronllooa! 
BOBCAT,COM/SAfETY 

Bobcat.com/Pianer 

14-tNCH STANDARD-FLOW PLANER 
Provides excellent performance on standard-flow machines, 
allol~ng a lowerl~'tial nwestment fortllose ~1loon~need to use 
a planer periodically, 

' HtGH·FLDW PLANERS 
Utilize Increased hydraulic horsepower available for higher 
proouction. Use witl1 tl1e Selectable Joystick Control (SJC) 
speed management to find the "sweet spoe and stay there, 
maintaining full driveline torque and hydraulic power to 
maximize performance while reducing fatigue. 

• Clean up around larger miller machines 

• Mate uneven pavement surfaces 

• Cut drainage In parking lots 

• Taper edges on roadways 

• Mill around manholes 

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 

181/f, "':!!.IlL 
JIIGHfLDW li!GtlflOW 

1191b(54'J•q) 
(1.fodtm) 

475htt100mm) 

16l1(457rr.n) 

D6hjl:.:lmT4 

FAST-CUT DRUM: Has wide spacing between bits to provide 
ultimate performance. Resulting surface Is usually overlaid 
with new material. Multiple options for 14- to 24-inch widths. 

GUIDE ROD KIT: Makes it easier for operators to follow a line. 

HYDRAULIC OSCILLATION KIT (18- and 24-lnch planer 
attachments): Provides linger lip control of drum osc.Jll;'l!ian, 

OPERATIIlG TRAINING KIT: Available for order. 

SLOT-CUT DRUM: Cuts a trench through concrete or asphalt 
for laying utilities or removal of a section. Available in 2.5- and 
4-inch widths only. 

Bobcat.com/Pianer --------

TOP SERVICE PANEL 

SMOOTH-CUT DRUM: Nearly twice as many bits as the fast-cut 
drum for a relatively smooth surface.ldeal for exposed surfaces. 

SURFACE DRUM: Leaves a smooth finish. Often used for 
remov;ng paint lines from roadways, the surfm;e drum leaves a 
sha!!c.w trench that may be filled !n with nt:w p.1irrt, Ult'lmoplasllt:S 
01 mftACU\'e tape. 

WATER KIT: Provides dust suppression and bit lubrication to 
maximize bit life. 

WEIGHT KIT (18- and 24-inch planer attachments): Improves 
performance by providing inueased downward pressure on 
the drum. 



TEAR UP THE ASPHALT AND BREAK UP 
HARD·PACKED SOIL. 
nm front-mounted scarifier operates 
when traveling in reverse. A manual 
lock holds teeth in positioo for steady 
results. Ad;ustab!e depth skis allow 
you to set the dlggng depth. 
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Ap,rctdUnhbu: 
B::1St;:nl.ocd:1. 
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A!l't',~;;dSWI.ra'kr 

SCRAPE AWAY PACKED-ON 
OR BUILT-UP MATERIALS. 
The scraper slidesa!oog the ground, 
easily breaking up packed material 
to leave a smooth surface behind. 
Remove tough materials such as 
mud, SYJN and IC<!. It's also a handy 
aid for cat]le! and floor tile removal. 
v•th its self-sha!peo~g cutting edg~ 
the scraper cuts t11demeath material, 
easily peeling it <NI<rf for removal. 
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PLACE SEED AT THE PERFECT DEPTH, 
WITH THE PERFECT SPACING. 
Unlike broadcast seeders, the seeder attachment is a grollld
driven mllhat seede oroctly into the S<>l.ll'ls arows for better 
germination and mare precise coverage. A front roUer firms 
the gromd and presses small rocks beneath the s!IfaC<l 1'1fi1J 
pressing U1e seed Into the seedbed. A second roller gently 
forms soil around the seed' for optimum seed-to-soil contact 
Got the job dooe at a rate o1 more than tl'.~ acres per hotr. 

3·POIIIT HITCH MOUNTIIIG KIT 
arso avaitab!B for compact tractors. 

MEET EROSION CONTROL REGULATIONS 
AND AVO!O COSTLY FINES IN LESS TIME. 
The silt fence Installer places and secures silt fence 
at an aston! Etling rate- thousands of feet per hour.lt's 
the fastest, easiest and most economical way to meet 
compliance and avokl fines or shutdowns. 

3-POIIIT I! lTC II 
MOUIITING KIT 
also available for 
compact tractors. 

oxn•rgW;_·~ 
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775Ul(352~) 
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CHECK OUT MORE BOBCAT' 
ATTACHMENTS THAT CAN BE 
USED FOR SNOW REMOVAL: 

ANGLE BROOM .......... {!Jge 18 

SCR4PER •• , ........ , .. {1Jge58 

SNOi'IBLOVIER .. .. • .. {!Jge 60 

SPREADER ...... ..... . {1Jge68 

Bobca t.com/SnowB ucket 

GRAB A BUCKETFUL OF 

COLD, HARD 
PRODUCTIVITY. 
Snow buckets are cost-effective and straightforward, but 
don't be fooled by their simplicity. These are serious snow
removal tools. Around cars in parl<ing lots or driveways, you 
can get nice and dose, or pull the snow away from obs!ades 
for another quick pass. They breeze through paths and 
driveways. And after the pushing is done, they're just the thing 
for moving piles of snow out of the way or loading it into trucks. 

• High back and sides maximize 
pushing productivity through snow 

• Waffle skid plates add strength to 
cutting edge and bucket bottom 

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 
BOLT-Oil CUTTHIG EDGE: Provides 
longer life to your loader's bucket. 

BUCKET SPILL GUARD: Bolts onto the 
top of your bucket to reduce material 
falling over the back of the bucket. 

• Optional bo!t-oo side guards 
increase capacity 

• Bolt-on corner cutting edges 
protect against wear 
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COMPACT LOADER 

THROW AND 
BLO SNOW 
TO CLEAR A CLEAN PATH. 

Deep drifts are no match for the Bobcat• snowblower. 
Blow snow off driveways and parking lots or light 
spaces ftke sidewalks. The rotating cl1ute and deflector 
bank snow high or throw It far. Adjust the deflector up 
or down and point snow in almost any direction -
wherever you want the snow to be placed. It's perfect 
for tossing the snow In places you can't reach with 
your machine: in the middle of a lawn or in a wooded 
area beside a path. 

CHAIN·ANO·SPROCKET SYSTEM 
Rather than cables, a chain-and-sprocket system rotates 
the chute, ellminating loose, tangled and frozen cables and 
providing maximum uptime protection. 

DIRECT·DRIVE HYDRAULIC MOTOR 
Delivers necessary operating power white reducing overall 
maintenance costs, extending the life of the attachment, 
and eliminating the need for high-wear items such as gear 
boxes, chains, sprockets and shear pins. 

ROTATING CHUTE AND DEFLECTOR 
Chute rotates up to 276 degrees, and deflector adjusts 
up or down as needed. Point and place the snow wherever 
you want. 

REPLACEABLE CUTTINO EDGE 
Protects your uptime and reduces 
operaUng costs. 

SKID SHOES 
Ad1Ustab!e -set them to scrape the 
pavement clean or move them 
higher to remove snO'N from 
gravel lots and driv6\vays. 36-84 INCH 

AVAILABLE WIDTHS 
>----------1 

Bob cat. com/Snowblower 

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 
TRUCK· LOADING CHUTE: Avrulab:e for 
hlgh-f!ow models, the truck-loading 
chute allows the snowblovm to place 
soo.v high in the truck for easier removal 
and hauling. 

HIGH-FLOW MODELS: Utilize the extra 
h~'d!aui!c horsepo•,o:ar In your h!gh-flo•.'J 
Bobcat loader to power through the 
heavy SOO\'Jfalls or the deepest drifts
andthiowsoowfarther. 

Watch the video to see the 
snowblower In action. 

BOBCAJ.COM/SNOWBLOWERVID!O 
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](SNOW BLADE . ·,( r~ ;~ •... ·.',.· .. I SNOW ACCESSORIES~~!~; 
COMPACT LOADER 

OVE THE SNOW 
RIGHT WHERE YOU WANT IT. 

The Bobcat' snow blade brings unrivaled speed to any light and 
moderate snow removal job. It angles 30 degrees to either side 
with the help of fingertip controls Inside the cab of your Bobcat 
loader. There's no need to !eave the cab -or even remove your 
hands from the controls- in order to move piles of snow from 
sidewalks, driveways, parking lots and more. 

STAHDARD·DUTY SHOW BLADE 
The standard-duty soo11 blade has a trip ITI<lldboard that fo~ds ""'am prel'€flts 
damage to the attachment if it strikes obstacles su:h as marilo:e covers, 
curbs or rn!sed coocrete, preventing damage to the aHadvnent. 

HEAVY·DUTY SNOW BLADE 
The heavy-duty snow blades offer five degrees of oscillation to either side 
to help maneuver the cutting edge when moving snow around drainage In 
parking lots and transitions from sidewalks to streets. It also features a trip 
edge. Because the snow blade stays upright, plowed snow remains in front of 
the blade. 

MOLOBOARO 
Angles right or left up to 30 degrees. Trip mechanisms prevent damage 
from obstacles and surlace Jrregu!arities. 

DEPTH SHOES 
Long-lasting and ad;ustable to stand up to virtuaEy any combination 
of snow and strface. 

S:!h 
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OPTIONS ANO ACCESSORIES 
CUTlliiG EDGES: Hlgh·carbon steel 
romes standard w!Ut the snow blade; 
rubber and polyurethane are available 
for protecting sensitive surfaces. 

END WING KITS:Avallable for select 
models, end wings make the snow 
blade more versatile, allowing it to be 
usedasasnowpusller. 

Bobcat. com/Snow Blade 

COMPACT LOADER 

BOBCAT EQUIPMENT PROVIDES 
MORE BENEFITS FOR WINTER WORK. 
Beyond having more snow-removal attachments than any other manufacturer, a wide array of options 
allows you to take control over the elements and tailor your machine for the season. 

FOR COMPLIANCE 
COMPLY WITH TilE REQUIREMENTS FOR YOUR JOBSITE: 

• Operator trainfng kits 

• Ughtingkits 

FOR PERFORMANCE 
SAVE TIME AND LABOR ON EVERY JOB: 

• High-flow hydrauffcs 

• 2-Speed travel option 

• Pmver Bob-Tochs 
mounting system 

FOR COMFORT 

• B!ock healer, engine oil heater 
and co~d start kit 

• Tire chains to gain traction 
and control 

STAY COMFORTABLE- AND FOCUSED ON DOING 
A GREAT JOB FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS: 

• Enclosed cab, heat and 
airoomUioning 

• Suspension seat 

• AMIFM stereo 

• Sele<:table Joystick Control (SJG) 
(ISO and "H" patterns) 

• Advanced Control System (AGS) 
(hand ar<lloot COil!rols) 

• Deluxe instrument panel 
(theft protection and 
keyless-start conv1lll'ence) 

LEAR II MORE AD OUT CUSTOMIZIIIG YOUR EQU!PMEIIT: 
BO BCAT.CO M/CUSTOMLOAOER 

Bobcat.com/AIIAttach -------



COLLECT AND PUSH SNOW 

TO CLEAR BIG 
WINTER JOBSITES. 

Tile open bottom and wlda body of the snow pusher deliver pure pushlfl{J power for maximum snow removal speed and efflclern:y, 
It brings more collecting and holding capability to the job, wh:ch means larger areas can be cleaned without stopping as often. 
Perfect for parking lots, driveways and building sites. 

Moldboard l!otaUon and oscillation keep the snow pusllet In contact with the ground 
vnthout damaging equipment or property. This allows safe and efficient snow removal 
on decorative and sensitive surfaces such as paving stones. When operating on terrain 
that Isn't perfectly flat, anow the blade to float and follow ground contours to cct!ect 
more sooN. When p<t&nng through sooN on flat SU!Iaces, keep !he blade positlon fixed. 
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PLOW THROUGH 
DEEP DRIFTS AND LARGE 
PILES OF SNOW 
The snow V-blade offers maximum versatlllty. With five blade 
conllguratlons, the sflO\V V·blade can be positioned multiple ways 
without ever leaving the cab. 

• Scoop blade co\!ects and holds Sno'/1 for removal to another area. 
For final cleanup, pile It high, OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 

• V-b!ade cuts an initial pathv.ray fast through deep, heavy or 
hard-packed snow. 

• Angle blade quickly and easily moves snow to the left or right. 

• Straight blade gives maximum width for piling snow banks and 
cleaning light snow cover. 

FlOTATION KIT: Optional frrune flotation klt oscillates 
blade ±10 degrees to improve perfonnance on 
uneven terrain and follow the contour of the ground 
independ.entlyofthecarrier. 

RUBBER CUTTING EDGE: Protects sensitive surfaces. 

SPECIFICATIONS M.ii!M 
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CREATE SMOOTH, 
GREEN LANDSCAPES 
ACCURATELY AND EFFICIENTLY. 
Whether laying sod is a normal part of lhe day-lo-day operation 
or just an occasional chore, the sod layer attachment makes 
quick and easy work of laying a fresh, green landscape. For high
produclion sod inslallation, the sod layer can carry and lay a roll of 
sod up to 4 feel wide. lis front-mounted maneuverabiliTy makes rr 
high~ effeclive on any jobsile, even !hose with space restrictions. 

Bobca I. com/A I I A lfach 
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COMPACT LOAOER 

PREPARE THE LAND 
AND LAY A GOOD FOUNDATION 

FOR GROWTH. 
The soil conditioner is a versatile, cost-effective 
attachment that no landscaping crew should 
be without. Its carbide-tipped teeth pulverize the 
soil. ripping through clumps. leveling the ground 
and filling In pits and holes. Rocl<s and other 
debris are windrowed to the edge of the jobsite 
for easy cleanup and removal. 

• Cutswales 

• Grade topsoil 

• Level ground, smooth 
ruts, clear debris and 
till soil 

• Prepare ground for 
seed,sodortrees 

• Tear out sod 

48~84tNCH 
AVAILADLE WIDTHS 

Bo beat. com/So iiCond 

CARBIDE· TIPPED TEETH 
Easily rip through hardpan and putverize clumps for maximum 
ground penetration. Individual teeth are replaceable for easy 
attachment mainteoaru:e. 

DIRECT·DRIVE HYDRAULIC MOTOR 
Eliminates the need for sprockets and chains, resulting in a 
more durable product that requires minimal maintenance. 

DRUM POSITIONING 
To level and grade a surface, lock the drum for a box blade 
effect. Or place tile dcumln the float position to follow the 
contours of the terrain and prepare the soil without leveling 
sculpted land. 

FOAM·FILLEO TIRES 
Featured on the 72- and 84-inch h)<iraulic and high-ftcr.v 
models, foam-filled tires protect your productivity by 
eliminating flat tires on the Jobslte. 

FRONT BOLSTER 
Designed with a wide stance, the front bolster pn:l'Jides enough 
room between the wheels and drum to let materia! in front of 
the drum, delivering better grade coolrol. Flip the bo!ster up to 
create extra room when transporting or for stornge. 

Z.Hiln (7J31f!IT.j 3'H1!7Gl•m) 
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COhiPACI LOADER 

INCREASED DRUM TORQUE 
Higll-flow models feature Increased drum torque for moving 
more dirt and grading more efficiently. Increased dnun torque 
Is especially beneficial when operating in rich solls. 

INTEGRATED CONTROLS 
Hydraulic and h!gh-fiow models feature h~'draulic adjustment 
of ang!e and depth wntro!, which are easily cootrolled on the 
fly from t11e integrated controls Inside U1e cab. 

OSCILLATING BOLSTER 
An oscillaiing bolster- standard oo 72-lnch and 
84-ioch models- keeps the drum parallel to the ground 
to minimize the effect of bumps and potholes, resulting In 
a smoother finish In fewer passes. The oscillating bolster, 
combined with hydraulic depth and angie controls, also makes 
it easy to scu'pt the land or cut swffes for drnlnage. 

REMOVABLE END PLATES 
When removable end plates are attached, soil In front of the 
drum Is carried along like a box blade and fills in low spots 
for an e\<en finish. Without, material is pushed to the side and 
can later be picked up with a bucket. 
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HSB SPREADER 
HYDRAULIC CONTROL AND CONVENIEHCE 
The self-loading hopper on the HSB has an open top and 
can be used as a bucket, allovJlng an operator to efficiently 
fill the spreader from a pile rather than pour material Into 
the top. With a 9.6-cublc-foot hopper, the spread pattern 
Is controlled by a hydraul!c motor and three material flow 
gates that spread from 18 to 28 feet. The three Individual 
gates, located on the hopper, maintain the rate of material 
spread. 

• Hopper grate fillers unwanted debris from spread material. 

• Self-loading hopper can be used as a bucket, filllng the 
spreader from a plle. Quickly and efficiently reload the 
spreading material Into the hopper for large-coverage jobs. 

• Hydraulic system contro!s spread pattern from 18 to 28 feet 

OPTIONS AfiD ACCESSORIES 
SIDEWALK KIT: Keeps spreading material from being 

cast out of U1e bounds of the sidewalk. 
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SP12 SPREADER 
FOR TOOLCAT MACHINES 
Equip your utility work machine to spread sand and salt with 
the SP12 spreader attachment With a 13.5-cublc-foot hopper, 
the corrosioo-fre~ ai-poly unit mounts In the cargo box and can 
hold more material for larger spreading jobs. A dash-motmted 
spreader control aJ!ows you to adjust the auger and spinner 
speed to spread material from 5 to 40 feet from inslde the cab. 
Because the spreader mounts in the rear of the machine, 
you can use a front-mounted attachment such as a blade, 
blow-er or broom to clear snO'N before spreading. 

• T1w dash-mOU!lled, variable-speed <iaJs provide ffldependent 
adjustment of the auger and spinner control directly from the 
operator's seal 

• A mesh screen at the top of the hopper fillers large chunks 
of sand and salt for even, consistent flow. 

• A three-stage baffle covers the auger and anows an operator 
to adjust the material f!O'.v to material granularity. 

OPTIOtiS AtiO ACCESSORIES 
REAR SPREADER UGHT KIT: lncluct.s a tallfighl 

mounted on the spreader that can be connected to the 
taillights of U1e Toolcat-· utility work machine. 
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~zit·· REAR STAB ILl Z E R . , ( ~~: .,, · ' , . __ ·• '·.. • · STUMP GRIN 0 E R ;jf~ 
COMPACT LOADER 

Frame-mounted at the rear of the loader, the 
stabilizer transfers the weight of the loader to 
the backhoe or tree spade attachment, giving 
the attachment more force to power through 
the dig. Street pads protect sensitive surfaces 
from damage, and grouser bars help keep the 
loader from being pulled toward the work area. 
The rear stabilizer attachment also helps level 
and stabilize the loader on uneven terrain. 

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE IN 

ROUGH, ROCKY 
AND MUDDY 
CONDITIONS. 

~Bobcat. F..:t<IO<o'I:O<'.:rd~"""-,..,.,.-.:J~,,-..c,c~or-~"' 
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Easy-to-install steel tracks provide better flotation 
and reduced ground pressure when operating in 
tough environments. They also improve traction 
when working in soft and !oose conditions. 
Compared to rubber tires, the steel tracks deliver 
better operating results and protect tires from 
wear and damage. After initial installation, steel 
tracks can be reinstalled in less than 30 minutes. 

90-DEGREE ANGLE MOUNT 
Mounted at a 90-degrae angle to the operator, the stump grinder offers 
increased visibillty to the cutting area, giving the operator the same w!de 
view as with any pull-behind grinder. 

AUXILIARY HYDRAULICS OPERATION 
Stump grinder operates off the carrier's auxiliary hydraulics, eliminating an 
engine to maintain while operating. 

RUBBER·DEFLECTIHG SHIELDS 
Protect operators from wood chips. 

CARBIDE-TIPPED TEETH 
Efficiently rip through hard \\'OOd, providing long life and uptime protection 
for the attachment. 

UNIQUE VALVE DESIGN 
.Reduces the possibility of the cutting wheel stalling wh!le In the cul 
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COMPACT OA R 

GRIND 
TREE STUMPS INTO 

ULCH. 
companies, campus facilities, 
homeowners with acreage, 
municipalities and landscaping 
contractors, the stump grinder 
mounts directly to the front of 
a carrier for maneuverability in 
tight areas and easy positioning 
over the stump. 
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COMPACT LOADER 

SWEEP, COLLECT, DUMP 
DIRT AND OTHER DEBRIS WITH THE 

SWEEPER ATTACHMENT. 
When operating this tough attachment, poly bristles sweep and deposit debris In the sweeper bucket. 
Simply dump the material when the bucket is full. There is no need for multiple cleanup attachments. 
Ideal for construction, Industrial and municipal jobs, the Bobcats sweeper maintains optimal bristle~ 
to-suliace contact and delivers e,asy-to-use efficiency. Clean park(ng lots, sidewalks, docks and 
warehouses. Scrape mud and other caked·on materials from roadways, driveways and other jobsites. 

44~84 INCH 
AVAILABLE S\'JEEP \'/IOTHS 
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NO NEED FOR MULTIPLE CLEANUP ATTACHMENTS 
REVERSIBLE GUTTING EDGE 
Cut through caked-on mud and materials with the replaceable bucket cutting 
edge.lt's reversible to last twice as long. 

FORWARD AND REVERSE VERSATILITY 
Operate the sweeper attachment going In either forward or reverse. Sweep In 
reverse with the cutting edge on the ground to sweep material into the bucket 
with the rotating poly bristles, similar to a broom and dustpan. In the forward 
direction, lilt\ brtslles flick matenal forward against a rubber flap. From there, the 
male ria! goes over the top of the bristles and Is deposited Into the bucket 
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Bobcat.com/Sweeper 

Sweeps and collects 
traveling forward 

GUTTER BRUSII 

WHEEL KIT 

So be a I, com/Sweeper 

Sweeps and collects 
traveling in reverse 

OPTIONS AHD ACCESSORIES 

Dumps material 

GUTTER BRUSH: Cleans curbs, alongside buildings and other )lard-to-reach areas. 
Widens the sweeper's total width by one foot to allow more coverage per pass. Can 
be raised and stored vertically when notln use. 

WHEEL KIT: Available as an option for the 84-inch sweeper attachment, the wheel 
kit protects surfaces such as concrete, cobblestone and asphalt from scrapes and 
scratches by suspending the cutting edge of the sweeper during forward travel. Two 
mounted caster wheels are Included in the kit. 

BRISTlES: ld?al for aU t~v:eeping contfltions, poly bnstles ptmide llelter ftichin~ 2ttion 
for effective debris removal. Steel bristle and combo bristle (poly and steel) sections are 
also avai!ab!e for stubborn debris. 

WATER KIT: Keeps dust and debris under control when operating In tough env·ronments, 
with jet nozzles spray;ng water evenly across a surface. 
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y"~t: 3-POINT ADAPTER ~ . 'r r~ .,, * ••.. >/,'_-.I TILLER Ei!~ 
COIIPAC!lOADER 

USE CATEGORY 
I AND II IMPLEMENTS 
WITH BOBCAT LOADERS 
AND WORK MACHINES. 
The 3-polnt adapter adds evan more versatility to 
your Bobcat)) machine, enabling it to usa category I 
and II implements that meet the ASABE standard for 
3-point hltches. 
1 Bob-Tachs mounting system for quick-mounting 

I Adjustable top link for added versatility 

I 2-inch receiver for tO',•Iing trailers 

COMMON INDUSTRY 
INTERFACE 
ADDED VERSATILITY FDR 
YOUR MINI TRACK LOADER 

BOBCAT' MINI TRACK LOADERS' CAN BE 
EQUIPPED WITH EITHER THE EXCLUSIVE 
BOB·TACH' ATTACHMENT MOUNTING SYSTEM 
OR THE COMMON INDUSTRY INTERFACE (CII). 

• The Bob-Tach mounting system delivers rapid 
attachment changes and superior attachment fitment. 

• The Cll pin-on design allows you to pair mini track 
loaders with many attachments you already own. 

BOBCAT ATTACHMENTS WITH THE Cll 
INTERFACE IIICLUOE: 
1 Auger 
1 Buckets: 

36 or 44 inches 

• Hydrau!!c breaker 

• Pallet fork 

• Trencher 
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OUR BRAND 
FITS YOUR BRAND. 
Put Bobcat attachments to work -no matter 
what brand of loader you operate. 

Just because it has the Bobcat brand doesn't mean you can't 
try It on for size. Did you know that many Bobcat attachments 
fit a variety olloader brands? Tllat means you can expand ~~ur 
versatl!ity with attachment choices from the world's leading 
altactroent manufacltnr, even If you <bn't ham a Bobcat loader. 

WHAT'S YOUR JOB? 
Check out hard-working 
Bobcat attachments for. 

• landscaping 

• Construction 

• Demolition and recycling 

• Concrete and flatwork 

• Aglictll1Lire aoo t91bJs'ness 

Bohcat.com/AIIAIIach 

BREAK NEW 
GROUND. 
Tear through clumps and hardened materials 
with the replaceable, double~edged tines of 
the tiller attachment. Till and mix the soil with 
compost materials to prepare the ground. 

BI·OIRECTIOHAL ROTATION 
At'rms for top-cutting and under-cutting when operating in either 
direction, maximizing attachment versatility and increasing 
operating capabilities. 

OFFSET MOUNTING 
Enables tilling next to sldev..a.lks, ci.Hbs and buildings, increasing 
jobslte capabilities. 

OPTIONAL ADJUSTABLE SKID SHOES 
Deliver depth control for more precise tilling operation. Can be 
set to 2~, 4- or 6-inch depths. 

• Tear through clumps and loosen soil 

• Mix compost, fertilizer, manure and mulch into the soil 

• Add amendments to 110\'ler beds 

• Prepare land for planting 

• Remove weeds between rows 

• Till next to sidewalks, curbs and buildings 
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REPLACEABLE TIHES 
Hardened for maximum soil penetration, the doub.1e-edga tines 
break through Clumps and tear through materials to deliver 
loosened so!! for preparing the ground. 

DIRECT·DRIVE HYDRAULIC MOTOR 
Delivers necessary operating power while reducing overall 
maintenance costs, extending the life of the attachment and 
eliminating the need for high-wear items such as gear boxes, 
chains, sprockets and shear pins. 



COMPACT OADER 

DIG AND TRANSPLANT 

TREES WITH 
SPEED AND 
PROFICIENCY. 
The rugged, dependable lree spade aUachmenl 
turns any loader into a transplanting unl1, while 
also speeding up produclion and culling labor 
cosls. Wilh ns compacl, short lower design, lhe 
tree spade easily squeezes between closely 
planled lrees. Buill for maximum durability, lhe 
reinforced allachmenl frame handles lhe bumps 
and bruises of a tough work environment. The 
tree spade works in a variety of soil conditions, 
maximizing worksrte capabilities. 

DELUXE INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROL 
Monitor active blades and gates, change auto- and easy-dig 
settings, and monitor the number of trees you dig In a day with 
the optional deluxe Instrument panel. 

~Bobcat. R:r"''"''""-'<r4:...±-,.,-<Jrr,.,._~,rl::r-~·"' 
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REAR STABIUZERS 
Rear stab!lizers are recommended when using the tree spade 
on approved Bobcata loaders. Stabilizers transfer the vroi9ht to 
the tree spade for maximum digging. This allows the operator 
lo dig in Iough soli. 

CONTROL OPTIONS 
A convertible valve option controls tree spade operation with 
fingertip controls on the steering levers or by using a pendant 
control box on other manufacturers' machines. 

ADJUSTABLE LEGS 
Allow for d!gglng five different root·ban 
slzes with one tree spade. 

BOBCAT ORANGE COLOR 
Delivers better attachment visibility 
when digging, 

COMPACT DESIGN 
Allows for attachment operation !n 
confined areas without damaging 
the landscape. 

Bo beat. com/TreeSp ad e 

Three·Biade Dimensions 

Four·Biade Dimensions 

CONVERTIBLE VALVE 
Allows for operation with Bobcats 
loaders as wen as other brands. 

EASY ACCESS STEP 
Design of the frame allows 
for easy access to the loader. 

OPEN FRAME DESIGN 
Provides excellent visibility 
to the base of the tree. 

OVERLAPPING BLADES 
Ensure clean root cutting 
and support of the root ball. 

Bob c a I. com/TreeSpa de 

BLADE CONFIGURATIONS 
Most tree spade models are available In modified and cone 
blade configurations. Select the right tree spade attactunent 
for your specific machine and application. 

MODIFIED BLADE: Has a lower angle of 
25 degrees, allowing the tree spade to plru:;e 
the removed tree directly Into a basket. 
It's the most popular choice for balled~and
burlapped tree harvesting, and It's excellent 
for loamy to sandy soils. 

l CONE BLADE: Is popular for transporting and 

I 
placing trees In sandy and hard-packed so!ls. 
It can also be used to place trees in baskets. 
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~za~~ TRENCHER c • 'f} ,., ~ ~ ,~."" .. ~',.1,.,<::. :li TRENCHER~~:~~ 
COI!PACI LOADER 

CUT A TRENCH IN DEMANDING 

SOIL CONDITIONS. 
The Bobcat' trencher creates trenches fast -even 
when working in hard, rocky soil. Teeth and chain 
options give you more versatility, enabling you to 
maximize trenching capabilities for soil conditions. 

2-3 FOOT 3-5 FOOT 
DIG DEPTH DIG DEPTH 

3-5 FOOT 
DIG OEPTil 

LIGHT TO MEDIUM JOBS: MEDIUM· TO HEAVY·DUTY JOBS: HEAVY·DUTY JOBS: 
The LT112, LT113 and LT213 
doiver 2- to 3-foot dig depths. 
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The LT313 provides a 3- to 4-foot depth, and 
the lT414 delivers a 4- to 5-foot dig depth 
for optimal utility installation pertormance. 

The LT405 de~vers a 3- to 5-foot d'g depth 
and high-flow performance capabilities to 
harness the additional horsepower of machines 
equipped with high-flow hydrauucs. 
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Bobcat. com/Tre n char 

AUGER 
The large-diameter auger moves material from the 
side of the trench and limits the spoil that falls back 
into the trench. 

COMPACT FRAME AND EASY 
TRANSPORTATION 
LT112 -LT414 are narrow enough to fit Into a pickup box. 

GREASE CYLINDER TENSIONING 
Adjusting the chain to the proper tension is fast and easy. 

SIDE·SNIFT VERSATILITY 
A manual or hydraulic side-shift feature (depending an 
the model) allows you to dig close to buildings, fences 
and other jobsite obstacles. 

COMPACT LOADER 

OPTIDIIS A flO ACCESSORIES 
SIIIGLE STAIIDARD CUP CHAIII: Features CUjJped teeth on rNery 
other section to e~tcel at light and moderate d:gging In d rt, clay and 
loamy soils. 

DOUBlE STANDARD CUP CHAfll: Cupped teeth are mounted 
on every station for the best productivity in very muddy soils and 
loose sand. 

CUP AflD CARBIDE CHAIN: Alternating cup teeth and carbide bullet 
Ieeth in a double standard pattern provide the best perfonnance in 
very hard soils, frozen grOWld and fracturable rock. 

SHARK/CUP TEETH: This combination of cup teetl1 and shark teeth 
worKs best in hard soils, fracturab!e rock and grotmd \',ith rocky soiL 

WHEN THE DIGGING IS DONE, 

Bobcat.com/AIIAt Ia ch 

FINISH THE JOB. 
Th's attachment is Ideal for locations such as backyards, golf 
courses and parks. It finishes off any trenching job, working 
to power down and compress the soli for a neatly packed 
trench. The large, wheel-type compactor compresses soli 
down in the trench, using a vibratory shaker box for opUmum 
compaction in any soli type. To ensure proper rpm, the 
vibratory shaker box features a bu!lt-!n flow regulator, 
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Handle bund!ed matelial, loose straw, manure and other hard-to
grab materials with the Bobcat" utility fOil<. Strong, replaceable, 
tapered teeth easlly and efftdently handle a vanety of fann chores. 
Use the exclusive Bob-Tach~ mounting system to quickly secure 
the utility fori< to the canier. 

REPLACEABLE TEETH 
Utifrty fork teeth are rep!aceabla for easy attachment maintenan::e, 
providing great pertormance, long attachment life and maximum 
productivity, Teeth are forged to provide strength with minimal 
weight. Add additional teeth to narrow the space between 
fork tines. 

MATERIALS FASTER. 

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 
UTILITY GRAPPLE: For added versaUII!y, pair 1110 utility 
fork with the utlllly grapple and sink into hard·to-handle 
materials. Scrape, lift and move loose materials such as 
manure, bedding and hay. Or get a grip on hard-to-grab 
loads su<:h as posts and fencing. 

Bobcat.com/UFork 

COMPACT LOAOE8 

PLOW IN AND WORK BELOW THE GROUND. 
" w~; /fiiiJ!?Jin 

~~ !1 =.*' ~ ·~/~ 
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Designed for mini track loaders, the vibratory plow 
attachment Is the Ideal tool for installing pipe and 
cable with minimal ground disturbance. Dig dovm 
with the adjustable plow blade: A coulter wheel cuts 
sod Immediately ahead of the plow blade while the 
pressure foof to/ds existing sod dov.n and protects the 
surrounding area as the blade moves up and down. 
The result Is a knifelike slit that almost disappears 
as the machine drives over the cut. 

HARD PACK THE GROUND 
IN FORWARD OR REVERSE. 
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ISOLATION MOUNTING SYSTEM 
Reduces vibration transferred to the operator, meaning less operator 
fatigue and more comfortable working conditions. It also affords more 
c:onslstent pressure to the ground, delivering constant compacting results. 

SMOOTH DRUM 
Provides excellent performance for sand, pea rock, 
gravel and asphalt patching. 

PADDED DRUM 

The vibrating action of lhe roller allows the 
base material to realign and compact from 
the bottom up. A hydraulic motor drives a 
centrifugal weight on the drum shaft that 
provides the compacting action. This agile 
attachment is ideal for site preparation 
operations, landscaping contractors and 
paving operations. 

Compacts heavy soils, clay and clay-based backfill. 

B!·D!RECTIONAL OPERATION 
Duat-d·rection vibration motor permits compaction 
while traveling In either d:rection. 

DRUM OSCILLATION 
Free drum oscillation keeps more of the drum 
in contact with the surfru::e on lBleven terrain. 

O!L·BATH BEARING 
Designed to avoid cosily downtime, the on-bath 
bearings eliminate the need for dally greasing. 

Do bca t. com/ All AI Ia ch 
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),~ WATER KIT _ ' 1~ 1,WHEEL SAW - , .- :, '·'I' UTV ATTACHMENTS ~)~A~ 
COI!PACTlOAOER 

KEEP DUST, DIRT AND DEBRIS 

UNDER CONTROL. 
When wotidng in residential and wban 
areas, use the water kit attachment 
to control dust levels on the jobsite, It 
is a perfect complement to the angle 
broom, sweeper, planer and vibratory 
roller attachments. Its high-capacity 
tank volume minimizes refilling, 
meaning longer operating time with 
the attachment. Control water pump 
operation with the on/off switch, 
conveniently located in the carrier cab. 

CUT THROUGH ASPHALT, CONCRETE, 
FROZEN GROUND AND WIRE MESH. 
cut treoclles fo< Installing water, gas, electrical, utility and 
fiber-optic cable lines, or prepare pavement for repairs. 
Pmvered by the carrier's hlgiH!mtJ hydraulics, the wheel 
saw cuts through asphalt, concrete and other materials 
to produce a perfect tren<h for installing utility lines. The 
hydraulic depth adjustment gauge 
detvers a C:OOS:stent, uniform cut depUt 
For operating c'use to curbs and walls, 
the hydraulic sid!Hhift allows the 
attadunent to shift flush wiU1 any 
nearby object for a close cut 
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BOBCAT POWERS YOUR VERSATILITY. 
Whether you own a loader, excavator, te!ehandler or utility work machine, your Bobcat9 machine Is a versatile too! carrier that's fully 
equipped to run numerous job-matched attachments. Bullt for attachment performance, Bobcat equipment Includes unique features 
that make ~'OU more productive. Standard and hlgiHiow h}'draul!cs, dual-direction detent, fingertip auxlllary controls, l10rsep0\'ler 
management- and more- help you use more attachments more efficiently so ~'QU get the job done faster and easier. 

WIIAT'S YOUR JOB? 
Check out hard-working 
Bobcat aUachmenls for. 
• landscaping 

Construction 
• Demolition and recycling 
• Grourxfs maintenance 

Concrete and flatwork 
• Agricu!!ure and agribusiness 

Bo beat. com/A II Attach 

LET YOUR UTILITY VEHICLE DO THE HARD PART: 

B BCAT 
UTILITY VEHICLE 
ATTACHMENTS. 

You can do the work from your seat with the Bobcat• 3650 utility vehicle. Just hook up one of the 
variety of Bobcat-built, PTO-driven attachments with your Multi-Attachment X-Change~ (M.A.X.) 
system. Independent engine throttle allows you to separately control engine speed and travel speed for 
maximum torque while moving at low speeds. 

Bobcat. c om/AIIA!ta cit 

ANGLE BROOM 
Sweep a clean path through dirt, debris and snow with this 
low-maintenance attachment. 

• Front~mounted PTO attachment for 3650 

• Working width: 70 ln. 

• Hydraulically angles 25 degrees left or right 

BUCKET 
load, carry, grade and dig materials with this high-capacity, 
high·slrenglh bucket. 

• Non-PTO attachment for 3650 

• Overall width: 62.2 in. 

• ISO heaped capacity: 4.7 cu. ft. 
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GRAPPLE 
The utility grapple offers the additional holding ability 
necessary to bite down on even the loosest materials. 

• Non-PTO attachment for 3650 

• Attached to 62~1n. utility vehicle bucket 

• Overall width: 42.5 ln. 

LAHDPLAHE 
Working in either forward or reverse, the landplane makes it easy 
to break up hard ground and level a surface. 

• Noo-PTO attachment for 3650 

• Overall width: 62 ln. 

• Can be used like a bucket to transport material 

MOWER 
Change rough terrain to a smooth, clean-cut landscape. 
Blades travel at 18,770 feet per minute. 

• Front-mounted PTO attachment for 3650 

• Cutting width: 66ln. 

• Cutting height range: 2 to 4.5 ln. 

PALLET FORK 
Move pa!lets and materials quickly and easily. The 36-lnch tines 
can be manually positioned to fit the pallet and materials. 

• Non-PTO attachment for 3650 

• Overall width: 381n. 

• lift capacity: 450 lb. 

SHOW BLADE 
Clear snow In winter or do Hght grading In warmer months. 
Hydraul!cally angles 30 degrees left or right. 

• 69·\n.-wlde attachment for 3650 (orange) 

• Torsion spring trip moldboard minimizes Impact damage 

• 72-lnAvide snow piO'N kit aval!able for 3600 (not shmom) 

Bo beat. com/AliA t Ia ell 

UTiliTY VEHIClES 

SHOW V·BLADE 
Easily pushes piles of snow, plows through deep drifts and 
delivers Impressive snow removal power. 

• Non·PTO attachment for 3650 

• Five blade configurations (V¥blade, scoop, straight or angled, 
left and right) 

• Overall width: 67.81n. 

SNOWBLOWER 
Throw and blow snow to clear a clean path. A large, 12-lnch-diameter 
auger provides generous capacity for deep snow removal. 

• Front-mounted PTO attachment for 3650 

• Cutting width: 621n. 

• Cutting height: 21 ln. 

SPREADER 
Quickly and evenly spread sand and salt for winter maintenance. 

• Fits Into the cargo box of utility vehicles 

• Adjustable spreading pattern of 5 to 38ft. 

• Control the speed of the auger and spinner from Inside the cab 
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TRAIN NO 
Productivity and safety are always a top priority 
with equipment owners, especially when new 
operators are on the job. These step-by-step 
courses introduce operators to the basics of 
machine and attachment operation, as well as 
service and safety. 

~Bobcat. li:> ,;..:.'""-N ~d-.~ .,.,Jin,-<-r-I• cb-,-y, 
''-"'k~ .. ~.,..,....,._.,,.,_.,.,....._O( . ., •• 

AND MAKE SAFETY 
PART OF THE PICTURE. 

ATTACHMENT TRAINING RESOURCES 
for the backhoe, planer and forestry cutter attachments are 
avallab!e at your Bobcat dealer- or purchase online at 
BOBCAT.COM/SAFETY 

, . IRON.· TI.RE oil liRE.,IR,ON; ". -~~:: ..... 

:CHOOSE WISELY. 

While it's true that any lire will take you from point A to point B 
(for a while), only genuine Bobcata tires provide the absolute best 

durability and guaranteed performance with your Bobcat machine. 

t For more on the benefits of Bobcat !ires, 
and to view the new online parts catalog: 
Bobcal.com/WSTires 

On8 rouuhAnlmal 





HAMILTON EQUIPMENT COMPANY
8801 HIGHWAY 6

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 6850(7

(402) 464-6381 FAX: (40|2) 464J-5989

WWW.HAMILTONEQUIPlVlENTC30.COM

Attachment A

April 26, 2019 (Revised)

City of Lincoln / Lancaster County

Proposal for Compact Excavator &|

Bobcat E50 Excavator

• Equipped as per page 2
• 250 hr. usage

» Same attributes apply as other machines bid in 19j

Annual Lease Price E50
Annual Lease Price PC34 Plate Compactor (Page 3)..
Annual Lease Price NB160 Breaker (Page 4).

Buck ts Annual Lease

088

$5,000.00
$1,750.00
$2,250.00

If you have any questions please give me a call.

Thank you,

Brian Motschenbacher
Sales Manager



^ Bobcat Product Quotation
,ibn Number; NEW

26,2019
Quotat
Date: /i)pril;

Ship to Bobcat Dealer Bill To

City of Lincoln / Lancaster County
Sharon Mulder

Bobcat of Lincoln, Lincbln, NE
8801 HWY 6
LINCOLN NE 68507
Phone: (402) 464-6381
Fax: (402) 464-5989

Contact; Brian Motschi
Phone: 402-464-6381
Fax: 402-464-5989
E Mail:
brian@hamiltonequipn

nbache

entco.ci ?m

Description

E50 T4 Bobcat Compact Excavator
49.8 HP Tier 4
Auto Idle
Auto-Shift
Auxiliary Hydraulics, Selectable Flow with Boom Mounted
Flush Face Quick Couplers
Cab Forward Standard Display
Canopy
Includes: Cup Holder, Retractable Seat Belt, Suspension Seat

with High Back
Roll Over Protective Structure (ROPS)- Meets Requirements
of ISO 12117-2; 2008
Tip Over Protective Structure (TOPS) - Meets Requirements
of ISO 12117:2000
Control Console Locks

Control Pattern Selector Valve (ISO/STD)
Dozer Blade with Float

P63 Performance Package
Long Arm
Clamp

C42 Comfort Package
Enclosed Cab with HVAC
Cloth Suspension Seat

Telematics US
24" MX4 XCHG TEETH
36" MX4 XCHG TEETH (Revised)

Total of Items Quoted
Dealer P.D.I.

Freight Charges
Dealer Assembly Charges
Quote Total - US dollars

Notes; Annual Lease Pricing is for 250 Hrs. of Usage

Part
M3210

^ginc/Hyi

0 Qty
1

Price Ea Total

Iraulic Monitor with Shutdown
^ngertip /(uxiliary Hydraulic Control;
^ngertip E|oom Swing Control l

Hbi-n

HIydraulic
Riibber Tn

|,vo-Speec
Vjandalism

fork Ligh
-Change

arranty:

'oystick Controls

ick
i Travel (with Auto-Shift)
Protection

Attachment Mounting System)
years, or 2000 hours whichever occurs first

M3219]

;cond Ai<
Hydraulic

M32t9|

[otion Tri
jadio

M321^

7311^

P06-P63 [

tiliary Hydraulics
X-Change

P07-C42

vel Alarm

1

R51-C02

68
7322(188

$5,000.00

All prices subject to change without prior notice or obligation, T]his price luote supersedes all preceding price quotes



^ Bobcat Procluct Quotation
ibn Number; NEW
^p.ril26,2019

Quotut
Date;

Ship to Bobcat Dealer Bill To

City of Lincoln / Lancaster County
Bobcat of Lincoln, Llncjoln, NE
8801 HWY 6
LINCOLN NE 68507
Phone:(402)464-6381
Fax: (402) 464-5989

Contact: Brian Motsch^
Phone: 402-464-6381
Fax: 402-464-5989
E Mail:
brian@hamiltonequipntienti

nbachej

;co,o m

Description
PCF34 Plate Compactor (PCF34)

X-Change Mounting Cap - HB680/NB 140 and
PCF34 plate compactor
PC Hose Kit, Long Arm

Total of Items Quoted
Dealer P.D.l,

Freight Charges
Dealer Assembly Charges
Quote Total - US dollars

Notes:

Part Vo
72116|23
71136156

72178J34

Qty Price Ea.
1 I
1 I

Total

$1,750.00

All prices subject to change without prior notice or obligation. T us price uote supersedes all preceding^price quotes,

Customer Acceptance:

Authorized Signature:

Print:

Pl]rchase 0 der:

Sign:. Date:



^ Bobcat Procfuct Quotation
Quotat;
Date;

bn Number: NEW
25,2019A|pril

Ship to Bobcat Dealer Bill To
Bobcat of Lincoln, Lincoln, NE

City of Lincoln / Lancaster County 8801 HWY 6
LINCOLN NE 68507
Phone: (402) 464-6381
Fax: (402) 464-5989

Contact; Brian Motsch^nbache
Phone: 402-464-6381
Fax: 402-464-5989
E Mail:
brian@hamiltonequlprr)entco.c( m

Description
NB160 Nitrogen Breaker with Nail Point

Hose Kit - HB980/HB1180 (Long Arm)
X-Change Mounting Cap -
HB880/HB980/NB150/NB160 and PCF64 plate
compactor

Total of Items Quoted
Dealer P.D.I.

Freight Charges
Dealer Assembly Charges
Quote Total - US dollars

Notes:

Part T<
72345
67289
711361

|56
tS7

Qty Price Ea Total

$2,250.00 i

uote supersedes all preceding price quotes,All prices subject to change without prior notice or obligation. T! is price

Customer Acceptance:

Authorized Signature:

Print:

Pu!4-chase 0 der:

Sign:. Date: I



ADDENDUM #1
Issue Date:
3/12/2019

Bid No. 19-088
ANNUAL SKID STEER LOADER RENTALS

Addenda are instruments issued by the Purchasing Department prior to the date for receipt of
offers which will modify or interpret the specification document by addition, deletion, clarification
or correction. Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided in the
Attribute Section.

QUESTIONS
Please find below questions on the above referenced project:

1. Are you looking for a wheeled or track machine?

a. Both, some are rubber-tired machines and a couple are tracked.

2. What size of machine?
a. Listed in the bid line items.

3. High flow or non-high flow?

a. The 332G for Package 1 and the 324E and 325G for Package 4.

4. Pilot controls or hands a foot?

a. Joysticks on all.

5. Cab (heat & A/C) (heat only) or non-cab?

a. Listed in the specifications.

6. Smooth bucket or tooth?

a. Listed in the bid line items.

7. Equipped with safety beacon?

a. No.

8. Equipped with GPS?
a. No.

9. Equipped with mirrors?

a. Yes and back-up camera's.

10. Fire extinguisher?

a. The individual departments take care of this.



11. For the attachments do you know what they are looking for?

a. They are listed on the bid line items.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 1

All other terms, conditions and requirements of the request remain the same as originally
indicated in the document or as modified on previous addenda.

Sharon Mulder,
Asst. Purchasing Agent



ADDENDUM #2
Issue Date:
3/19/2019

Bid No. 19-088
Annual Skid Steer Leader Rentals

Addenda are instruments issued by the Purchasing Department prior to the date for receipt of
offers which will modify or interpret the specification document by addition, deletion, clarification
or correction. Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided in the
Attribute Section.

NOTE: BID IS EXTENDED TO FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 2019 AT 12:OOPM.

1. Further clarification to the specifications/line items will be added with Addendum 3.

END OF ADDENDA NO. 2

All other terms, conditions and requirements of the request remain the same as originally
indicated in the document or as modified on previous addenda.

Rachelle Hinze,
Buyer



ADDENDUM #3
Issue Date:
3/21/2019

Bid No. 19-088
SKID STEER LOADERS - ANNUAL RENTALS

Addenda are instruments issued by the Purchasing Department prior to the date for receipt of
offers which will modify or interpret the specification document by addition, deletion, clarification
or correction. Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided in the
Attribute Section.

QUESTIONS

1. 3.1 Do you want us to bid an equivalent machine for manufacturer model 323E or
bid a machine equivalent to the specs listed? Model 323E specs are significantly higher
than the minimum specs listed.

Please bid a Model 323E or an equivalent.

2. 4.1 Do you want us to bid an equivalent machine for manufacturer model 318E or bid

a machine equivalent to the specs listed? Model 318E specs are lower than the

minimum specs listed.

Please bid a Model 318E or an equivalent.

3. 3.1 Manufacture model@ given is a 323E which is a track machine. The section

heading states "4-Wheel skid leader rental." Which machine do you want us to bid? A

track machine or a wheeled machine.

This machine should be a track leader.

4. 1.1 Specifications asks for 5-cylinder engine in bid line number 1. The make and
model example, Deere 332G only has 4-cylinders. Which one is being requested? A 5-
cylinder engine listed in the spec or a 4-cylinder engine that is compatible with the model
in the example.

Please bid Model 332G as a 5-cylinder or an equivalent.

5. 4.1 Specifications asks for minimum net power 71 Hp. It also asks for gross Hp of

63.2. Gross Hp would need to be more than the net.

Please reference net power of 71 hp and gross of 74 hp.

6. 4.3 Can the high flow hydraulic system spec be stated in GPM? (Gallon per

minute) This is the universally accepted measurement. Only Deere rates their hydraulic

system both in GPM and horsepower.



The hydraulic pump flow shall be 21 gpm to high flow option of 29 gpm.

7. 4.5 Specs ask for net Hp of 701. Isthisatypo? Manufacturer model# given is a
325G which is a track machine. The section heading states "4-Wheel skid loader

rental". Which machine do you want us to bid? A track machine or a wheeled

machine? Can the high flow hydraulic system spec be stated in GPM?

The correct net power hp is 70. This is for a track loader and not 4-wheel. The hydraulic

pump flow shall be 1 9 gpm to high flow option of 27 gpm.

8. 5.1 Can the high flow hydraulic system spec be stated in GPM?

The hydraulic pump flow shall be from 21 gpm to 29 gpm.

9. The quantity for package 4 has been changed to one (1) for calculating.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 3

All other terms, conditions and requirements of the request remain the same as originally
indicated in the document or as modified on previous addenda.

Sharon Mulder,
Asst. Purchasing Agent



SPECIAL PROVISIONS
FOR

TERM CONTRACTS

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
CITY OF LINCOLN/LANCASTER COUNTY, NEBRASKA

1. ESTIIVIATED QUANTITIES

1.1 The quantities set forth in the line items and specification
document are approximate and represent the estimated
requirements for the contract period.

1.2 Items listed may or may not be an inclusive requirements for
this category.

1.3 Category items not listed, but distributed by bidder are to be
referred to as kindred items. Kindred items shall receive the
same percentage of discount or pricing structure as items
listed in the specification document.

1.4 The unit prices and the extended total prices shall be used as
a basis for the evaluation of bids. The actual quantity of
materials necessary may be more or less than the estimates
listed in the specification document, but the City/County shall
be neither obligated nor limited to any specified amount. If
possible, the Owners will restrict increases/decreases to 20%
of the estimated quantities listed in the specification
document.

2. CONTRACT PERIOD
2.1 The material shall be delivered as ordered during the contract

period, beginning from the date of contract execution and
ending as indicated in the specifications or in the Attribute
Section of the bid.

2.2 Bidder must indicate in the Bid, if extension renewals are an
option.

2.3 By mutual consent of both parties it is understood and agreed
that the contract may be renewed at the same prices and/or
under the same conditions governing the original contract.

3. BID PRICES
3.1 Bidders must state in the Attribute Section if the bid prices will

remain firm for the full contract period; or if the bid prices will
be subject to escalation/de-escalation.

3.2 Escalation/De-escalation Clause: In the event that prevailing
market conditions warrant an adjustment in bid prices
contained in the contract, the following escalation/de-
escalation clause shall be the only clause applicable or
acceptable:
1. Contractor shall give written notice to the Purchasing
Agent of any proposed changes from contract prices not less
than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of
said price changes.
2. Such notice must be accompanied by a certified copy of
the supplier's advisory or notification to the contractor of price
changes.

3. No price escalation will be authorized in excess of the
amount of the increase referred to on the supplier's notice.
4. Purchasing shall issue a contract Addendum with
revised pricing upon receipt and approval. The
Addendum will be executed by both parties for the
remaining term of the contract.
5. The approved price change shall be honored for all orders
received by the contractor after the effective date of such
price change.
6. Approved price changes are not applicable to orders
already issued and in process at time of price change.

7. Purchasing reserves the right to audit and/or examine
any pertinent books, documents, papers, records or invoices
relating directly to the contract transaction in question after
reasonable notice and during normal business hours.
8. The Purchasing Agent retains the right to determine
whether or not such proposed price changes are in the best
interests of the City/County.
9. If in the opinion of the Purchasing Agent any proposed
increase is found unacceptable, the Purchasing Agent
reserves the right to cancel the contract upon thirty (30)
calendar days written notice.
10. Contractors must tie any price change clause to an
industry-wide or otherwise nationally recognized index, or
some other form of verifiable document. Contractor will put
the Purchasing Agent on the mailing lists for such
publication so that the Purchasing Agent can monitor said
changes. Such membership will be no cost to the Owners.

4. CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
4.1 The Purchasing Division will issue a Contract to all

successful bidders. Such contract will incorporate the
specifications and all other forms used during the bid
process.

4.2 Orders for materials will be made as needed by the various
Agencies following execution by all parties.

4.3 Contractor may be asked to assist the Purchasing Agent
with the development of a list of repetitively purchased
commodities, to periodically update such list, and to assist
in the development of a list of suitable substitutions.

4.4 Contractor shall provide technical advice upon request, and
assist in the evaluation of new products.

4.5 Contractor shall monitor orders to ensure the highest
possible fill rate and minimize back-orders.

5. QUARTERLY REPORT
5.1 Upon request, the contractor shall provide to the Purchasing

Agent a quarterly report, showing all purchases made under
the terms and conditions of the contract.

5.2 Such quarterly report shall itemize the following information:
1. Each ordering department.
2. Items and quantities purchased by department.
3. Total dollar amount of purchases by department.

10/05/10



ANNUAL SKID STEER LOADER RENTALS

1. GENERAL NOTICE
1.1 The City of Lincoln and Lancaster County referred to as Owners, are requesting

bids from qualified companies, hereinafter referred to as Vendor(s) for supplying
rentals of Skid Steer Leaders for various departments.

1.2 Department requests are broke down per package line items in the bid lines.
1.2.1 Skid leaders shall be delivered and picked-up by awarded vendor for

each of the departments.
1.3 Contract will be awarded to the lowest, responsible, responsive Vendor whose

bid substantially meets all of the required specifications, duties, terms and
conditions as defined in this request.

1.4 Vendor must submit their bid and all attachments via the City/County Ebid
system.
1.4.1 To submit a bid, Vendor must be registered with the City of

Lincoln/Lancaster County Purchasing Dept.
1.4.2 To register, go to the City of Lincoln website; lincoln.ne.gov

type bid in search box
click on "supplier registration"
follow instructions to completion.

1.5 All general inquiries regarding these specifications or other bid documents shall
be directed via e-mail request to Sharon Mulder, Asst. Purchasing Agent
(smulder(®lincoln.ne.gov).
1.5.1 These inquiries and/or responses shall be distributed to prospective

Vendors as an electronic addenda.

1.5.2 All inquiries must be submitted to the Purchasing Office 5 calendar days
prior to the bid close.

1.5.3 Vendors are not allowed to discuss this bid with any Owner employee,
Engineer/Architect or elected official other than the City/County
Purchasing Staff through the award process.
1.5.3.1 Failure to follow this requirement may result in immediate

disqualification of your bid.
1.6 Please provide manufacturer/brand bidding in the line item Attribute Section.
1.7 The term of the contract is for one (1) year with the option to renew for three (3)

additional one (1) year terms upon date of contract execution.
1.8 The departments within the City and County requesting the skid steer leaders

and their contacts are as follows:
1.8.1 Transportation and Utilities, Solid Waste Operations, contact is Kara

Welding
1.8.1.1 One (1) skid steer loader

1.8.2 Transportation and Utilities, Water, contact is Rick Roberts
1.8.2.1 One (1) skid steer leader

1.8.3 Transportation and Utilities, Fleet Services, contact is Bill Fleisher
1.8.3.1 S i x (6) skid steer leaders

1.8.4 Parks and Recreation, contact is Steve Nosal
1.8.4.1 One (1 ) skid steer loader

1.8.5 Lancaster County Corrections, contact is Dave Scharf
1.8.5.1 One (1) skid steer leader

1.9 Requests are not limited to these departments only.



2. GENERAL INFORMATION
2.1 Skid Steers and attachments shall be new or nearly new in satisfactory

operating condition.

2.2 Ohe (1) year lease period with maximum hours of use being 250 hrs.
per unit as recorded by the engine hour meter.

2.3 Vendor will provide additional cost per hour for units which exceed the
maximum hour limit stated.

2.4 Skid Steer will be replaced with a new or nearly new machine at each
annual renewal if requested by department.

2.5 Attachments will be retained at each annual renewal if mutually determined
by the city and the contractor to be in satisfactory operating condition.

2.5.1 Bid will include an annual "Early Return" penalty for attachments if the
Owners do not execute the available extensions.

2.6 Tires/tracks will be switched by the vendor to new machine at the time of annual
renewal with the city paying the prorated cost of tire/tracks wear at the end of
the contract term if department is requesting new machine.

2.7 In the event repairs are required which are not as a result of misuse or lack of
daily maintenance by the city the vendor has at their option to either provide a
loaner piece of equipment or deduct the lease payment on a loss time
percentage basis, for the time such equipment is out of service. (Calculation
Basis: "annual lease cost" - 250 = "cost per lost working hour").

2.7.1 Working hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm Monday through Friday,
excluding city holidays.

2.8 Normal wear service and repairs will be the responsibility of the vendor.

2.9 Daily maintenance, add oils/fluids, tires, tire repair, tracks, track repair, fuel,
ground engaging components, damage due to misuse or lack of daily service or
failure to provide the equipment to the vendor on designated normal wear
services schedules will be the responsibility of the Owners.

2.10 The vendor will provide operation/daily maintenance training and service
schedules at the time of delivery.

2.10.1 Fleet Services Garage, 901 West Bond, Lincoln, NE.
2.10.2 Solid Waste Operations, 6001 Bluff Road, Lincoln, NE.

2.10.3 Parks and Recreation, 1525 Memorial Drive, Lincoln, NE.

2.10.4 Lancaster County, 3801 West "0" Street, Lincoln, NE

2.10.5 Lincoln Water System, 401 Highway 6, Ashland, NE.
2.11 Skid Steers must be capable of powering and controlling all attachments

identified in each specific package.

2.12 Skid Steers must be compatible with BobTach coupler and capable of
controlling existing Bobcat 6 pin attachments (with wiring modifications
performed by the County as required).

2.13 Transportation following delivery will be the responsibility of the city within a 25-
mile radius of the following locations/departments within the City of Lincoln and
Lancaster County:

2.13.1 A 24 or 48-hour advance notice from the awarded vendor is
required prior to delivery.

2.13.2 For the pick-up of skid steer leaders by the Vendor, at least a 48-hour



notice shall be given.

2.14 All advertised standard equipment will be provided on Skid Steers and
attachments whether or not specifically addressed.

2.15 All Skid Steers must be Tier 4 Final.

2.16 The quantity of skid steers and associated attachments to be leased are
estimates and not to be considered exact quantities.

3. EVALUATION CRITERIA
3.1 Bid will be awarded in accordance with Section 13.

Bid Evaluation and Award the "Instructions to Bidders" attachment in the e-
bid and also with consideration given to the following criteria:
3.1.1 Price indicated in the e-bid line items.
3.1.2 Meets the department requirements.



INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS
City of Lincoln, Nebraska, County of Lancaster

E-Bid

1. BIDDING PROCEDURE
1.1 Sealed bid, formal and informal, subject to Instructions and General Conditions and any special conditions set forth

herein, will be received in the office of the Purchasing Division, 440 So. 8th St., Lincoln, NE 68508, until the bid closing
date and time indicated for furnishing the City of Lincoln and Lancaster County, hereafter referred to as "Owners" the
materials, supplies, equipment or services shown in the electronic bid request.

1.2 Bidders shall use the electronic bid system for submitting bids and must complete all required fields. If you do not care
to bid, please respond to the bid request and note your reason.

1.3 Identify the item you will furnish by brand or manufacturer's name and catalog numbers. Also furnish specifications
and descriptive literature if not bidding the specific manufacturer or model as listed in the specifications.

1.4 Any person submitting a bid for a firm, corporation, or other organization must show evidence of his authority so to bind
such firm, corporation, or organization.

1.5 Bids received after the time and date established for receiving bids will be rejected.
1.6 The Bidders and public are invited, but not required, to attend the formal opening of bids. At the opening, prices will be

displayed electronically and/or read aloud to the public. The pricing is also available for immediate viewing on-line. No
decisions related to an award of a contract or purchase order will be made at the opening.

1.7 If bidding on a construction contract, the City's Standard Specifications for Municipal Construction 2011 shall apply.
1.7.1 Bidders may obtain this document from the City's Design Engineering Division of the Public Works & Utilities

Department for a small fee.
1.7.2 Said document can be reviewed at Design Engineering or the office of the Purchasing Division.
1.7.3 Said document is available on the web site.

http://www.lincoln.ne.gov/city/pworks/engine/dconst/standard/stndspec/index.htm

2. BID SECURITY
2.1 Bid security, as a guarantee of good faith, in the form of a certified check, cashier's check, or bidder's bond, may be

required to be submitted with this bid document, as indicated on the bid.
2.1.1 Bid security, if required, shall be in the amount specified on the bid. The bid security must be scanned and

attached to the "Response Attachments" section of your response or it can be faxed to the Purchasing Office
at 402-441-6513. The original bid security should then be sent or delivered to the office of the Purchasing
Division, 440 S. 8th St., Ste. 200, Lincoln, NE 68508 to be received within three (3) days of bid closing.

2.1.2 If bid security is not received in the Office of the Purchasing Division as stated above, the vendor may be
determined to be non-responsive.

2.2 If alternates are submitted, only one bid security will be required, provided the bid security is based on the amount of
the highest gross bid.

2.3 Such bid security will be returned to the unsuccessful Bidders when the award of bid is made.
2.4 Bid security will be returned to the successful Bidder(s) as follows:

2.4.1 For single order bids with specified quantities: upon the delivery of all equipment or merchandise, and upon
final acceptance by the Owners.

2.4.2 For all other contracts: upon approval by the Owners of the executed contract and bonds.
2.5 Owners shall have the right to retain the bid security of Bidders to whom an award is being considered until either:

2.5.1 A contract has been executed and bonds have been furnished.
2.5.2 The specified time has elapsed so that the bids may be withdrawn.
2.5.3 All bids have been rejected.

2.6 Bid security will be forfeited to the Owners as full liquidated damages, but not as a penalty, for any of the following
reasons, as pertains to this specification document:
2.6.1 If the Bidder fails or refuses to enter into a contract on forms provided by the Owners, and/orifthe Bidder fails

to provide sufficient bonds or insurance within the time period as established in this specification document.

3. BIDDER'S REPRESENTATION
3.1 Each Bidder by electronic signature and submitting a bid, represents that the Bidder has read and understands the

specification documents, and the bid has been made in accordance therewith.
3.2 Each Bidder for services further represents that the Bidder has examined and is familiar with the local conditions under

which the work is to be done and has correlated the observations with the requirements of the bid documents.



4. CLARIFICATION OF SPECIFICATION DOCUMENTS
4.1 Bidders shall promptly notify the Purchasing Agent of any ambiguity, inconsistency or error which they may discover

upon examination of the specification documents.
4.2 Bidders desiring clarification or Interpretation of the specification documents for formal bids shall make a written

request which must reach the Purchasing Agent at least five (5) calendar days prior to the date and time for receipt of
formal bids.

4.3 Changes made to the specification documents will be issued electronically. All vendors registered for that bid will be
notified of the addendum. Subsequent Bidders will only receive the bid with the addendum included.

4.4 Oral interpretations or changes to the bidding documents made in any manner other than written form will not be
binding on the Owners; and Bidders shall not rely upon such interpretations or changes.

5. ADDENDA
5.1 Addenda are instruments issued by the Owners prior to the date for receipt of bids which modify or interpret the

specification document by addition, deletion, clarification or correction.
5.2 Addenda notification will be made available to all registered vendors immediately via e-mail for inspection on-line.
5.3 No formal bid addendums will be issued later than forty-eight (48) hours prior to the date and time for receipt of formal

bids, except an addendum withdrawing the invitation to bid, or an addendum which includes postponement of the bid.

6. INDEPENDENT PRICE DETERIVHNATION
6.1 By signing and submitting this bid, the Bidder certifies that the prices in this bid have been arrived at independently,

without consultation, communication or agreement, for the purpose of restricting competition, as to any matter relating
to such prices with any other Bidder or with any competitor; unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have
been quoted in this bid have not been knowingly disclosed by the Bidder prior to bid opening directly or indirectly to any
other Bidder or to any competitor; no attempt has been made, or will be made, by the Bidder to induce any person or
firm to submit, or not to submit, a bid for the purpose of restricting competition.

7. ANTI-LOBBYINGPRQVISIQN
7.1 During the period between the bid advertisement date and the contract award, Bidders, including their agents and

representatives, shall not lobby or promote their bid with any member of the City or County staff or officers except in
the course of Owner sponsored inquiries, briefings, interviews, or presentations, unless requested by the Owners.

8. BRAND NAMES
8.1 Wherever in the specifications or bid that brand names, manufacturer, trade name, or catalog numbers are specified, it

is for the purpose of establishing a grade or quality of material only; and the term "or equal" is deemed to follow.
8.2 It is the Bidder's responsibility to identify any alternate items offered in the bid, and prove to the satisfaction of the

Owners that said item is equal to, or better than, the product specified.
8.3 Bids for alternate items shall be stated in the appropriate space on the e-bid form, or if the proposal form does not

contain blanks for alternates, Bidder MUST attach to its bid document on Company letterhead a statement identifying
the manufacturer and brand name of each proposed alternate, plus a complete description of the alternate items
including illustrations, performance test data and any other information necessary for an evaluation.

8.4 The Bidder must indicate any variances by item number from the specification document no matter how slight.
8.5 If variations are not stated in the bid, it will be assumed that the item being bid fully complies with the Owners' bidding

documents.

9. DEMONSTRATIONS/SAMPLES
9.1 Bidders shall demonstrate the exact item(s) proposed within seven (7) calendar days from receipt of such request from

the Owners.
9.2 Such demonstration can be at the Owners delivery location or a surrounding community.
9.3 If items are small and malleable, the Bidder is proposing an alternate product, the Bidder shall supply a sample of the

exact item. Samples will be returned at Bidder's expense after receipt by the Owners of acceptable goods. The Bidder
must indicate how samples are to be returned.

10. DELIVERY (Non-Construction)
10.1 Each Bidder shall state on the bid the date upon which it can make delivery of all equipment or merchandise.
10.2 The Owners reserve the right to cancel orders, or any part thereof, without obligation, if delivery is not made within the

time(s) specified on the bid.
10.3 All bids shall be based upon inside delivery of the equipment/ merchandise F.O. B. the Owners at the location

specified by the Owners, with all transportation charges paid.
10.4 At the time of delivery, a designated Owner employee will sign the invoice/packing slip. The signature will only indicate

that the order has been received and the items actually delivered agree with the delivery invoice. This signature does
not indicate all items met specifications, were received in good condition and/or that there is not possible hidden
damage or shortages.
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11. WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES AND MAINTENANCE
11.1 Copies of the following documents, if requested, shall accompany the bid proposal for all items being bid::

11.1.1 Manufacturer's warranties and/or guarantees.
11.1.2 Bidder's maintenance policies and associated costs.

11.2 As a minimum requirement of the Owners, the Bidder will guarantee in writing that any defective components
discovered within a one (1) year period after the date of acceptance shall be replaced at no expense to the Owners.
Replacement parts of defective components shall be shipped at no cost to the Owners. Shipping costs for defective
parts required to be returned to the Bidder shall be paid by the Bidder.

12. ACCEPTANCE OF MATERIAL
12.1 All components used in the manufacture or construction of materials, supplies and equipment, and all finished

materials, shall be new, the latest make/model, of the best quality, and the highest grade workmanship.
12.2 Material delivered under this proposal shall remain the property of the Bidder until:

12.2.1 A physical inspection and actual usage of the material is made and found to be acceptable to the Owners;
and

12.2.2 Material is determined to be in full compliance with the bidding documents and accepted proposal.
12.3 In the event the delivered material is found to be defective or does not conform to the specification documents and

accepted proposal, the Owners reserves the right to cancel the order upon written notice to the Bidder and return
materials to the Bidder at Bidder's expense.

12.4 Awarded Bidder shall be required to furnish title to the material, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, issued in
the name of the Owner, as required by the specification documents or purchase orders.

12.5 Awarded Bidder's advertising decals, stickers or other signs shall not be affixed to equipment. Vehicle mud flaps shall
be installed blank side out with no advertisements. Manufacturer's standard production forgings, stampings,
nameplates and logos are acceptable.

13. BID EVALUATION AND AWARD
13.1 The electronic signature shall be considered an offer on the part of the Bidder. Such offer shall be deemed accepted

upon issuance by the Owners of purchase orders, contract award notifications, or other contract documents
appropriate to the work.

13.2 No bid shall be modified or withdrawn for a period of ninety (90) calendar days after the time and date established for
receiving bids, and each Bidder so agrees in submitting the bid.

13.3 In case of a discrepancy between the unit prices and their extensions, the unit prices shall govern.
13.4 The bid will be awarded to the lowest responsible, responsive Bidder whose bid will be most advantageous to the

Owners, and as the Owners deem will best serve the requirements and interests of the Owners.
13.5 The Owners reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids; to request rebids; to award bids item-by-item, with or

without alternates, by groups, or "lump sum"; to waive minor irregularities in bids; such as shall best serve the
requirements and interests of the Owners.

13.6 In order to determine if the Bidder has the experience, qualifications, resources and necessary attributes to provide the
quality workmanship, materials and management required by the plans and specifications, the Bidder may be required
to complete and submit additional information as deemed necessary by the Owners. Failure to provide the information
requested to make this determination may be grounds for a declaration of non-responsive with respect to the Bidder.

13.7 The Owners reserves the right to reject irregular bids that contain unauthorized additions, conditions, alternate bids, or
irregularities that make the Bid Proposal incomplete, indefinite or ambiguous.

13.8 Any governmental agency may piggyback on any contract entered into from this bid.

14. INDEMNIFICATION
14.1 The Bidder shall indemnify and hold harmless the Owners from and against all losses, claims, damages, and

expenses, including, attorney's fees arising out of or resulting from the performance of the contract that results in
bodily injury, sickness, disease, death, or to injury to or destruction of tangible property, including the loss of use
resulting therefrom and is caused in whole or in part by the Bidder, any subcontractor, any directly or indirectly
employed by any of them or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable. This section will not require the Bidder
to indemnify or hold harmless the Owners for any losses, claims damages, and expenses arising out of or resulting
from the sole negligence of the Owners.

14.2 In any and ail claims against the Owners or any of its members, officers or employees by an employee of the Bidder,
any subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them or by anyone for whose acts made by any of
them may be liable, the indemnification obligation under paragraph 14.1 shall not be limited in any way by any
limitation of the amount or type of damages, compensation or benefits payable by or for the Bidder or any
subcontractor under worker's compensation acts, disability benefit acts or other employee benefit acts.

15. TERMS OF PAYMENT
15.1 Unless stated otherwise, the Owners will begin processing payment within thirty (30) calendar days after all labor has

been performed and all equipment or other merchandise has been delivered, and all such labor and equipment and
other materials have met all contract specifications.
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16. UWVS
16.1 The laws of the State of Nebraska shall govern the rights, obligations, and remedies of the parties under this proposal

and any contract reached as a result of this process.
16.2 Bidder agrees to abide by all applicable local, state and federal laws and regulations concerning the handling and

disclosure of private and confidential information concerning individuals and corporations as to inventions, copyrights,
patents and patent rights.

17. EQUIPMENT TAX ASSESSMENT
17.1 Any bid for public improvement shall comply with Nebraska Revised Statutes Section 77-1323 and 77-1324.

Indicating; every person, partnership, limited liability company, association or corporation furnishing labor or material in
the repair, alteration, improvement, erection, or construction of any public improvement shall sign a certified statement
which will accompany the contract. The certified statement shall state that all equipment to be used on the project,
except that acquired since the assessment date, has been assessed for taxation for the current year, giving the county
where assessed.

18. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
18.1 The City of Lincoln-Lancaster County provides equal opportunity for all Bidders and encourages minority businesses,

women's businesses and locally owned business enterprises to participate in our bidding process.

19. INSURANCE
19.1 All Bidders shall take special notice of the insurance provisions required for all City/County contracts (see Insurance

Requirements).

20. EXECUTION OF AGREEMENT
20.1 Depending on the type of service or commodity provided, one of the following methods will be employed. The method

applicable to this contract will be checked below:
a. PURCHASE ORDER, unless otherwise noted.

1. The contract shall consist of a City of Lincoln and Lancaster County Purchase Order.
2. A copy of the Bidder's bid response (or referenced bid number) attached and that the same, in all

particulars, becomes the contract between the parties hereto: that both parties thereby accept and agree
to the terms and conditions of said bid documents.

x b. CONTRACT, unless otherwise noted.
1. City and County will furnish copies of the Contract to the successful Bidder who shall prepare

attachments as required. Insurance as evidenced by a Certificate of Insurance (as required), surety
bonds properly executed (as required), and Contract signed with the dated.

2. The prepared documents shall be returned to the Purchasing Office within 10 days (unless otherwise
noted).

3. The City and County will sign and date the Contract.
4. Upon approval and signature, the City and County, will return one copy to the successful Bidder.

21. TAXES AND TAX EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE
21.1 The Owners are generally exempt from any taxes imposed by the state or federal government. A Tax Exemption

Certificate will be provided as applicable.

22. CITY AUDIT ADVISORY BOARD
22.1 All parties of any City agreement shall be subject to audit pursuant to Chapter 4.66 of the Lincoln Municipal Code and

shall make available to a contract auditor, as defined therein, copies of all financial and performance related records
and materials germane to the contracVorder, as allowed by law.

22.2 The Water Division of the City of Lincoln is taxable per Reg. 066.14A and no exemption certificate will be issued.

23. E-VERIFY
23.1 In accordance with Neb. Rev. Stat. 4-108 through 4-114, the contractor agrees to register with and use a federal

immigration verification system, to determine the work eligibility status of new employees performing services within the
state of Nebraska. A federal immigration verification system means the electronic verification of the work authorization
program of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, 8 U.S.C. 1324 a, otherwise known
as the E-Verify Program, or an equivalent federal program designated by the United States Department of Homeland
Security or other federal agency authorized to verify the work eligibility status of a newly hired employee pursuant to
the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. The Contractor shall not discriminate against any employee or
applicant for employment to be employed in the performance of this section pursuant to the requirements of state law
and 8 U.S.C.A 1324b. The contractor shall require any subcontractor to comply with the provisions of this section. For
information on the E-Verify Program, go to www.uscis.gov/everify.
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Advertise 2 times
Friday, March 8, 2019

Friday, March 15, 2019

City of Lincoln/Lancaster County
Purchasing Division

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Sealed bids will be received by the Purchasing Agent of the City of Lincoln/Lancaster County,
Nebraska BY ELECTRONIC BID PROCESS until: 12:00 pm, Friday, March 22, 2019 for
providing the following:

Skid Steer Leaders, Annual Rentals
Bid No. 19-088

Bidders must be registered on the City/County's E-Bid site in order to respond to the above Bid.
To register go to: lincoln.ne.gov (type: e-bid - in search box, then click "Supplier Registration").

Questions concerning this bid process may be directed to City/County Purchasing at:
(402) 441-8103 or purchasing@lincoln.ne.gov.


